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ABSTRACT
The Hanging Lake Pilot Bore was driven 4000 feet through 

the southern wall of Glenwood Canyon, Colorado, to provide 
geologic and geotechnical information for the design and 
construction of two twin lane vehicular tunnels on 
Interstate Highway 70. With this purpose in mind, the 
Colorado Department of Highways (CDOH) conducted an 
extensive data gathering program as the the pilot bore was 
constructed. The information included detailed maps of the 
tunnel walls, back, and advancing face, descriptions of the 
discontinuities and materials that were encountered, and 
construction data. A computer database was developed to 
store, manage, and access these data.

An underground wedge failure analysis was conducted with 
the aid of a microcomputer. A computer program was developed 
to access the CDOH database and provide information about 
the discontinuities that bounded the wedges. Another program 
performed the wedge analysis and included facilities to 
store information about the wedges, create 3-dimensional 
plots of the wedge and tunnel, generate plan view maps of 
the wedge and tunnel, and tabulate stability information.

The presence of wedges in the tunnel was dependent on 
the existence of favorably oriented and located 
discontinuities. The stability of the wedges was affected by
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the geologic characteristics of the discontinuities that 
bounded the wedges. The majority of wedges found were 
located between tunnel stations 1361+30 and 1376+00. An 
attempt was made to estimate wedge parameters for the full 
sized tunnel by projecting discontinuities past the walls of 
the pilot bore. The advantage of using the computer program 
was that an analysis could be run quickly, as the wedges 
were encountered in the tunnel. The program will be of* 
value when the pilot bore is enlarged to the full tunnel 
diameter and additional wedges are exposed.
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1. Introduction

1.1 General

An underground wedge failure analysis is conducted to 
estimate the size, weight, and stability of blocks of rock 
that may separate from the remainder of the rock mass, and 
move into an opening. The size and weight of a wedge can be 
estimated knowing the geometry of the wedge and the density 
of the rock in the wedge. The stability of the wedge is more 
difficult to estimate. It is influenced by a number of 
interdependent factors including the geologic 
characteristics of the discontinuities that bound the wedge, 
the nature of the stresses within the rock mass, the 
magnitude and direction of forces acting on the wedge faces, 
and the relationship between the position of the wedge and 
the orientation of the opening. After an estimate of these 
parameters has been made, methods of reinforcing and/or 
supporting unstable wedges can be developed.

The wedge failure mechanism associated with the Hanging 
Lake Pilot Bore was assumed to be typical of the mechanism 
characteristic of openings in jointed rock at shallow (less 
than 1000 feet) depth (Pig. 1-1). Under these conditions, 
geologic characteristics of the discontinuities that bound
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the wedge play a dominant role in the stability analysis, 
and are quantified by considering their effect on the 
cohesion and friction angle of the discontinuities. Because 
geological characteristics are so important, special 
emphasis must be given to detailed discontinuity 
descriptions and analysis of how they affect wedge 
stability. The stress conditions in the rock mass and the 
resulting forces exerted on the wedge faces are generally 
not significant. The force that does cause instability is 
the weight of the wedge. The wedge falls or slides into the 
opening due to its weight.

1.2 Site location and description

The Hanging Lake pilot bore was used as the site to test 
the underground wedge failure method developed for this 
report. The purpose of the pilot bore was to gather geologic 
and geotechnical information along the alignment of the 
proposed Hanging Lake tunnels. The Hanging Lake tunnels will 
consist of a pair of twin-lane vehicular tunnels about 40 
feet in diameter. They will be constructed as part of the 
extension of the Interstate 70 highway system through 
Glennwood Canyon, in western Colorado. The pilot bore is 
located about 140 miles west of Denver and 9 miles east of
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Glenwood Springs and is on the south side of the Colorado 
River, near Hanging Lake Park (Figure 1-1).

The Hanging Lake Pilot Bore was driven along the future, 
east-bound, full-sized, tunnel alignment. It was bored by 
driving two tunnels from a central staging area in Cinnamon 
Creek (Figure 1-1). The lengths of the pilot bore east and 
west of this staging area are 1200 and 2600 feet 
respectively. The proposed tunnels will be built across the 
Cinnamon Creek valley by cut and cover methods, making the 
Hanging Lake tunnels about 4000 feet long.

The pilot bore, which is 12 feet wide and 13 feet high, 
was driven with the back or roof of the pilot bore 
coincident with the back of the future full-sized bore, and 
in approximately the center of the full-sized bore. The 
pilot bore provided a 12 foot wide exposure of the rock that 
would form the back of the full-sized bore. Geologic 
features on the pilot bore walls could be projected a few 
feet to the walls of the full-sized bore. Geologic 
characteristics and spatial relationships of the 
discontinuities that bound the wedges were observed along 
the back of the pilot bore, and estimated for other portions 
of the full-sized bore based on the features observed in the 
pilot bore walls.
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1 .3 Scope of this Report

The purpose of this report was to develop a method of 
underground wedge failure analysis for four-sided wedges 
(including a free face) with an emphasis on computer-aided 
solution. Computer applications were necessary to manage the 
large amount of data involved, to aid with the tedious and 
repetitive calculations required in the analysis, and to aid 
in the analysis "by graphically representing the wedge-tunnel 
interaction. The underground wedge failure method and 
computer programs developed in this study can be used for 
any underground opening. The modifications to the computer 
programs that would be necessary when using them for other 
openings are discussed.

Section 2 of this report contains geologic information 
about the Hanging lake Pilot Bore site. An emphasis is 
placed on the geologic characteristics of the 
discontinuities in the rock mass through which the tunnel 
was bored.

Section 3 describes the methods used to analyze geologic 
data collected by the Colorado Highway Department that is 
relevant to the wedge failure analysis. A computer program 
was developed to aid in accessing and summarizing this 
geologic data. A listing of the program is included in
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Appendix B.
The computer programs and the underground wedge failure 

analysis method developed in this report are described in 
Section 4- The computer program assists the user with the 
entry, access, and storage of data, and produces three types 
of output. The output consists of:

1. A printout of physical characteristics that describe 
the wedge and its stability.

2. A plan view map, viewed from above, with the wedge 
projected onto the full-sized tunnel.

3. A 3-dimensional graphic view of the wedge and tunnel 
that can be scaled, shifted and rotated.

An example including the three types of output is discussed 
to illustrate the program's use. A listing of the 
Apple-compatible program used in this report is in Appendix 
C.

Section 5 presents the results of the analysis for the 
Hanging Lake Pilot Bore.

Section 6 contains a summary and conclusions about the 
underground wedge failure method. Appendix A contains 
photographs referred to in the text.
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2 Geology

2-1 Introduction

The underground wedge failure analysis was affected to a 
great degree by the geologic characteristics of the rock and 
discontinuities, such as joints, faults, shears, veins, and 
foliations that bound wedges in the rock. The geologic 
history of the site influenced the formation and 
condition of joints, faults, and shears in the rock mass.
The subsequent mechanical behavior of these discontinuities 
reflected events that occured during the geologic history of 
the rock mass. Structures within the rock mass affected the 
geometry of wedges. The presence or absence of 
discontinuities required to form wedges was in part 
dependent on the type of rock present in that section of the 
tunnel. An understanding of some of the geologic factors 
that affected the formation and stability of the wedges was 
very important in this study.

2.2 Regional Physiographic and Geologic Setting

The pilot bore was located in western Colorado, about 
140 miles west of Denver on Interstate Highway 70. The study
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, site is on the southeast edge of the White River Plateau in 
a rugged gorge cut by the Colorado River, called Glenwood 
Canyon. The White River Plateau is in the Rocky Mountain 
physiographic province, near the Colorado Plateau Province. 
The Grand Hogback, less than 15 miles to the west of the 
tunnel site, marks the boundary between the two provinces. 
The White River Plateau has features that are more like the 
Colorado Plateau Province ; however, the features surrounding 
the plateau are Rocky Mountain features. The plateau is west 
of the Yampa Valley and Park Range, northwest of the Sawatch 
Range, and east of the Grand Hogback (Pig. 2-1).

The White River plateau consists of over 100 square 
miles of relatively flat terrane, with altitudes ranging 
from 10,000 to 12,000 feet. Its margins are deeply dissected 
by a number of streams that radiate out from the plateau. 
Glenwood Canyon was formed as the Colorado River incised 
into the plateau. Rock ranging from Precambrian to Tertiary 
in age are exposed in the canyon walls. The canyon is 15 
miles long with nearly vertical cliffs up to 1800 feet high 
and total relief in excess of 3000 feet.
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Denver

Hanging Lake 
Tunnels Site

Figure 2-1 . Major tectonic and geographic features of 
Colorado, (after Tweto, 1979)»
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2.3 Site Geology

2.3*1 Geomorphology

The Hanging lake Pilot Bore is located about 7 miles 
from the east end of Glenwood Canyon. The most striking 
feature at the tunnel site is the vertical, 500 foot-high, 
cliffs formed in the Sawatch Formation (Fig. A1). The 
Manitou and leadville Formations are also form cliffs, with 
each formation over 200 feet thick, on the slopes above the 
Sawatch Formation (Fig. 2-2). Cinnamon Creek enters the 
Colorado River from the south and forms a break in the 
canyon walls. The pilot bore was driven east and west from a 
central staging area in the relatively flat bottom of this 
valley (Fig. A1 ).

The tunnel was located entirely within the Precambrian 
rock at the bottom of the canyon. The Precambrian rock 
consists of gneiss, granite, and quartz diorite. The rock is 
variable in resistence to erosion. The metamorphic rock 
often forms talus and colluvium covered vegetated slopes, 
and the pegmatite and granite usually formed cliffs. The 
quartz diorite forms vertical cliffs over 400 feet high at 
the Shoshone Portal (Fig. A2). The unconformable contact 
between the Precambrian rock and the overlying Cambrian 
Sawatch Formation is highly weathered to depths ranging from
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several feet to more than 50 feet, and usually forms a ledge 
along the canyon slope.

2.3-2 Geologic History

Most of the features in the rock through which the 
tunnel was driven were formed during the Precamhian Era. The 
metamorphic rock at the site may have had a protolith of 
sandy shale with interbedded arkose or impure sandstone 
(Harper, 1964)• The age of metamorphism of these sediments 
may be the same as the age of a granite gneiss from a deep 
well in Garfield County that was determined to be 1690 
million years old by Rb-Sr methods (Edwards, 1966). Mineral 
segregation and migmatization suggest deep burial of these 
sedimentary rocks.

The metamorphic rock was intruded by a number of igneous 
bodies. A large quartz diorite pluton at the west end of the 
tunnel intruded and was then metamorphosed. These rocks were 
in turn intruded by granite and pegmatite. Cross cutting 
relationships of veins in the tunnel suggest at least three 
stages of intrusion by the pegmatites (Pig. A3)• In general, 
the later intrusives have larger crystal size and are 
sometimes layered. These younger intrusive events may be 
1350 million years old, based on dates obtained by Rb-Sr
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methods (Leeds, et al., 1981).
The metamorphic rock shows evidence of at least two 

periods of folding with associated faulting (Harper, 1964). 
The foliation in the tunnel has a uniform orientation along 
the station interval 1361+30 to 1 390+00. The foliation has a 
strike of nearly north-south and a dip of 45 to 60° to the 
west. High angle faults in the tunnel have a wide range of 
orientations, suggesting more than one period of faulting. 
Low angle faults, offset "by the high angle faults, suggest 
an additional early period of faulting. The faults in the 
Shoshone Shear Zone, a zone between station 1361+30 and 
1376+00 that contained numerous shears and faults (Ueblacker 
and Associates, 1978), were traced on the surface into the 
overlying Paleozoic rocks. In the Sawatch quartzite these 
faults apparently were reactivated during the Laramide 
orogeny and shear zones characterized by intensely fractured 
rock formed above these planes of weakness. The lack of 
offset on most of the shear zones in the quartzite suggests 
that vertical movement was minor. Instead the flexure of the 
rocks along these weakness planes fractured the brittle 
quartzite.

The Precambrian rocks were subjected to a long period of 
erosion that created a generally featureless, deeply- 
weathered surface. A thick sequence of mostly marine
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sedimentation occured on this surface until the end of the 
Cretaceous Period when mountain "building processes of the 
Laramide orogeny began. The White River plateau has been 
uplifted, and the Colorado River has been cutting the canyon 
since the end of the Cretaceous Period. Up to 200 feet of 
alluvium and talus has been deposited in the canyon, 
probably as the result of frost wedging on the canyon walls, 
and deposition of glacially derived sediments during the 
last ice age. Terraces along the river indicate that the 
river is currently down-cutting through these materials.

2.3*3 Lithology

The pilot bore was driven through Precambrian rock 
consisting of metasedimentary and igneous rocks. Sections of 
the tunnel had a variety of lithologically different rocks ; 
however, the rocks had similiar engineering properties.

The eastern section of the tunnel, from station 1361+30 
to 1390+00, contain metasedimentary rocks intruded by large 
granite and pegmatite masses and smaller veins and dikes of 
similar rock. The metamorphic rocks are fine to medium 
grained, contain quartz, biotite, and plagioclase, and have 
a gneissic fabric. Thin bands of the rock are locally 
schistose (Fig. A4). Much of the gneiss is migmatitic and
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characterized "by interlayered, often ptygmatically folded, 
hands of dark colored minerals (plagioclase and hiotite) and 
light colored minerals (quartz and orthoclase). A number of 
thin bands of greenish quartzite were observed, and probably 
represent fairly clean sandstone protoliths. Mineral 
segregation in the bands is incomplete as the darker bands 
contained a high percentage of quartz. The banding and 
foliation in this rock is very distinct and strikes roughly 
north-south and dips 45°to 60° west.

The western section of the tunnel, from station 1350+00 
to 1361+30, consists of quartz diorite. The rock is a fine- 
to medium-grained, quartz-, plagioclase-, and biotite-rich, 
dark grey rock with an indistinct foliation (Fig. A3)• The 
rock had a granulite texture (Voodward-Clyde Consultants, 
1983), which, considered with the sillimanite found in thin 
section work, suggests the rock had undergone high grade 
metamorphism. That metamorphic environment would be 
compatible with the features observed in the migmatitic 
metasedimentary rocks. This rock is much stronger than the 
metamorphic rock, has less variable mechanical properties, 
and contains fewer discontinuities.

The metamorphic rocks and the quartz diorite are 
intruded along the entire length of the tunnel by granite 
and pegmatite. The granite is mineralogically similiar to
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the pegmatite (Pig. A6). These rocks are pink, fine to very 
coarse grained, and contain quartz, orthoclase, plagioclase, 
and muscovite. They locally contain xenoliths of host rock. 
The pegmatite dikes and veins are often zoned, with milky 
quartz and tourmaline in the interior of the dike or vein, 
and feldspar along the margins. Tourmaline is often 
deposited along joints in the diorite by pneumatolytic gases 
emanating from the pegmatites.

2.3.4 Structural Geology

The White River Plateau, in the vicinity of Glenwood 
Canyon, is a broad anticlinal structure whose nose plunges 
to the southeast (MacQuown, 1945). At the tunnel site the 
unconformity between Precambrian and Cambrian rocks dips 
about 12° southeast. Structures in the Precambrian rocks 
are complex. Metamorphic rocks are tightly folded and low 
angle faults observed in the tunnel may be related to this 
folding (Harper, 1964). The range in orientations of the 
high angle faults suggests more than one period of faulting. 
The majority of these faults are related to the Shoshone 
Shear Zone. A number of these faults, traced on the surface, 
continue into the overlying quartzite as zones of intensely 
fractured rock. The lack of appreciable displacement
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suggests these zones formed due to reactivation of the 
Precambrian faults as planes of flexural weakness.

Jointing in the canyon is very prominent in the 
Paleozoic rocks. Two vertical sets, trending N15°E and 
N80°W (MacQuown, 1945)» cause the blocky appearance of the 
Sawatch quartzite. Four major joint sets exist in the 
Precambrian rock, two of which correspond to the sets in the 
overlying Paleozoic rock. A greater frequency of joints 
exists in the Precambrian rock. More randomly oriented 
joints are found in the Precambrian rock (Harper, 1964).

The intrusive structures at the tunnel site vary in 
geometry depending on the host rock they were intruded into. 
The granite and pegmatite intruded into the metamorphic rock 
are often bulbuous masses with radiating contorted veins. 
These bodies have a great variety of 3-dimensional shapes 
and sizes. The pegmatite intruded into the quartz diorite 
consists of tabular bodies that locally surround blocks of 
the host rock, suggesting that pegmatites intruded along 
joints. The pegmatite dikes range from a few inches to 15 
feet thick, are generally nearly horizontal or vertical, and 
represent considerable dilation of the diorite during 
intrusion. The difference in shape between the pegmatites in 
the metamorphic rock and the diorite, despite the fact that 
they were intruded at the same time, probably reflects a
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more brittle state that existed in the diorite at the same 
time a more plastic state existed in the metamorphic rocks.
A thick nearly horizontal pegmatite dike, near the Shoshone 
portal, consists of repetitive layers of fine to coarse 
grained crystals and suggests this planar zone was 
repeatedly intruded.

The quartz diorite intrusive is a four mile in diameter 
mass (Harper, 1964 ) • The contact with the metamorphic rock 
along the tunnel alignment is gradational over a 150 foot- 
wide zone, with a finer grained interfingering zone furthest 
from the intrusion and coarser grained diorite containing 
numerous large xenoliths of metamorphic rock inside this 
zone. The xenoliths were rare at a distance greater than 200 
feet from the contact zone.

2.5.5 Discontinuities

2.3.5-1 General

The discontinuities in the rock mass at the Hanging Lake 
Pilot Bore determined most of the mechanical behavior of the 
rock. Instrumentation installed and monitored in the pilot 
bore, including five point convergence stations and multiple 
point borehole extensometers, and observations of the
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deformation in the walls and "back of the tunnel suggested 
that discontinuities controlled the mechanical "behavior of 
the rock mass (Woodward-Clyde Consultants, 1 985)• The 
existence of blocks of rock that were potentially unstable 
depended on the presence of favorably oriented and located 
discontinuities. The geologic characteristics of the 
discontinuities were very important in the wedge failure 
analysis due to their influence on the stability of the 
blocks. The estimated values for the friction angles and 
cohesion along each discontinuity that bounded wedges were 
based on these geologic features. The discontinuity 
characteristics included geometric features such as 
orientation, spacing, persistence, aperture, and waviness, 
and physical features such as infilling material, roughness, 
and alteration. Because these characteristics were so 
important an effort was made to make very detailed 
descriptions of them and to assess how they affected the 
friction angle and cohesion values. The general descriptions 
of discontinuities that follow were generated from a very 
detailed computer database, described in section 3, that 
contained information on probably all the major 
discontinuities that were encountered in the pilot bore. The 
characteristics of the discontinuities that bounded the 
wedges were checked with this database during the field work
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to locate the wedges.

2.3 -5 «2 J oints

Joints encountered in the Hanging Lake Pilot Bore are 
generally planar, are smooth to rough, have apertures that 
were usually narrow (<0.1 inches) to tight, are moderately 
(1-3 feet) to closely (0.25-1 feet) spaced, and usually have 
soft infillings of iron oxide and/or chlorite. A small 
percentage of the joints have wavy surfaces, with small 
wavelengths (<1 foot) and amplitudes (<2 inches). These wavy 
joints were usually located in metamorphic rock. Some joint 
sets are composed of small persistence joints, with en 
echelon geometry, that produced a stepped surface when the 
rock parted along the joints and Broke through the intact 
rock that separated the joints. Joint roughness is often 
related to the rock type and infilling. Joints in 
metamorphic rock frequently contain chlorite and have smooth 
surfaces, and joints in igneous rock usually contain iron 
oxide and have rough surfaces. The presence of chlorite in 
joints located in metamorphic rock and quartz diorite is 
probably due to weathering of ferromagnesian minerals in the 
rock that typically alter to chlorite. Chlorite along a few 
of the joints in the igneous rock, especially the granite
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and pegmatite, was probably formed by components mobilized 
from adjacent mafic rocks, moved along the joint system, and 
was probably deposited by hydrothermal solutions. Joint 
apertures were usually less than 0.1 inches. It was 
difficult to determine if the aperture of the joints 
observed in the tunnel was natural or influenced by the 
movement of the rock mass as the opening was created. Thin 
infillings in some of the joints provided evidence of the 
original aperture. Blocks located where the rock had 
undergone movement were assumed to have no cohesion, but did 
have apparent cohesion due to asperities that were in 
contact.

During tunneling eight blocks became unstable and 
failed, probably in part due to movement of the rockmass and 
the subsequent loss of cohesion. Friction angles were 
measured on the failure planes and by back calculating the 
cohesion was determined.

Joint set spacing varies greatly; however, when 
observing a section of tunnel the spacing is generally 
described as closely to moderately fractured. Some sections 
of the tunnel, especially near faults or shears, had 
intensely fractured (< 0.25 foot spacings) rock. Very large 
spacings (10 feet or more) were also found by analyzing 
joint orientation data in a computer data base (described in
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section 3)• A computer program was developed that would 
search for joints with similiar orientations along the 
length of the tunnel. A listing of this program is included 
in Appendix D .

Most sections of the pilot bore contain at least three 
joint sets. Usually two of the sets were nearly vertical and 
the third set had a low dip angle. The presence of three or 
more sets oriented favorably to isolate blocks of rock on 
the walls or back of the tunnel resulted in sections of the 
tunnel having ubiquitus wedge formation with the same 
geometry. In addition, the alignment orientation affected 
which section of the tunnel favored wedge formation due to 
the number of joint sets. Most of the wedges which formed in 
other portions of the tunnel were the result of the presence 
of at least one randomly oriented discontinuity, such as a 
fault, and a number of joint sets.

An attempt was made to locate sections of the tunnel 
that were characterized by certain joint sets. The method 
used consisted of observing joint sets in the tunnel, 
estimating their extent along a section of tunnel, checking 
the estimate with the computer database, and refining the 
estimate until the database information agreed with what was 
observed in the tunnel. The procedure for using the database 
with joint sets is described in section 3- The results of
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. this investigation are summarized in histogram form (Figures 
2-3 to 2-5) and in stereoplot form (Figures 2-6 to 2-16 ). 
Figures 2-3 to 2-8 include joint orientations over the three 
intervals having different lithology. Figures 2-9 to 2-16 
contain joint orientations measured in sections of the 
Shoshone Shear Zone that had variability in joint sets. This 
section of the tunnel, station 1361+30 to 1376+02, generated 
the majority of the wedges and was studied in greater 
detail. The orientations were plotted and contoured on lower 
hemisphere Schmidt equal area nets so the pole densities 
could be calculated and contoured. A listing of the computer 
program used to generate the stereoplots is included in 
Appendix D.

The number of observations in each joint set 
concentration on the stereoplots and histograms is not 
indicative of the importance or prominence of a particular 
set. This is due to numerical bias introduced by the field 
methods in which the orientation data was collected. For 
example, the line surveys tended to intersect joint sets 
that were oriented normal to the tunnel alignment more 
frequently than joints with orientations nearly parallel 
with the alignment.

The stereoplots in Figures 2-9 to 2-16 suggest there 
were similarities in the existence of joint set orientations
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Wj

Number of observations - 2977
Contour interval - 1^ of the pole points
per unit area of the lower hemisphere

Figure 2-6. Contoured lower hemisphere Schmidt stereoplot 
of poles to joints in the section of tunnel 
consisting of quartz diorite, station 1 350+00 
to 1361+30.
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W

Number of observations - 6974
Contour interval — 1 ̂  of the pole points
per unit area of the lower hemisphere

Figure 2-7• Contoured lower hemisphere Schmidt stereoplot 
of poles to joints in the section of tunnel 
consisting of blocky metamorphic and igneous 
rock in the Shoshone Shear Zone, station 1361+30 
to 1376+02.
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W -

Number of observations - 3995
Contour interval — 1^ of the pole points
per unit area of the lower hemisphere

Figure 2-8 Contoured lower hemisphere Schmidt stereoplot 
of poles to joints in the section of tunnel 
consisting of metamorphic rock, station 
1378+30 to 1390+00.
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( P

Number of observations — 384
Contour interval - of the pole points
per unit area of the lower hemisphere

Figure 2-9• Contoured lower hemisphere Schmidt stereoplot
of poles to joints, station 1361+30 to 1362+00.
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N

Number of observations - 1654
Contour interval - 1 ̂  of the pole points
per unit area of the lower hemisphere

Figure 2-10. Contoured lower hemisphere Schmidt stereoplot
of poles to joints, station 1362+00 to 1365+40.
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S

Number of observations - 344
Contour interval - 1$ of the pole points
per unit area of the lower hemisphere

Figure 2-11. Contoured lower hemisphere Schmidt stereoplot
of poles to joints, station 1365+40 to 1363+90.
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Hum "ber of observations - 1011
Contour interval — 1 io of the pole points
per unit area of the lower hemisphere

Figure 2-12. Contoured lower hemisphere Schmidt stereoplot
of poles to joints, station 1363+90 to 1368+00.
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Number of observations - 1403
Contour interval - 1 % of the pole points
per unit area of the lower hemisphere

Figure 2-13• Contoured lower hemisphere Schmidt stereoplot
of poles to joints, station 1368+00 to 1370+90.
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N

S

ÎIum"ber of observations - 582
Contour interval - of the pole points
per unit area of the lower hemisphere

"Figure 2-14. Contoured lower hemisphere Schmidt stereoplot
of poles to joints, station 1370+90 to 1372+00.
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0

Number of observations - 945
Contour interval - 1 % of the pole points
per unit area of the lower hemisphere

Figure 2-15. Contoured lower hemisphere Schmidt stereoplot
of poles to joints, station 1372+00 to 1373+80.
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Number of observations - 706
Contour interval - 1 % of the pole points
per unit area of the lower hemisphere

Figure 2-16. Contoured lower hemisphere Schmidt stereoplot
of poles to joints, station 1373+80 to 1376+02.
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for each fairly short section of the tunnel. However, each 
section contained differences in the relative frequency of 
poles observed for each set and in some cases contained a 
pole concentration unique to that interval. Variable 
geologic characteristics of these sections of the tunnel, 
such as lithology and faulting, probably account for the 
local differences. The stereoplots in figures 2-6 to 2-8 
have pole concentrations with very similiar shapes and 
suggest the main joint sets exist throughout the tunnel. 
Observation of the sets in the tunnel indicated a particular 
joint set was often absent from a section of the tunnel, but 
it was present on each side of the interval.

The variable tunnel alignment also affected the manner 
in which joints of a set manifested themselves in the wall 
and roof. Joints were most visibly prominent when they 
intersected the tunnel at a high angle and formed the 
surfaces of blocks of rock that separated from the rock 
mass. Some sections of the tunnel did contain joint sets 
that were characteristic of only that interval, such as the 
set with a low dip magnitude between stations 1350+00 and 
1361+30. The rock type was often related to the set 
orientations.

A statistical method was used to compare pole
concentrations on the stereoplots. The method, a chi-squared
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testing procedure (Miller, 1984), provided a way to quantify 
the comparisons between stereoplots and make an evaluation 
as to whether or not the joint sets in the plots were 
obtained from the same structural domain. A contingency 
table was generated containing the frequency of pole 
observations for the joint sets on all stereoplots being 
compared (Figure 2-17). Each column on the table represents 
a joint set being compared and each row represents the 
different joint sets on a stereoplot. The following 
chi—squared statistic was calculated to test the null 
hypothesis that the plots contain joint set pole 
concentrâtions from like populations:

where
r = total number of Schmidt plots
c = total number of joint sets in each plot
f^j = observed frequency of fracture poles in the ij

cell
e = expected frequency of fracture poles in the ij 

cell
The expected frequency in the ij cell was calculated as 
follows :
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Rows Patch 1 Patch 2 Row
Total

Schmidt 
Plot 1 -11 f 1 2 - Ri

Schmidt 
Plot 2 f21 f 22 r 2

Schmidt 
Plot 3 f31 f 52 f3c R5

. . e . .
• . • • •
* • • • •

Schmidt 
Plot r fr1 fr2 •• 4 c Rr

Column C1 c2 cc N

Figure 2-17. Contingency table for comparing Schmidt plots 
(after Miller, 1984).
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where
= total observed frequency of poles in the i"*'*1 

row
Cj = total observed frequency of poles in the j"*'*1 

column
N = total number of fracture observations in all plots

A computer program was written to perform the calculations 
to evaluate this statistic. A listing of this program is 
included in Appendix D . The frequency values for the 
contingency table were obtained from the computer database, 
by counting the values on the histogram generated with 
program summary. The database and information access methods 
for joint sets are described in section 3 of this report.

To determine if the null hypothesis was true this 
statistic could not have a value greater than a 
chi-squared variate evaluated at the specific significance 
level. The variate used was the one tail on the right test, 
which is appropriate for contingency tables. Comparing the 
sets on figures 2-6 to 2-8 with 4 degrees of freedom the 
statistic was 12.53» and was less than the variate value of 
13*28 for a = 0.01 . This suggested the joint sets along the
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tunnel were representing the same structural domain. The 
null hypothesis was not valid when comparing the shorter 
sections of the tunnel "between station 1361+30 and 1376+02, 
and suggests that localized variations in joint sets exist 
probably due to a number of geologic factors.

2.3-5-3 Faults and shears

The faults and shears in the pilot bore were highly 
variable in their geologic characteristics. In general, they 
were zones of intensely-fractured, crushed, slickensided 
rock containing gouge, breccia, and sandy clay. Faults were 
similiar to shears; however, if displacement could be 
detected they were described as faults. The discontinuities 
were called shears if rock movement could not be discerned 
in the tunnel. These discontinuities had a wide range of 
orientations (Figures 2-18 to 2-20) and often formed on 
the sides of a wedge in areas where joints would not have 
isolated a wedge. The rock around these discontinuities was 
often more jointed and promoted wedge formation. The smooth 
slickensided surfaces of the shear fractures in these zones 
had very low friction angles (as low as 13°), which 
resulted in lower stability of wedges.

The majority of the faults and shears were encountered
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N

S
Number of observations = 100
Contour interval - 1$ of the pole points
per unit area of the lover hemisphere.

Figure 2-18. Contoured lower hemisphere Schmidt stereoplot
of poles to faults and shears, station 1350+00
to 1361+30.
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N

S
Hum "ber of observations = 187
Contour interval - of the pole points
per unit area of the lower hemisphere.

Figure 2-19• Contoured lower hemisphere Schmidt stereoplot 
of poles to faults and sheafs, station 1361+30 
to 1376+02.
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N

5
Number of observations = 94
Contour interval - of the pole points
per unit area of the lower hemisphere.

Figure 2-20. Contoured lower hemisphere Schmidt stereoplot
of poles to faults and shears, station 1378+30
to 1390+00.
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in the Shoshone Shear Zone, between stations 1361+30 and 
1376+02. The Hanging Lake Fault was the largest 
discontinuity that was encountered outside this station 
interval. Most of these discontinuities were thin (<1 inch) 
and had mechanical properties similiar to smooth joints. The 
wider faults usually contained clayey gouge and brecciated 
or intensely fractured rock. Some of the widest shear zones 
contained a relatively thick zone of intact rock between 
thin fractured zones. The width of shear zones was observed 
to change very rapidly, sometimes from a 5 foot wide zone in 
one wall to a 1 inch wide zone in the opposite wall. The 
orientation of many shears also changed rapidly. For 
example, a shear mapped in one face of the tunnel as the 
heading advanced could not be found in the next face because 
it had curved into the wall. The sheared planes within the 
wide shear zones were often very wavy, with wavelengths of 
20 feet, formed bifurcating and anastamosing fracture 
patterns, and sometimes terminated against other shear 
fractures as if the shears had moved around blocks of rock.
A total of over 300 faults and shears were encountered in 
the pilot bore ; however, only a few were over 5 feet wide, 
and the widest, at station 1371+30 to 1371+80, was only 15 
feet wide.
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2 .3 «5-4 Other discontinuities

Foliations and veins were also important in the 
formation of wedges. The sections of the pilot bore 
consisting of metamorphic rock sometimes contained foliation 
joints. The weaker metamorphic rock also tended to part 
along the foliations. The orientation of the foliation 
planes consisted of two directions (Figure 2-21) and may 
reflect a structural feature along the alignment such as a 
fold or change due to the Hanging Lake Fault. The occasional 
random foliations were due to large rotated foliated 
xenoliths associated with some of the intrusive rocks.

Veins were found throughout the tunnel sections; 
however, they were most important with respect to wedge 
formation in the section of tunnel consisting of quartz 
diorite, station 1350+00 to 1361+30• The veins were usually 
composed of coarse- to very coarse-grained quartz, potassium 
feldspar, and muscovite with minor amounts of black 
tourmaline. In this section of the tunnel the veins 
apparently were intruded along joints in the diorite, and 
the chilled vein-diorite contact was weaker than the rock or 
vein material. Blocks of rock tended to part along the 
vein-diorite contacts, the weakest plane in an otherwise 
strong rock. The orientations of the veins were generally
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Q >

Q

Number of observations = 91
Contour interval - 1^ of the pole points
per unit area of the lower hemisphere.

Figure 2-21. Contoured lower hemisphere Schmidt stereoplot
of poles to foliations, station 1361+30
to 1390+00.
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random ; however, they suggest the veins were intruded around 
rectangular blocks of diorite (Figure 2-22).
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N

w-

Nunfber of observations =19
Contour interval - 5$ of the pole points
per unit area of the lower hemisphere•

Figure 2-22. Contoured lower hemisphere Schmidt stereoplot
of poles to veins, station 1350+00 to 1361+30.
to 1390+00.
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3 ♦ Analysis of Geologic Data 

3-1 Introduction

An attempt was made to minimize the amount of field data 
needed in the wedge failure analysis. In addition, a data 
form was used in the field to organize the data and help 
insure that portions of the data were not omitted (Figure 
3-1). The amount of time required to collect the data was 
reduced by making the data collection systematic. The use of 
the data form also facilitated entry of the data into a 
computer. After the data was in the computer file it could 
be easily accessed as often as desired, and thus avoid the 
inconvenience of having to enter the data more than once.

The data required for the wedge failure analysis 
consisted of geometric and geologic information about the 
discontinuities that bound the wedges. Similiar data was 
collected about the discontinuities by the Colorado Highway 
Department (CDOH) and stored in a computer data base. A 
computer program was then written to access this data base 
so that it could be used in conjunction with the data 
collected for this report. The geometric data collected for 
this report was compared with the CDOH mapping and the 
geologic information about the discontinuities was compared
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Wedge No. S’!

Strike Dip Coordinate ' Dis. Notes:
X Y 2 type 0 and c

Discontinuity 1 NlovO V :r

Discontinuity 2 K/l* tv 5"2iy -t f<t
St*** * 'Hy 

f-z _

Discontinuity 3 VI* » trne 5271 JT p  ( A. *~A.

Figure 3-1 Example of the field sheet used to collect dat 
describing the discontinuities that bounded a wedge.
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with the data "base. The computer program also accessed point 
load test and construction data.

3-2 Field Methods

3.2.1 Wedge Analysis Data Collection

Two types of data were collected about the 
discontinuities that bound the wedges. The first data type 
was the geometrical information required to mathematically 
define the wedge in 3-dimensional space. The following list 
contains the minimum parameters needed to define the wedge:

1. The strike of the discontinuity.
2. The dip of the discontinuity.
3. The x,y, and z coordinates of any point on the 

d iscontinuity.
The second type of data included detailed geologic 

descriptions of the discontinuities that were used to 
estimate the friction angle and cohesion associated with the 
discontinuities. When possible, friction angles for the 
discontinuities were estimated in the field by obtaining 
samples of rock from each side of the discontinuity and 
measuring the angle when sliding occurred as the samples 
were tilted. Friction angles that could not be obtained with
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this method were estimated hy comparing the discontinuity 
descriptions of the measured friction angles with the 
discontinuities in question. In addition, a number of 
friction angles were measured for various discontinuity 
surfaces that did not bound the wedges. The number of 
samples to be tested for each group of discontinuities with 
similiar geologic descriptions was estimated with the 
following formula for normally distributed populations:

n = (z/a)2 (pq) = ( 1 .65/0.10)2 (0.25) = 68 

where :
n = the minimum number of tests required for the 

confidence interval.
z = the number of standard deviations.
a = the desired accuracy.
pq = 0.25, the maximum value possible for the product 

of the probability that the event will occur and 
the probability that the event will not occur. 

Therefore, about 70 samples were tested for each group of 
discontinuities to provide a statistical test population of 
sufficient size for a 90% confidence interval. The geologic 
parameters used to describe the discontinuities, in addition 
to the geometric parameters listed above, were recorded on a
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field form developed by Woodward-Clyde Consultants and 
include :

1 . Type of discontinuity
2. Spacing
3. Persistence
4. Aperture 
5 • Planarity
6. Amplitude and wavelength
7. Roughness
8. Infilling type and strength 
9• Wall rock alteration

10. Water
11. Rock type (to estimate rock density)

The guidelines used to describe these parameters were those 
suggested by the International Society of Rock Mechanics 
(ISRM, 1978).

3*2.2 Colorado Department of Highways Data

The purpose of the Hanging Lake Pilot Bore was to gather 
geologic and geotechnical data to aid with the design and 
construction of the full sized tunnels. The CDOH conducted 
an extensive data gathering program under the direction of 
Woodward-Clyde Consultants. Woodward-Clyde Consultants
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provided field sheets and recommended guidelines for the 
data collection.

The walls and hack of the pilot bore were mapped on a 
scale of 1" = 5 ’ (Figure 3-2) . Detailed geologic 
descriptions of the discontinuities that were characteristic 
of the section mapped were tabulated on field sheets (Figure 
3-3), located on the back side of the maps. The types of 
data collected are listed on Figure 3-5 and generally follow 
the ISRM guidelines (ISRM, 1978). The entire length of the 
pilot bore was mapped and described in this manner, with a 
total of about 4500 discontinuities described. In addition, 
each face was mapped on a scale of 1" = 2 r as the tunnel 
heading advanced. Geologic descriptions of the 
discontinuities were collected using the same field forms 
used with the wall maps. By collecting data about 
discontinuities in the faces some of the bias against 
discontinuities that parallel the tunnel alignment was 
avo ided.

Joint line surveys were conducted along both walls of 
the pilot bore. Orientation, spacing, and persistence data 
were collected along with the location of the discontinuity 
at waist height along the wall. Approximately 12,000 joints 
were described along both walls of the pilot bore.
Additional data collected included point load test data from
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looy

Roof

INVERT

SCALE V  -  S' 

NOTES:
CD.O.H. GLENWOOD CANYON 

HANGING LAKE PILOT TUNNEL 
170-2 (98)

Station Sdto to S~2--»t>0 
Page /  of 2m
Logged by: .D . ■B.A.feAfLS-----------------
"Dete: __________________
WoodwT d-Ctvd» ConmuÊtmntm

Figure 3—2 Example of the field sheet used to map thewalls and back of the pilot bore.
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rock core and lump samples obtained with a portable point 
load tester and blast report information that included a 
sketch of drillhole and delay locations, and powder 
information.

3.3 Computer analysis of geologic data

A computer was required to manage the large amount of 
data collected during the six month long mapping program.
The data was collected systematically and ideally suited to 
computer database applications. Tasks such as characterizing 
the discontinuities for a 500 foot section of the tunnel 
took minutes with the computer versus hours of paging 
through the field sheets by hand. The software used to 
develope the geologic database was dBase II, produced by 
Ashton Tate. In addition, a stereoplot program was written 
to aid with orientation analysis and plotting software was 
used to summarize data in graphical form.

A description of the computer programs used to analyze 
the data is included in Appendix B . Examples of the output 
from the programs are also included. A listing of the 
programs is in Appendix B to aid with conversion of the 
database and programs to other projects.
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. 4- The Underground Wedge Failure Analysis

4.1 General

The stability of underground excavations is influenced 
by a number of factors. The depth of the excavation and 
tectonic history of the rock mass can affect the magnitude 
and orientation of stresses around the opening. The mode of 
failure of the rock is influenced by the mechanical 
properties of the rock mass. Discontinuities such as joints, 
faults, foliations, etc. within the rock mass often control 
the location and type of failure. The interaction of rock 
strength properties and geologic characteristics of the rock 
can result in a complex rock mass response to the creation 
of an underground opening.

This study deals with the stability of excavations at 
shallow depth (generally less than 1000 feet) where 
structurally controlled failure dominates the rock mass 
response. At shallow depth stresses within strong rock do 
not significantly affect failure in the rock. The cover at 
the Hanging Lake Pilot Bore was usually about 300 to 400 
feet, with a maximum of about 700 feet. Stresses in the rock 
may have also been influenced by the canyon wall that sloped 
steeply over 1200 feet above the tunnel alignment.
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Deformation and movement of the rock mass along 
discontinuities was measured in the pilot bore and found to 
be small, usually less than one inch (Woodward-Clyde 
Consultants, 1985). This suggests the stresses were low 
relative to the strength of the rock mass. Failures were not 
generally located within the intact rock, but were located 
along discontinuities within the rock. In addition, failure 
usually resulted from the case where three joint sets or 
randomly oriented discontinuities were favorably located to 
isolate blocks of rock from the rest of the rock mass and 
allow them to move into the opening. The blocks tended to 
move from the rock mass due to the weight of the block under 
the influence of gravity and ground accelerations from 
blasting.

A number of methods have been used to analyze the 
stability of underground openings and select support or 
reinforcement. The rock mass as a whole has been evaluated. 
Terzaghi (1946) developed a method of estimating the amount 
of rock above the opening to be supported based on geologic 
characteristics of the rock including joint spacing, 
weathering, and water, the height and width of the opening, 
and the depth of the opening. The criteria were based on 
experience with a large number of existing openings, and 
design recommendations were conservative. A method that has
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been used more recently estimates the maximum block size 
based on characteristics of joint sets and other 
discontinuities in the rock mass including joint set 
spacing, continuity or persistence of the discontinuities, 
and the orientation of the discontinuities relative to the 
orientation of the opening, and the dimensions of the 
opening. The support or reinforcement selected with this 
method has been conservative because the maximum block size 
was assumed to exist along the entire characterized section 
of the opening. These and similiar methods have the 
advantage that they are relatively fast types of analysis.

Methods have also been employed that identify individual 
blocks of rock, determine how the blocks react to the 
remainder of the rock mass, and provide estimates of the 
required support or reinforcement. The stability of blocks 
can be analyzed using statics and geometry; however, the 
calculations can become long and tedious, and errors are 
likely to occur when the calculations are done by hand. Hoek 
and Brown (1980) have described a sequence of calculations 
that estimate the stability of tetrahedral shaped blocks. 
Stereoplot methods such as those described by Hoek and Brown 
(1980) simplify the analysis and provide a graphic picture 
of the discontinuities that bound the block-. The key block 
method, described by Shi and Goodman (1981), uses a set of
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mathematical inequalities that define a discontinuity 
hounded region in the rock mass to determine whether or not 
the "block can move away from the rest of the rock mass, and 
destabilize other blocks. Computer methods have been used to 
map discontinuities and rock wedges around openings (Croney, 
et al., 1978). Computer programs have also been used to 
analyze the stability of blocks of rock by performing the 
large number of calculations that are required for each 
block under consideration (Croney, et al., 1978 and 
Warburton, 1985)-

The method of underground wedge failure analysis used in 
this report consisted of five computer programs that made 
use of the database management, the calculation, and the 
graphic abilities of a small inexpensive microcomputer to 
make it possible to perform a very detailed analysis of all 
the individual tetrahedral blocks that bound the opening.
The most important aspect of the programs was that they 
could be used to very quickly analyze a wedge. The amount of 
run time varied, depending on the number of options used and 
the time spent with each option. The programs stored the 
data describing the wedges input by the user, stored the 
output data describing the stability of the wedges, provided 
an option to watch the reduction of the input data into 
mathematical equations describing the wedges, provided a '
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3-dimensional picture of the wedges to aid the program user 
in visualizing the wedges and tunnel in space, and provided 
a plan view map of the wedges and tunnel.

A detailed description of the underground wedge failure 
program is included in Appendix C. The discussion of the 
program can be used as a users guide to the program. The 
program listing is also included in this Appendix.

4*2 Modifying the program for other computers -

Most microcomputers support a variation of the Basic 
programming language. Basic is used because compared to 
other languages it is easy for beginning computer users to 
learn. The wide use of Basic has lead to a plethora of 
versions of the language. Many of the versions are unique 
for a particular type of computer; however, the differences 
are usually restricted to special commands. Graphics 
commands are the best example of differences between 
versions of the Basic language. An attempt was made when 
writing the programs in this report to minimize the use of 
commands that were unique to the Adam computer. To convert a 
Basic program to run on another computer the user must be 
familiar with both versions of the language. The results 
produced by the original program can be generated by the
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equivalent commands used in the converted program.
Appendix B contains a listing of the dBase II programs 

used to access and summarize the geologic database. These 
programs can be run on any computer that supports the dBase 
II software and CP/M.

Appendix C contains a listing of the Underground Wedge 
Failure program written in Smart Basic version 1.0, for the 
Adam computer. This program will run directly on an Apple 
computer, with the following changes:

1 . Change pr#1 to the appropriate statement to open the 
printer port.

2. Change pr#0 to the appropriate statement to close the 
printer port

3. Delete all poke commands. These commands change the 
color of the screen and print, the shape of the 
cursor, etc., and are not required for program 
execution.

The programs in Appendix E were also run on an Adam computer 
and will also run on the Apple computer after the changes 
listed above have been made.

The program can also be converted to run on an IBM—PC or 
compatible computer. The following list contains examples of 
the program commands that need to be changed:

1 . Commands that open and close files, for example
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print chr$(4);"open ";files$ would be changed to 
open fileS for input as #1

2. The high resolution graphics command, hplot, would be 
changed to locate, pset, or draw.

3. The home command would be changed to els.
4• Statements sent to the printer would require the

Iprint command.
5• Delete all poke commands.
6. Special screen commands such as flash, inverse, and 

normal are not needed.

4.3 Modifying the program for other tunnels and openings

The Underground Wedge Failure Analysis program contained 
a number of routines that were written specifically for the 
Hanging Lake Pilot Bore. These routines must be modified to 
be compatible with openings having different shapes and 
sizes. The two features that would probably change with 
other openings are the alignment and cross sectional shape 
of the opening.

The alignment of the Hanging Lake Pilot Bore was 
variable due to the number of curves and spirals it 
contained. The equations that describe the alignment can be 
modified for other alignments. This section of the program
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calculated the alignment hearing azimuth by determining the 
change in the azimuth as the station along the alignment 
increased. The change in the azimuth was different along 
sections of the alignment, depending on the characteristics 
of the curve, spiral, or straight section. Other methods 
could be used to calculate the alignment azimuth.

The position of the measured point on each discontinuity 
was always on the positive side of the x-axis, because the 
stations used were positive. The known point was therefore 
in either the first or second quadrant. This simplified the 
calculation sequence used to find the intercept form of the 
equation used to define the discontinuities in space. The 
program would have to be expanded to include cases where the 
known point was in the third or fourth quadrants if negative 
values were used for the X-coordinate.

The cross sectional shape of the pilot bore was circular 
with a flat invert. The equation that defines this shape was 
used to find the spatial relationship between the opening 
and the wedge. Other openings, with different shapes, would 
be defined by unique equations. The program can be modified 
for any opening by changing the equation. Many tunnels have 
a circular or parabolic shape and can be described by a 
single equation. The program can also accomodate openings 
with complex shapes, defined by two or more equations, by
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determining where along the opening cross,section the wedge 
occurs.
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5 The Wedge Analysis

5.1 Introduction

The method used to study the wedges included identifying 
the discontinuities that might cause wedges to form, running 
the computer program to see if the wedge did form, and often 
looking at the tunnel again to answer questions the program 
prompted.

Locating the wedges usually depended on the wedge "being 
at least partially exposed. Combinations of discontinuities 
that might form wedges in the full sized tunnel were tested 
with the program to find wedges that were not exposed.
Wedges with the same geometries sometimes occured along a 
length of the pilot bore. In general, the wedges that were 
projected for the full sized tunnel were much larger than 
those observed in the pilot bore.

When the program was run the first step was to determine 
if the wedge would form, without involving some intact rock. 
A number of wedges, especially in the walls, required that 
some intact rock would fail before they would fail. If the 
amount of intact rock was less than three feet it was 
assumed that it would fail due to overbreak and the analysis 
was run without considering the intact rock. Rock in
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similiar conditions in the pilot was observed to fail due to 
the location of the discontinuities at a shallow depth in 
the walls. In most cases the program was run repeatedly for 
a range of parameters that affected the wedge stability and 
only an estimate could be made as to their values.

5.2 Summary of the wedge analysis

The formation of wedges in the pilot bore was restricted 
to sections of the tunnel with favorably oriented and 
located discontinuities. Wedges often formed in areas where 
the rock contained two or more joint sets and a randomly 
oriented discontinuity such as a fault or shear. These 
tunnel sections are shown on figure 5-1 - In other sections 
of the tunnel the intact rock was too strong to allow 
failure. In the quartz diorite section of the tunnel, 
station 1350+00 to 1361+30, the joint sets did not isolate 
wedges that could fail. The blocky nature of the roof in 
this section of the tunnel was due to overbreak below the 
low angle dipping joints along the back of the tunnel. The 
blocky conditions in the Shoshone Shear Zone section of the 
tunnel, station 1361+30 to 1376+00, generated the majority 
of the wedges observed. The section of tunnel between 
stations 1378+30 and 1390+00 was relatively unjointed
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Amphitheater portal

1390+00

Shoshone Shear Zone 800
400

^§cale in feetShoshone portal

1350+00

legend : Intervals favoring wedge formation

Figure 5-1 location of the tunnel intervals favoring wedge 
formation•
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migmatite and except for the more jointed and weathered 
areas within about 1 00 feet of the portals that section of 
tunnel contained few wedges. Note that the majority of 
wedges are located in the Shoshone Shear Zone, due to the 
abundant discontinuities with a wide range of orientations.

Most of the wedges tended to fall from the roof and 
upper walls of the full sized bore. This was due to the 
prédominatly near vertical discontinuities in the tunnel.
The factor of safety for these wedges was assumed to be 
zero, because no force other than cohesion would hold them 
in the rockmass. The wedges that did slide out of the walls 
or roof had highly variable factors of safety due to the 
effect the friction angle had on the surfaces. A total of 
104 wedges were analyzed. A larger number of wedges exists 
within the tunnel; however, many have similiar geometries 
and stabilities. The population studied was selected to 
provide a range of wedge shapes and sizes to characterize 
the tunnel. The entire population of wedges is summarized on 
figure 5-2. The factor of safety values were not included in 
a similiar plot due to the fact that most wedges had values 
of zero, and almost all had values below 1. The calculated 
factor of safety values were very conservative due to the 
assumption that the cohesion along the discontinuities was 
zero.
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5*3 Discussion of results

A number of advantages were apparent when using the 
computer program. A vast increase in speed of analysis was 
realized which improved the detail that could be obtained. 
Storage of the data eliminated the need to type in data 
repeatedly. Many of the input parameters describing the 
wedges, especially the cohesion, could be varied to see what 
values seemed realistic. The graphics enabled the user to 
better visualize the wedges during analysis for a thorough 
understanding of the wedge-tunnel interaction.

The wedges were difficult to locate due to the fact that 
some indication of their existence had to be observed in the 
tunnel. Discontinuities were projected from the pilot bore 
to the full-sized tunnel to locate wedges that were not 
exposed in the pilot bore. The discontinuity was assumed to 
have great enough persistence to isolate the wedge from the 
rock mass. The strike, dip, and coordinates of the 
discontinuity did not have to be measured on the wedge. Any 
point on the discontinuity would adequately define it in 
3-dimensional space and provide the information required to 
determine if the wedge would form. The program provided a 
quick method of determining if a wedge would form from a set
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of discontinuities. The information from program Calcs that 
mathematically described the discontinuities and the 
graphics of program Plot provided a way to see if the wedges 
did or did not form. The key to the analysis was to see if 
the inside vertex of the wedge and the intersection points 
between pairs of discontinuities and the tunnel existed. If 
these points did not exist then the wedge could not form.
The disadvantage to the program then was that many runs of 
the program were often necessary to locate wedges.

An improvement to the program might be to have the 
computer automatically look at all the possible combinations 
of discontinuities that might form wedges. In view of the 
large number of discontinuities this would involve a great 
deal of computing time; however, many microcomputers can be 
run for many days.

The orientation of the tunnel alignment with respect to 
the strike of wedge forming discontinuities influenced the 
size of wedges. A tunnel alignment that is normal to the 
strike of discontinuities, especially those discontinuities 
with high dip angles, is desireable to minimize problems 
associated with them. The major faults and shears in the 
Shoshone Shear Zone crossed the tunnel at angles ranging 
from 35 ° to 35 °» The wedges forming along these 
discontinuities were larger due to these angles between the
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tunnel alignment and strike of the discontinuities. For 
example, a discontinuity with a strike that was 35° from 
the tunnel alignment had a trace length in the tunnel of 
almost twice the trace length that would "be present if the 
strike of the discontinuity was normal or had an angle of 
90° with the tunnel alignment. A more favorable tunnel 
alignment would cross the Shoshone Shear Zone at a higher 
angle. Constraints due to the shape of the canyon and on the 
length of the tunnel probably hold the alignment to its 
present orientation.

A provision was made in the wedge program to estimate 
the required rockbolt tension for a desired factor of 
safety. An optimum rockbolt trend and plunge can also be 
found. At the request of the Colorado Department of 
Highways, no rockbolt analysis was done for this report.

The wedge analysis was done with reference to the 
full-sized tunnel. The assumption was made that the rock 
mass response would be similiar to that observed in the 
pilot bore, when the pilot bore is enlarged to the 
full-sized tunnel. The wedge size would change. In general, 
enlarging the opening to over three times its present width 
would result in wedge formation with similiar shapes ; 
however, the volume of the wedges would increase by a factor 
of about 30. The much larger wedges expected in the
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, full-sized bore would involve more critical decisions on 
reinforcement and/or support.

The full-sized tunnel will probably be constructed by 
first widening the pilot bore to the full-sized tunnel A 
line and second, benching this opening to the invert of the 
full-sized tunnel. As this opening is made the large wedges 
in the walls and back of the tunnel will become partially 
exposed. The wedge program developed for this report would 
then be very useful in identifying those wedges before they 
were entirely exposed and could fail. The planned support 
and/or reinforcement could then be evaluated to determine if 
it was adequate to stabilize the wedge.

The shape of wedges in this tunnel almost always was 
tetrahedral. Other underground openings, such as in jointed 
sedimentary rock, might involve other wedge geometries. A 
similiar program could be developed for those geometries. 
This wedge program would require extensive revisions to 
analyze wedges with other geometries.
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6 Summary and Conclusions

The computer database proved to be a very efficient and 
useful method of dealing with the large volumes of data that 
were generated by the Colorado Department of Highways. The 
program that was developed to access this database could 
provide summaries of entire regions of the tunnel or 
specific discontinuities that had been described as the 
tunnel advanced along them or past them.

The underground wedge failure analysis program removed 
the necessity to do the tedious calculations associated with 
this type of analysis. In addition it provided a database 
storage facility for both the input data and the results, 
graphical methods to aid with the analysis, and an iterative 
stability analysis to determine what factors affected the 
wedge stability.

The wedge analysis indicated that only certain sections 
of the tunnel had the geologic conditions necessary for 
wedges to form. In general, a minimum of three 
discontinuities had to be oriented in such a manner that the 
rock between the discontinuities could move away from the 
rock mass. The blocky section of tunnel between stations 
1361+30 and 1376+00 contained most of the wedges observed. 
Other sections of the tunnel contained only occasional
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. wedges.
Locating the wedges was difficult, unless a portion of 

the wedge was exposed. The wedge program was used to 
investigate discontinuities that were expected to form 
wedges. Most of the wedges fell out of the back and walls of 
the tunnel due to the predominance of discontinuities with 
high dip angles.

The programs would be useful when the pilot bore is 
enlarged to the full-sized tunnel.
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APPENDIX A

Photographs describing features referred to in the text.
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Figure AI View of the Hanging Lake Pilot Bore staging area 
at Cinnamon Creek.
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Figure A2 View of the nearly vertical quartz diorite cliffs 
at the west end of the tunnel.
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Figure A3 Cross cutting veins in the quartz diorite.



Figure A4 Migmatite, gneiss, and schist in the east end of 
the tunnel.
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Figure A5 Quartz diorite in the west end of the tunnel.
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Figure A6 Granite and pegmatite within the Shoshone Shear 
Zone.
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A P P E N D I X  B

Geologic Data Summary Program Listing
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This Appendix contains a description of the dBase II 
database and programs used to analyze the geologic data 
collected in the pilot "bore by the Colorado Department of 
Highways. Examples of the output have been included in the 
discussion. A listing of the programs and structure of the 
files used is also included to aid in using the database and 
programs with other projects.

The geologic and geotechnical data was stored using a 
Columbia desk top computer that was IBM-PC compatible and an 
external 20 megabyte hard disk. The dBase II software was an 
assembly language program designed to efficiently store, 
manage, and access data. The data was organized into 
computer files, having identical structure as the field 
sheets. The file structure is listed in this Appendix.
A total of four files were created, a different one for 
each of the four types of field sheets used. In the file 
used to store data on the rock mass characteristics each 
record in the file contained all the information that 
described a single discontinuity. The records were further 
subdivided into fields, with each field containing an item 
of string or numeric data that described a characteristic of 
the discontinuity such as its orientation, persistence 
infilling, etc. Because the structure of the database files 
was identical to the field sheets, the data could be easily
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typed into the computer, exactly as it was written on the 
field sheets. The data could be changed by simply typing 
over the old data.

Two methods were employed to access and summarize data 
in the files. The first method consisted of writing 
programs, called command files, that could directly access 
and manipulate the data in the files. Complex questions 
about the data usually required a program to extract the 
information. Program Summary was developed to provide a 
general summary of the geologic data. This program actually 
consisted of 15 programs, chained together by a main 
program. The programs had no limit on their size because sub
programs could be chained together and a library of programs 
could be developed, all accessible by any program in the 
library. A library of over 70 programs was developed to 
perform a variety of tasks with the data including 
statistics, sorting, automatically finding and editing 
typing errors in the data, generating files for the 
stereoplot program, and making tables of the data.

The second method used to access the database was to 
interactively enter commands into the computer that asked 
questions about the data. The following list contains 
example questions that might be asked about the data, and 
the command that would be typed on the computer to extract
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the information :
1). What are the characteristics of all the faults in 

the tunnel?
Type : list for dis :type=1f 1.and.d is :t y p e O 1fo1

2). How many faults are in the tunnel between station 
5CH-00 and 61+30?

Type: count for dis :type=ff 1.and,val(station)< = 6l30
3). How much powder was used between January 1 and 

February 1 ?
Type: Sum total:chrg for 
date>=010184.and.date<=0201 84

Program Summary
Program Summary consists of many lines of commands that 

answer questions about the data. Many of the lines are 
similiar to those commands entered interactively. The 
program has the advantage that the user does not have to 
type in the commands. The disadvantage of a dBase program is 
that it only performs the task it was designed for and the 
user might have to make modifications in it for specific 
problems. Therefore, the program needed to be flexible to 
allow specific data to be accessed. The programming
techniques used in the program, listed in' this"Appendix,
utilize basic dBase II commands and methods. The resulting 
program is very easy to follow because the commands are self
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expanatory. No dBase syntax is discussed in the following 
program description; questions concerning syntax can be 
addressed by consulting the users manual by Ashton Tate 
(Ratliff, 1982). The method used to print results consisted 
of storing memory variables to strings, which echoed on the 
screen and to the printer. Macrosubstitution was used 
frequently to make tables and summary printouts. The screen 
was not turned off, which allowed the user to observe the 
calculations and operations the computer performed as the 
program ran. Only summarized information was echoed to the 
printer.

As already mentioned, program Summary consisted of 15 
programs. The main program consisted of a menu and routine 
to access the remaining programs. The program was menu driven 
and requests all the information needed to run the program 
from the user. The structure of the program which shows how 
the programs are interrelated is shown in figure B— 1 . 
Breaking the program into a number of smaller programs had 
the advantage of making the program easier to debug, allowed 
the main program to run other programs more than once, and 
reduced the amount of code the program contained. Another 
reason for keeping the program size small was the fact that 
the dBase text editor was limited to a 5000 character buffer 
size. The listing of program Summary in Appendix B contains
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SUMAHA

SUMA

SUMAH

SU MAPI

SUMAH

SUMAP3

SUMAHB1

SUMB

SUMAIP

SUMD

SUMAHB2

SUMMARY

SUMO

SU MAI

SUMAHA

SUMO A

SUMAIA

STTMAHB2

SUMAHB1

Figure B-1 . Diagram showing the structure of subprograms in 
program Summary.
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the 15 programs in the order in which they were first 
accessed.

The program initially displays a menu that prompts the 
user for the type of file to he analyzed, the first four 
options on the menu. Option 1 would access the rock mass 
discontinuity characterization data and produce a summary of 
the data collected from the wall and face maps. Option 2 
accessed the fracture frequency data to produce a summary of 
the joint line survey data. Option 3 accessed the point load 
test data. Option 4 summarized the construction data from 
the blast reports. As many of the first four options could 
be run at the same time as desired. Next, the program 
prompted the user to input the station interval to be used 
in selecting what data the program would summarize. The 
beginning station had to be less than the ending station.
An additional condition could then be specified to narrow 
down the quantity of data to be summarized. This feature 
enabled the summary to consist of data that met a specific 
condition. The program copied specific data meeting a 
condition to a temporary file; by using this file instead of 
the entire database considerable time was saved when running 
the program. The following examples illustrate the program's 
ability to provide answers to very specific conditions :

1 ) . What are the characteristics of the shears that'
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contain chlorite and have a wide aperture?
type> d is :type='s'.and.infill :typ='ch'.and.aperture='w'
2). What is the condition of joints with chlorite 

infilling, a persistence greater than 10 feet, a planar 
profile, and a dip of more then 70°?

type> dis :type='j '.and.infill:typ='ch'.and.(dis :Igth:s
>=10.or.dis :Igth:d>=10).and.planarity='p '.and.
val($(dip,1,2))>=70
3). What are the characteristics of the joint set with 

a strike of N45 °W and a near vertical dip?
type> dis :type='j *.and.val($(strike,2,2)>=35•and.
val($(strike,2,2)<=55.and.val($(dip,1 ,2))>=80
4)• What is the average uniaxial strength correlation 

for the granite?
type> rock:typ='gr'
5). What was the average powder factor for rounds 

drilled with more than 55 holes?
type> no :holes>=55
6). What are the characteristics of the fault mapped in 

the face sections?
type> dis :typ='f '.and.dis :typ<>'fo'.and.mapsection=* f '
7)• What is the grain size distribution for the 

migmatite with an IS value greater than 400?
type> is>400.and.rock :typ='mg'
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8). For a summary of all the data available: 
type> none

When the summary was complete the program would return to 
the menu again, and another summary could be made. If 
another summary was made the user would be prompted for a 
station interval and condition. The station interval could 
be different from the last one used. The condition would 
normally be changed because the field names were generally 
different for the four files. If the option number was 
selected more than once only the last station interval and 
condition entered would be run. This feature allowed the 
user to correct a mistake when typing. A maximum of four 
summaries could be run at one time, one using each of the 
four data files.

When the user was finished entering the first four 
options on the menu, option 5 was used to actually run the 
program. Option 6 was used to return to the dBase operating 
system.

A rock mass discontinuity characterization summary was 
generated with the second through eleventh program listed in 
Appendix B. Program Suma accessed the remaining programs in 
the correct order (Fig. B-1) . This program also counted 
the number of records to be included in the summary, the 
number of records obtained from wall and face maps, and the
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number of each type of discontinuity. The top of the summary 
table and this information was printed by running program 
Sumapl. Note that the memory variables were passed from one 
program to another.

A table was generated using program Sumah that 
summarizes the discontinuity orientation data. The table 
contained the number of discontinuities that were sorted 
according to strike and dip ranges. This table was useful 
when making histograms of discontinuity orientations and 
joint rosettes. All the orientations were referenced to the 
northern hemisphere, in quad rants 1 and 4• The orientations 
in quadrant 4 were sorted first by dip, and then by strike, 
using program Sumaha. The top half of the table was printed 
with program Sumahbl. The same method was used to sort 
orientations in quadrant 1 and print the bottom half of the 
table, using program Sumahb2.

Next the average spacing was calculated for the maximum 
and minimum values estimated in the tunnel. The number of 
discontinuities that had spacing described as intensely 
fractured to very wide were counted. The average persistence 
measured along the strike and dip of the discontinuity was 
calculated. The different aperture descriptions were 
counted. The number of wavy, planar, and stepped 
discontinuities were counted and the average wavelength and
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amplitude for the wavy discontinuities was calculated. The 
types of roughness were counted. The results were printed 
with program Sumap2.

A table summarizing the infillings was generated with 
programs Sumai, Sumaia, and Sumaip. The number of occurances 
of clay, chlorite, iron, brecciated, and healed infillings 
were determined. The corresponding color, amount, and 
strength for the infillings was tabulated. This table 
contained the frequency of occurance of the different 
infilling conditions. The wall rock alteration and water 
information was summarized last and printed with program 
Sumap3.

The following is an example of the output for the rock 
mass discontinuity characteristic file:

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

**** RMDC FILE SUMMARY ****
**** STATION INTERVAL 7000 TO 7250 ****
CONDITION NONE 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

**** MAPSECTION ****
Wall map data - 75
Face map data - 257
**** TYPE o f  d i s c o n t i n u i t y  * * * *
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Joints — 160
Faults - 22
Shears - 140
Veins - 3
Foliations - 3
************ STRIKE AND DIP DISTRIBUTION TABLE *************

**** DIP DISTRIBUTION ****
STRIKE AZIMUTH 75-90 60-75 45-60 0-45
270-280 5 7 0 0
280-290 17 16 0 1
290-300 21 22 4 5
300-310 15 13 3 4
310-320 9 6 2 2
320-330 15 8 2 3
330-340 13 5 2 5
340-350 9 7 3 7
350-360 4 3 2 4
0-10 12 9 7 4
10-20 6 5 6 4
20-30 6 5 7 4
30-40 3 4 8 4
40-50 2 7 4 4
50-60 5 7 4 2
60-70 5 3 8 8
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70-80 6 4 3 6
80-90 18 15 6 1

->Hf-* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * ■ * * * * * * * * * * * - * - * * -X-* * * * * * *  **•*■*-X--*-X--* *■**■***•**•**--* X-*

**** SPACING ****
Average spacing - lower range - 0.27
Average spacing - upper range - 0.71
Intensely fractured - 7
Closely fractured - 89
Moderately fractured - 26 
Widely fractured - 2
Very widely fractured - 1 
**** PERSISTENCE ****
Average persistence along the strike - 
Average persistence along the dip - 
**** APERTURE ****
Tight - 7
Very narrow — 61
Narrow - 101
Moderately wide - 49
Wide - 30
**** PLANARITY ****
Planar — 206
Stepped - 0

5.04
5.80
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Wavy - 44
Average amplitude - 0.65
Average wavelength - 4.53

**** ROUGHNESS ****
Rough - 28
Slightly rough - 115
Smooth - 95
Slickensided - 10
******************** INFILLING TABLE ********************* 
INFILLING COLOR AMOUNT STRENGTH
TYPE ! GR RS WE DK! ST SP PF F ! 80 FM ST WK
CLAY ! 24 1 24 4! 1 3 3 50! 34 0 0 16
CHLOR ! 84 0 0 1 ! 22 16 21 26! 5 14 20 35
IRON ! 0 79 0 0! 15 7 43 22! 60 1 0 10
BRECCIA! 0 0 0 6! 0 2 2 2! 6 0 0 0
HEALED ! 1 2 4 2! 1 3 2 1 ! 0 0 0 0
NONE - 6 occurances
**** WALL ROCK ALTERATION ****
Extremely altered - 12
Highly altered - 33
Moderately altered - 61
Slightly altered - 59
Unaltered - 6
**** WATER ****
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Moist 53
Dripping 6
Plowing 0
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

The use of a condition was very important for this part 
of the program. By running the program repeatedly 
information about complex questions could be answered. For 
example, to determine if shears exist in a portion of the 
tunnel that might be related to the Shoshone shear zone the 
summary could be run with the condition that only shears 
with the same orientations would be summarized. Next, the 
characteristics of the infilling could be checked with rock 
type in that section of the tunnel to see if rock type 
affected the type of infilling. Wide shear zones could then 
be separated to see if they were different, perhaps more 
wavy, etc. The amount of time required to run the summary 
depended upon the number of records determined by the 
station interval and condition. The program could summarize 
1000 records in about 10 minutes.

With option 2 on the main menu a summary of the line 
survey data was generated. Program Sumb was used to generate 
the summary. A table with orientation data, identical to the 
table described earlier, was created by running program 
Sumah. The average spacing and persistence, for records with
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values greater than zero, was calculated and the results 
printed. The number of observations from’the north and south 
walls were counted.

The following summary is an example of the output 
generated by this part of the program:

**** JNTFREQ FILE SUMMARY ****
-**** STATION INTERVAL 7000 TO 7250 ****
Condition None
*****************^******************************************
************ STRIKE AND DIP DISTRIBUTION TABLE *************

**** DIP DISTRIBUTION ****
STRIKE AZIMUTH 75 -90 60-75 45—60 0-45

270-280 34 4 4 0
280-290 55 23 5 2
290-300 49 34 14 4
300-310 51 14 24 12
310-320 41 13 27 17
320-330 13 29 19 17
330-340 40 64 32 15
340-350 45 67 31 11
350-360 28 16 3 2

0-10 34 35 49 4
10-20 13 9 4 7
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20-30 18 19 9 6
30-40 14 23 3 6
40-50 0 2 2 4
50-60 3 1 2 8
60-70 26 8 6 1 2
70-80 34 4 6 15
80-90 76 34 3 29

-a-******.****. •*■***.*.**

Average spacing - 0-5
Average persistence - 3-3
Location - south rib ( 450) - north rib ( 430) 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * ^ .

A summary of the point load test data was generated by 
selecting option 3 on the main menu. The summary would 
include a summary for all the rocktypes existing in that 
station interval unless the condition specified otherwise. 
The program counted the number of records for each rock 
type. If no records for a particular rocktype were found the 
program would continue to the next rock type and no summary 
would be generated.

Program Sumc would summarize data on existing rock 
types. The color, grainsize, and alteration were summarized 
in a table. The average point load index, uniaxial
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correlation compressive strength, and the sample diameter 
were averaged. The hammer strength and scratch hardness were 
tabulated.

An example summary from this section of the program is 
listed below:

**** POINT LOAD TEST DATA SUMMARY ****
**** STATION INTERVAL 5750 TO 6000 ****
Condition rocktype=Tgr’ 
*********************-*************************************** 
*
-**** SUMMARY FOR GRANITE **** 2 SAMPLES TESTED ****
*
*** SUMMARY OF COLOR ***

1 .Black or dark - 0
2 .Gray - 0
3 .Green - 0
4 .Brown or red - 0
5 .Blue - 0
6.Light or white - 0
7.Pink - 2

*** SUMMARY OF GRAINSIZE ***
1 .Very coarse - 0
2.Coarse - 0
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3-Medium - 2
4 .Fine - 0
5.Very fine - 0

*** SUMMARY OF ALTERATION ***
1 .Extremely altered - 0
2.Highly altered - 0
3 .Moderately altered— 0
4 .Slightly altered - 1
5 .Unaltered - 1

*** SUMMARY OF HAMMER STRENGTH ***
1 .Extremely strong - 0
2 .Very strong - 1
3.Strong - 1
4 .Moderately strong - 0
5.Weak or very weak - 0

*** SUMMARY OF SCRATCH HARDNESS ***
1.Low hardness - 0
2.Moderate hardness - 0
3-Hard - 1
4 .Very hard - 1

*** SUMMARY OF ROCK STRENGTH ***
1 .Average IS value - 1830.00
2.Average diameter in mm. - 41.80
3-Average uniaxial strength correlation - 18500
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* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

Option 4 generated a summary from blast report data. The
data was not used as frequently for this study as the other
data files ; however, it was used to provide an estimate of
rock quality. Construction techniques had an effect on this
data and had to be taken into account. For example, the
blasting pattern was changed several times and affected the
data. The information the program generated is listed below
in the following example : 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

**** BLAST RECORD SUMMARY ****
**** STATION INTERVAL 6000 TO 7100 ****
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

Date of first shot this interval: 030984
Date of last shot this interval: 052984
Number of rounds shot in this interval: 1 37
Average number of holes per round : 51*15
Total number of holes drilled in interval: 7008
Average hole depth per round : 8.37
Total amount of hole drilled this interval: 58944
Average pull length per round : 8.06
Total amount of ground pulled : 1105-00
Total amount of ground booted : 42.00
Average charge per hole this interval: 4*17
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Average number of delays per round this interval: 1 2.78
Maximum number of delays used in any round : 16
Minimum number of delays used in any round : 8
Average amount of powder used per round : 215-07
Total amount of powder used this interval: 29465
Average powder factor : 4.76
Minimum powder factor for any round : 1 .74
Maximum powder factor for any round : 8.58
************************************************************
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STRUCTURE FOR FILE: D :BLAST3•DBF
NUMBER OF RECORDS: 00412
DATE OF LAST UPDATE: 08/14/84 
PRIMARY USE DATABASE
FLD NAME TYPE; WIDTH DEC
001 STATION N 004
002 NO:HOLES N 002
003 HOLEDEPTH N 004 001
004 CHRG: HOLE N 004 002
005 NO:DELAYS N 002
006 CHRG:DELAY N 005 002
007 TOTAL:CHRG N 003008 PF N 004 002
009 DATE:SHOT C 006
010 TIME:SHOT C 00401 1 PULL:LGTH N 004 001
** TOTAL, ** 00043

STRUCTURE FOR FILE: 
NUMBER OF RECORDS: 
DATE OF LAST UPDATE:

D:R0CK3.DBF
00338
07/22/84PRIMARY USE DATABASE

FLD NAME TYPE WIDTH
001 STATION C 004002 LOCATION c 003
003 ROCKTYPE c 003
004 COLOR c 002
005 GRAINSIZE c 002
006 ALTERATION c 002
007 IS N 004008 PSI N 005
009 DIAMETER N 005010 HAMMER C 003
011 HARDNESS c 002
012 NOTES c 040
** TOTAL ** 00076

002

STRUCTURE FOR FILE:
NUMBER OF RECORDS:
DATE OF LAST UPDATE: 07/02/84 
PRIMARY USE DATABASE

D:JNTFREQ3-DBF 
08791

FLD NAME TYPE WIDTH DEC
001 STATION C 006
002 STRIKE C 004
003 DIP c 004
004 SPACING N 004 001
005 PER SI ST EN C N 004 001
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006 LOCATION
** TOTAL **

C 002
00025

STRUCTURE FOR FILE:
NUMBER OF RECORDS:
DATE OF LAST UPDATE: 07/08/84 
PRIMARY USE DATABASE

D :RMDC3•DBF 
03675

FLD NAME TYPE WIDTH DEC
001 MAPSECTION C 001
002 STATION c 004
003 DIS:TYPE c 002
004 STRIKE c 004
005 DIP c 004006 SPACING:LR N 004 001
007 SPACING:UR N 004 001
008 SPACING:AV c 003
009 DIS:LGTH:S N 005 002
010 DIS:LGTH:D N 005 002
01 1 APERTURE C 002
012 PLANARITY C 002
013 AMPLITUDE N 005 002
014 WAVELENGTH N 005 002
015 ROUGHNESS C 003016 INFILL:TYP c 002
017 INFILL:AMT c 002
018 INFILL:CLR c 002
019 INFILL:STR c 003020 SURF:ALTER c 002
021 WATER c 002
■** TOTAI, ** 00067
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****************** SUMMARY.PRG ******************
* dBASE II PROGRAM TO SUMMARIZE GEOLOGIC DATA
* HANGING LAKE PILOT BORE
* PROGRAMMING BY DALE BAURES 6-10-84 
ERASE
STORE’O' TO MEMB1 
STORE’O' TO MEMB2 
STORE’O' TO MEMB3 
STORE 0 TO MEMB4 
STORE 0 TO ENDLOOP 
DO WHILE ENDL00P=0
* PRINT OUT MENU 
ERASE
STORE* MENU' TO Z
STORE* ' TO Z
STORE’ Enter as many of the first four options as;
needed ' TO Z 
STORE’ f TO Z
STORE' Enter (1 to get a WALL AND FACE MAP summary* ;
TO Z
STORE' Enter (2 to get a FRACTURE FREQUENCY file;
summary* TO Z

(3STORE' Enter to get a POINT LOAD TEST file ;
summary* TO Z

(4STORE' Enter to get a BLAST REPORT file summary’;
TO Z
STORE* Enter (5 to procédé with the output for the;
summaries requested’ TO Z
STORE* Enter (6 to QUIT and return to the dBASE;
prompt, with no output' TO Z 
STORE' ' TO Z
INPUT' Enter your choice.' TO CHOICE
* DETERMINE OUTPUT 
IP CHOICE=1 

ERASE
STORE’What station interval?' TO Z 
ACCEPT "Beginning? ’’ TO MEMB1 
ACCEPT"Ending?" TO MEME1 
ACCEPT"For what condition?" TO MEMC1 

ELSE
IF CHOICE=2 

ERASE
STORE’What station interval?' TO Z 
ACCEPT"Beginning?" TO MEMB2 
ACCEPT"Ending?" TO MEME2 
ACCEPT"For what condition?" TO MEMC2 

ELSE
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IF CH0ICE=3 ERASE
STORE'What station interval?' TO Z 
ACCEPT"Beginning?" TO ME1®3 
ACCEPT"Ending?" TO MEME3 
ACCEPT"For what condition?" TO MEMC3 

ELSE
IF CH0ICE=4 

ERASE
STORE'What station interval?' TO Z 
ACCEPT"Beginning?" TO MEMB4 
ACCEPT"Ending?" TO MEME4 
ACCEPT"For what condition?" TO MEMC4 

ELSE
IF CHOICE=5

STORE 1 TO ENDLOOP 
ERASE
STORE'OUTPUT GENERATION BEGINNING' TO Z 

ELSE
IF CHOICE=6 

ERASE
STORE' ! ! ! ! PROGRAM ABORTED ! » ! !' ;
TO Z 
RETURN 

ELSE
STORE' RE-ENTER' TO Z 

ENDIF 6 
ENDIF 5 

END IF 4 
ENDIF 3 

ENDIF 2 
ENDIF 1 
ENDDO
* LINK SUBPROGRAMS AND RUN REQUESTED PROGRAMS 
IF MEMB1> 'O’

USE RMDC
COPY TO TEMP FOR STATION>=MEMB1 .AND.STATION<=MEME1 
USE TEMP 
IF MEMC1<>'NONE'

COPY TO TEMP FOR &MEMC1 
ELSE 
ENDIF 
DO D : SU MA 

ELSE 
ENDIF
IF MEMB2 >'01 

USE JNTFREQ
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COPY TO TEMP FOR STATI0N>=MEMB2.AMD.STATI0N<=MEME2 
USE TEMP 
IF MEMC20 ’NOME’

COPY TO TEMP FOR &MEMC2 
ELSE 
ENDIF 
DO D :SUMB 

ELSE 
ENDIF
IF MEMB3>’O 1 

USE ROCK
COPY TO TEMP FOR STATION>=MEMB3-AND.STATI0N<=MEME3 
USE TEMP 
IF MEMC3<>1 NONE1

COPY TO TEMP FOR &MEMC3 
ELSE 
ENDIF 
DO D:SUMC 

ELSE 
ENDIF 
IF MEMB4>0 

USE BLAST
COPY TO TEMP FOR STATI0N>=MEMB4.AND.STATI0N<=MEME4 
USE TEMP 
IF Î ÎEMC4< > 1 NONE1

COPY TO TEMP FOR &MEMC3 
ELSE 
ENDIF
STORE STR(MEMB4,4) TO MEMB4 
STORE STR(MEMB4,4) TO MEME4 
DO D :SUMD 

ELSE 
ENDIF 
RETURN
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****************** SUMA.PRG ******************
* program to summarize RMDC files 
COURT TO NUMBER
STORE NUMBER TO MEMNO 
STORE STR(NUMBER<5) TO MEM1
* count number of records for each map type 
COUNT FOR MAP SE CT10N=1W ' TO A
STORE STR(A,4) TO CWALL 
COUNT FOR MAPSECTION=fF1 TO A 
STORE STR(A ,4) TO CFACE
* count type of discontinuity

COUNT FOR DIS:TYPE= T J T TO A 
STORE STR(A,4) TO CJOINT 
COUNT FOR DIS:TYPE=,FOt TO A 
STORE STR(A,4) TO CF01 
COUNT FOR DIS:TYPE=’SH* TO A 
STORE STR(A,4) TO CSHEAR
COUNT FOR DIS:TYPE='F*.AND.DIS:T Y P E O ’FO* TO A 
STORE STR(A,4) TO CFAU1T 
COUNT FOR DIS :TYPE='V 1 TO A 
STORE STR(A,4) TO CVEIN

* print top of summary 
DO D:SU MAPI
* make orientation table 
DO D :SUMAH
USE TEMP
* spacing summary

COUNT FOR SPACING:LR=0.OR.SPACING:UR=0 TO NO
SUM SPACING:DR TO A
STORE A/(MEMNO-NO) TO A
STORE STR(A,9,2) TO CSPLR
SUM SPACING:UR TO A
STORE A/(MEMNO-NO) TO A
STORE STR(A,9,2) TO CSPUR

COUNT FOR SPACING :AV=’IF1 TO A
STORE STR(A,4) TO GIF
COUNT FOR SPACING :AV=1CFf TO A
STORE STR(A,4) TO CCF
COUNT FOR SPACING :AV= fMF* TO A
STORE STR(A,4) TO CMF
COUNT FOR SPACING : AV= ’ V/F1 TO A
STORE STR(A ,4) TO CNF
COUNT FOR SPACING : AV= T VV/F11 TO A
STORE STR(A,4) TO CVWF

* persistence along strike and dip of discontinuity 
COUNT FOR DIS: LGTÏÏ:S=0.OR.DIS:LGTH:D=0 TO NO
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SUM DIS:LGTH:S TO A 
STORE A/(MEMU0-1\T0) TO A 
STORE STR(A,9,2) TO CDISS 
SUM DIS:LGTH:D TO A 
STORE A/(MEmO-HO) TO A 
STORE STR(A,9,2) TO CDISD
* aperture summary

COURT FOR APERTURE=,¥ t TO A 
STORE STR(A,4) TO CW 
COUITT FOR APERTURE=,M ¥ t TO A 
STORE STR (A,4) TO CMW 
COURT FOR APERTURE= f R ’ TO A 
STORE STR(A,4) TO CR 
COURT FOR APERTURE= *V R 1 TO A 
STORE STR(A,4) TO CVR 
COURT FOR APERTURE=1T ' TO A 
STORE STR(A,4) TO CT* planarity summary

COURT FOR PLARARITY=t PLf TO A 
STORE STR(A,4) TO CPL 
COURT FOR PLAUARITY=,STr TO A 
STORE STR(A,4) TO CST 
COURT FOR PLARARITY=1¥ ’ TO W 

STORE STR(A,4) TO CRAVE 
SUM AMPLITUDE TO A 
STORE A/W TO A 
STORE STR(A,5,2) TO CAMP 
SUM WAVELEHGTH TO A 
STORE A/R TO A 
STORE STR(A,5,2) TO C R A W  
RELEASE R

* roughness summary
COURT FOR ROUGHRESS= 1 VR* . OR. ROUGHRESS= 1 VR1 TO A 
STORE STR(A,4) TO CR
COOTT FOR ROUGHRESS='S' . AIJD. ROÜGHNESSO ' SR ' .MD. ;

ROUGHNESSO ' S M  ' TO A 
STORE STR(A,4) TO CSMO 
COUNT FOR ROUGHîTESS=1 SR1 TO A 
STORE STR(A,4) TO CSR 
COUNT FOR ROUGHNESS='SLK' TO A 
STORE STR(A,4) TO CS1K
* print middle of summary 
DO D :SUMAP2
* infilling summary 
DO D : SUMAI
USE TEMP
* wall rock alteration summary
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COUNT FOR SURF: ALTER=’E ’ TO A
STORE STR(A,4) TO CEX
COUNT FOR SURF: ALTER='H' TO A
STORE STR(A,4 ) TO CHIGH
COUNT FOR SURF: ALTER=’M ' TO A
STORE STR(A,4) TO CMOD
COUNT FOR SURF: ALTER=’S ’ TO A
STORE STR(A ,4 ) TO CSLIG
COUNT FOR SURF: ALTER=1U' TO A
STORE STR(A ,4 ) TO CUN

* water summary
COUNT FOR WATER= fM * TO A
STORE STR(A,4) TO CMOIST
COUNT FOR ¥ATER=’D 1 TO A
STORE STR(A,4) TO CDRIP
COUNT FOR WATER=’F 1•OR.¥ATER=1H 1 TO A
STORE STR(A,4) TO CFLOW
* print "bottom of summary 
DO D :SUMAP3
RELEASE ALL EXCEPT MEM*

SUMAP1 • PRC ******************
* PRINT TOP OF TABLE 
SET PRINT ON
STOREf****************************************’ TO Z
STORE’** RMDC FILE SUMMARY * * ’ TO Z
STORE’** STATION INTERVAL &MEMB1 TO &MEME1 **’ TO Z
STORE’** CONDITION-&MEMC1 * * ’ TO Z
STORE’****************************************’ TO Z
STORE’** MAPSECTION * * ’ TO Z
STORE’Wall map data - & CWALL’ TO Z
STORE’Face man data - &CFACE* TO Z
STORE’** TYPE'OF DISCONTINUITY **’ TO Z
STORE’Joints - &CJOINT’ TO Z
STORE’Faults - &CFAULT’ TO Z
STORE'Shears - & CSHEAR' TO Z
STORE’Veins - &CVEIN’ TO Z
STORE'Foliations - &CFOL’ TO Z
SET PRINT OFF
RELEASE ALL EXCEPT MEM*

****************** SUMAH.PRO ******************
* DEVELOPE A STRIKE AND DIP DISTRIBUTION TABLE GOTO TOP 
REPLACE ALL STRIKE WITH $(STRIKE,2,3)
* 4TH QUADRANT
COPY TO TEMP9 FOR $ (STRIKE,3,1)='V  
USE TEMP9
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* SORT ACCORDING TO DIP
COPY TO TEMPI FOR VAL($(DIP,1,2))>=75•AND.;

VAL($(DIP,1,2))<=90 
COPY TO TEMP2 FOR VAl($(DIP,1,2))>=60.AND.;

VAL($(DIP,1,2))<=75 
COPY TO TEMP3 FOR VAL($(DIP,1,2))>=45•AND.;

VAl($(DIP,1,2))<=60 
COPY TO TEMP4 FOR VAL($(DIP,1 ,2 ) )<=45 
STORE11 1 TO N 
USE TEMPI 
DO D :SUMAHA 
STORE12 1 TO N 
USE TEMP2 
DO D :SUMAHA 
STORE'5' TO N 
USE TEMP3 DO D :SUMAHA 
STORE*4 * TO N 
USE TEMP4 
DO D :SUMAHA 
DO D: SUMAHB1 
RELEASE ALL EXCEPT MEM*
* 1ST QUADRANT 
USE TEMP
COPY TO TEMP9 FOR $(STRIKE,3,1)='E*
USE TEMP9
* SORT ACCORDING TO DIP
COPY TO TEMPI FOR VAL($(DIP,1,2))>=75.AND. ;

VAL($(DIP, 1 ,2))<=90 
COPY TO TEMP2 FOR VAL($(DIP,1,2))>=60.AND.;

VAL($(DIP, 1 ,2))<=75 
COPY TO TEMP3 FOR VAL($(DIP,1,2))>=45•AND.;

VAL($(DIP,1 ,2) )<=60 
COPY TO TEMP4 FOR VAL($(DIP,1,2))<=45 
STORE*1 * T O N  
USE TEMPI 
DO D:SUMAHA 
STORE* 2* TO N 
USE TEMP2 
DO D :SUMAHA 
STORE*3' TO N 
USE TEMP3 
DO D :SUMAHA 
STORE*4f TO N 
USE TEMP4 
DO D :SUMAHA 
DO D:SUMAHB2
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RELEASE ALL EXCEPT MEM*

************ SUïîAHA 
* COUNT STRIKE RANGES
COUNT FOR VAL 
STORE STR(A,4 
COUNT FOR VAL 
STORE STR(A,4 
COUNT FOR VAL 
STORE STR(A,4 
COUNT FOR VAL 
STORE STR(A,4 
COUNT FOR VAL 
STORE STR(A,4 
COUNT FOR VAL 
STORE STR(A,4 
COUNT FOR VAL 
STORE STR(A,4 
COUNT FOR VAL 
STORE STR(A,4 
COUNT FOR VAL 
STORE STR(A,4

STRIKE)>=80 
TO C1&N 

STRIKE)>=70 
TO C2&N 

STRIKE)>=60 
TO C3&N 

STRIKE)>=50 
TO C4&N 

STRIKE)>=40 
TO C5&N 

STRIKE)>=30 
TO C6&N 

STRIKE)>=20 
TO C7&N 

STRIKE)>=10 
TO C8&N 

STRIKE)<=10 
TO C9&N

•PRG ****************** 
.AI’D.VAL(STRIKE)< = 90 TO A 
.AMD.VAL(STRIKE)<=80 TO A 
.AIID.VAL(STRIKE)<=70 TO A 
.AND.VAL(STRIKE)<=60 TO A 
.AND.VAL(STRIKE)<=50 TO A 
.AND.VAL(STRIKE)<=40 TO A 
.AND.VAL(STRIKE)<=30 TO A 
•AND.VAL(STRIKE)<=20 TO A 
TO A

****************** SUMAEB1 . PRG ********************
* PRINT TOP HALF OF TABLE 
SET PRINT ON
STORE***************** STRIKE AND DIP DISTRIBUTION TA
3L33 ***************1 TO Z
STORE1 **** DIP DISTRIBUT
ION **** i TO z
STORE1STRIKE AZIMUTH 75-90 60-75
45-60 0-45 T TO Z
STORE1 270-280 &C1 1 &C1 2
&C1 3 &C1 4 1 TO Z
STORE1 280-290 &C21 &C22
&C23 &C24 1 TO Z

STORE1 290-300 &C31 &C32
&C33 &C34’ TO z

STORE1 300-310 &C41 &C42
&C43 &C44* TO z
STORE1 310-320 &C51 &C52
&C53 &C54 ’ TO z
STORE1 320-350 &C61 &C62
&C63 &C64* TO z

STORE1 330-340 &C71 &C72
&C75 &C74 T TO Z
STORE1 340-350 &C81 &C82
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&C83 &C84' TO Z
• STORE1 350-360 &C91 &C92

&C95 &C94 * TO ZSET PRINT OFF

****************** SUriAHB2.PRG ****************** 
* PRINT BOTTOM HALF OF TABLE 
SET PRINT ON
STORE’ 0- 10 &C91 &C92
&C93 &C94' TO Z
STORE’ 10- 20 &C81 &C82
&C83 &C84 f TO Z
STORE’ 0 rn1oC\J &C71 &C72
&C73 &C74 1 TO Z

STORE’ 0Kt-1otn &C61 &C62
&C63 &C64 1 TO Z
STORE’ 40- 50 &C51 &C52
&C53 &C54 1 TO Z

STORE’ 50- 60 &C41 &C42
&C43 &C44 1 TO Z
STORE* 60- 70 &C31 &C32
&C33 &C34 1 TO z
STORE’ 70- 80 &C21 &C22
&C23 &C24 1 TO z
STORE’ 80- 90 &C11 &C12
&C13 &C14' TO zSTOREf***********************************************

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  » rpQ 2
SET PRINT OFF

****************** SUMAP2.PRG ******************
* PRINT MIDDLE OF SUMMARY 
SET PRINT ON
STORE1**** SPACING ***** TO Z
STORE1 Average spacing — lower range &CSPLR* TO Z 
STORE * Average spacing - upper range &CSPUR* TO Z 
STORE * Intensely fractured &CIF* TO Z
STORE*Closely fractured &CCF* TO Z
STORE1Moderately fractured &CMF* TO Z
STORE’Widely fractured &CWF* TO Z
STORE’Very widely fractured&CVWF’ TO Z 
STORE’**** PERSISTENCE ***** TO Z
STORE’Average persistence along the strike &CDISS’ TO Z 
STORE’Average persistence along the dip &CDISD’ TO Z 
STORE’**** APERTURE ***** TO Z 
STORE’Tight &CT’ TO Z
STORE’Very narrow &CVN’ TO Z
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STORE’ Narrow &CN' TO Z
STORE’Moderately wide & C I W  TO Z
STORE'Wide &CW’ TO Z
STORE'**** PLANARITY ***** TO Z 
STORE'Planar &CPL' TO Z
STORE'Stepped &CST' TO Z
STORE'Wavy &CWAVE' TO Z
STORE’Average amplitude &CAMP' TO Z 
STORE'Average wavelength&CWAVV' TO Z 
STORE'**** ROUGHNESS ***** TO Z 
STORE'Rough &CR' TO Z
STORE'Slightly rough &CSR' TO Z
STORE'Slickensided &CSLK’ TO Z
SET PRINT OFF 
RELEASE ALL EXCEPT MEM*

****************** SUMAI.PRG ******************
* INFILLING TABLE 
USE TEMP
COPY TO TEMPI FOR INFILL: TYP= ' C  .AND. (INFILL: TYPO' CH' ;

.OR.INFILL:TYP< > ’CA1)
STORE 1 TO MEM2 
STORE'1 1 TO N 
USE TEMPI 
DO D:SUMAIA
COPY TO TEMP2 FOR INFILL : TYP= ' CH '
STORE’2* TO N 
USE TEMP2 
DO D:SUMAIA
COPY TO TEMP3 FOR INFILL :TYP=’FE'
STORE’3 1 TO N 
USE TEMP3 
DO D:SUMAIA
* PRINT TOP OF TABLE 
DO D : SUMAIP
RELEASE ALL EXCEPT MEM*
COPY TO TEMP4 FOR INFILL:TYP=’SD’.OR.INFILL:TYP= fB'
STORE 2 TO MEM2
STORE'4' TO N
USE TEKP4
DO D :SUMAIA
COPY TO TEMP5 FOR INFILL :TYP=’H ’ .OR.INFILL :TYP='Q '.OR.; 
INFILL:TYP='T'
STORE'5 f TO N 
USE TEMP5 
DO D:SUMAIA
COPY TO TEMP6 FOR INFILL :TYP='N'
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USE TEMP6 
COUNT TO MUM
STORE STR(NUM,4) TO CNUM 
* PRINT BOTTOM OF TABLE 
DO D :SUMAIP 
USE TEMP
RELEASE ALL EXCEPT MEM*

****************** SUMAIA.PRG ******************
* COUNTS COLOR, AMOUNT AND STRENGTH FOR INFILLING TABLE
* AMOUNT
COUNT FOR INFILL:AMT= * ST1 TO A 
STORE STR(A,4) TO ST&N 
COUNT FOR INFILL :AMT='SP » TO A 
STORE STR(A,4) TO 8P&N 
COUNT FOR INFILL:AMT=fP l TO A 
STORE STR(A,4) TO P&N 
COUNT FOR INFILL :AMT=fF f TO A 
STORE STR(A,4) TO F&N
* COLOR

COUNT FOR INFILL:CLR=,GE' TO A 
STORE STR(A,4) TO GE&N
COUNT FOR INFILL :CLR='Y f.OR.INFILL:CLR='R*.OR.;
INFILL:CLR=,B ’ TO A
STORE STR(A,4) TO RS&N
COUNT FOR INFILL:CLR='W TO A
STORE STR(A,4) TO W&NCOUNT FOR INFILL :CLR='BK1.OR.(INFILL :CLR='G 1.AND.; 
INFILL: CLRO'GE’ ). OR. INFILL : CLR= ’ P 1 TO A 
STORE STR (A,4) TO DK&N

* STRENGTH
COUITT FOR INFILL :STR=1 SO1 . OR .INFILL: STR= f VSO1 TO A
STORE STR(A,4 ) TO SO&N
COUNT FOR INFILL:STR='F' TO A
STORE STR(A,4) TO FF&N
COUNT FOR INFILL:STR='ST' .OR.INFILL:STR=t VST1 TO A 
STORE STR(A,4) TO TT&N
COUNT FOR INFILL :STR=’W  .OR.INFILL :STR=1 TO1 TO A 
STORE STR( A ,4 ) TO W & N  
USE TEMP

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  S U M A I P  * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
* PRINTS INFILLING TABLE 
IF MEM2=1 
SET PRINT ON
STORE'********************* INFILLING TABLE

» r p Q  2
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STORE1 INFILLING- COLOR AMOUNT ;
STRENGTH* TO Z 

STORE* TYPE ! GR - RS - WH - BKÏ ST - SP - PE -
P! SO - PM - ST - WK* TO Z
STORE* CLAY Ï&GE1 &RS1 &W1 &DK1 !&ST1 &SP1
6501 &FP1 &TT1 & W 1  * TO Z
STORE* CHLOR !&GE2 &RS2 &W2 &DK2Î&ST2 &SP26502 &PP2 &TT2 &\Ï\-I2 ' TO Z 
STORE* IRON Ï&GE3 &RS3 &V73 &DK3 Î&ST3 &SP3
6503 &PP3 &TT3 & W 3  * TO Z SET PRINT OPP 
ELSE

IP MEM2=2 
SET PRINT ON
STORE* BRECCIAÎ&GE4 &RS4 &¥4 &DK4Ï&ST4 &SP4
6504 &PP4 &TT4 & W 4  * TO Z
STORE*HEALED Ï&GE5 &RS5 &W5 &DK5Î&ST5 &SP5
6505 &PP5 &TT5 &WW5 * TO Z STORE*NONE - &CNUM OCCURAI\[CES* TO Z 
SET PRINT OPP

ELSE 
ENDIP 

ENDIF

&P1 &P1 ! ;
&P2 &P2 ! ;
&P3 &F3 i ;

&P4 &F4 ! ?
&P5 &P5 ! ;

****************** SUMAP3.PRG ****************** 
* PRINT BOTTOM OP TABLE 
SET PRINT ON
STORE'**** WALL ROCK ALTERATION ***** TO Z

&CEX' TO Z 
&CHIGH* TO Z 
&CMOD' TO Z 
&CSLIG' TO Z 
&CUN' TO Z

STORE* Extremely altered 
STORE* Highly altered 
STORE* Moderately altered 
STORE*Slightly altered 
STORE* Unaltered 
STORE'**** WATER ***** TO Z 
STORE*Moist 
STORE*Dripping 
STORE* Plowing
s t o r e * ************************************************•
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  rpQ 2
SET PRINT OPP 
RELEASE ALL EXCEPT MEM*

&CMOIST* TO Z 
&CDRIP* TO Z
&CPLOW' TO Z
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******************** SUMB.PRG ********************
* SUMMARIZE JOINT FREQUENCY - LINE SURVEY DATA
* PRINT TOP OF TABLE 
SET PRINT ON
STORE’************************************************1 TO Z 
STORE’**** JNTFREQ FILE SUMMARY ***** TO Z
STORE’**** STATION INTERVAL &MEMB2 TO &MEME2 * ’ TO Z
STORE’CONDITION &MEMC2* TO Z
STORE’************************************************' TO Z 
SET PRINT OFF
* MAKE STRIKE AND DIP DISTRIBUTION TABLE 
DO D :SUMAH
USE TEMP
* FIND AVERAGE SPACING 
COUNT FOR SPACING)0 TO NO 
SUM SPACING TO A
STORE A/NO TO A
STORE STR(A,9,2) TO SPACE
* FIND AVERAGE PERSISTENCE

COUNT FOR PERSIST EN O O  TO NO 
SUM PERSISTEDC TO A 
STORE A/NO TO A 
STORE STR(A,9,2) TO PERSIST

* COUNT LOCATIONS
COUNT FOR LOCATIONSN’ TO A 
STORE STR(A,4) TO NORTH 
COUNT FOR L O C A T I O N ’S ’ TO A 
STORE STR( A ,4 ) TO SOUTH
* PRINT SUMMARY 
SET PRINT ON
STORE’Average spacing= &SPACE’ TO Z 
STORE’ Average persistence= &PERSIST’ TO Z
STORE’Location — south rib (&SOUTH) - north rib (&NORTH)’;
TO Z
gTORE’************************************************’ TO Z
SET PRINT OFF 
RELEASE ALL EXCEPT MEM*
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ÇOTJTTT FOR ROCKTYPE= r GNf TO G RE 
IF GNE>0

STORE GEE TO KEM10
STORE STR(GEE,4) TO OGEE
COPY TO TEMP20 FOR ROCKTYPE=’GF1
USE TEMP20
SET PRINT OE
STORE1 * T TO Z
STORE1**** SUMMARY FOR GNEISS **** &CGEE SAMPLES TESTED’;

TO Z 
STORE** ’ TO Z 
SET PRINT OFF 
DO D :SUMCA 
USE TEMP 

ELSE 
ENDIF

* MIGMATITE
COUNT FOR ROCFCTYPE= * MG * TO MIG 
IF MIG>0

STORE MIG TO MEM10
STORE STR(MIG,4) TO CMIG
COPY TO TEMP20 FOR ROCKTYPE=’MG *
USE TEMP20 
SET PRINT ON 
STORE’** TO Z
STORE’**** SUMMARY FOR MIGMATITE **** &CMIG SAMPLES;

TESTED ***** TO Z 
STORE’** TO Z 
SET PRINT OFF 
DO D :SUMCA 
USE TEMP 

ELSE 
ENDIF 

* SCHIST
COUNT FOR ROCKTYPE=’S ’.OR.ROCKTYPE=’SGN* TO SON 
IF SCH>0

STORE SCH TO MEM10 
STORE STR(SCH,4) TO CSCE
COPY TO TEMP20 FOR RQCXTYPE=’S*.OR.ROCKTYPE=’SGN'
USE TEMP20 
SET PRINT ON 
STORE*** TO Z
STORE***** SUMMARY FOR SCHIST **** &CSCH SAMPLES TESTED ;-**-** r to 2 
STORE’** TO Z 
SET PRINT OFF 
DO D:SUMCA
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******************** SUMC.PRG ********************
* * * *  P R O G R A M  t o  s u m m a r i z e  p o i n t  l o a d  t e s t  d a t a  * * * *
* PRINT TOP OP TABLE 
SET PRINT ONSTOREr ************************************************ » to Z 
STORE'**** POINT LOAD TEST DATA SUMMARY ***** TO Z
STORE’**** STATION INTERVAL &MEMB3 TO &MEME3 ***** TO Z
STORE* CONDITION &MEMC3 * TO Z
STORE'************************************************’ TO Z
SET PRINT GEE
* COUNT NUMBER OF SAMPLES AND PRINT SUMMARY FOR EACH ROCK
* TYPE
* GRANITE
COUNT FOR ROCKTYPE= * GR' TO GRAN 
IF GRAN>0

STORE GRAN TO MEM1 0
STORE STR(GRAN,4) TO CGRAN
COPY TO TEMP20 FOR ROCKTYPE='GR*
USE TEMP20 
SET PRINT ON 
STORE'*’ TO Z
STORE’**** SUMMARY FOR GRANITE **** &CGRAN SAMPLES TESTED;

**** * TO Z 
STORE*** TO Z 
SET PRINT OFF 
DO D :SUMCA 
USE TEMP 

ELSE 
ENDIF

* PEGMATITE
COUNT FOR ROCKTYPE=1PG' TO PEG 
IF PEG>0

STORE PEG TO MEM10
STORE STR(PEG,4) TO CPEG
COPY TO TEMP20 FOR ROCKTYPE=*PG'
USE TEMP20 
SET PRINT ON 
STORE’*' TO Z
STORE'**** SUMMARY FOR PEGMATITE **** &CPEG SAMPLES;

TESTED ***** TO Z 
STORE'*' TO Z 
SET PRINT OFF 
DO D:SUMCA 
USE TEMP 

ELSE 
ENDIF

* GNEISS
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USE TEMP 
ELSE 
ENDIP

* QUARTZ DIORITE
COUNT FOR ROCKTYPE= f QD1 .OR.ROCKTYPE=1DQf TO DIOR 
IF DI0R>0

STORE DIOR TO MEM10 
STORE STR(DIOR,4) TO CDIOR
COPY TO TEMPO FOR ROCKTYPE='QD'.OR.ROCKTYPE='DQ'
USE TEMP20 
SET PRINT ON 
STORE* *' TO Z
STORE***** SUMMARY FOR QUARTZ DIORITE **** &CDIOR ;

SAMPLES TESTED ***** TO Z 
STORE*** TO Z 
SET PRINT OFF 
DO D:SUMCA 
USE TEMP 

ELSE 
ENDIF

* PRINT BOTTOM OF TABLE 
SET PRINT ONSTORE* ************************************************1 TO
SET PRINT OFF 
RELEASE ALL EXCEPT MEM*

******************** SUMCA.PRG- ********************
* PROGRAM TO SUUMARIZE POINT LOAD TEST DATA FOR EACH ROCK
* TYPE
* COLOR
COUNT FOR COLOR=1BK1.OR.COLOR=’D ’ TO BK 
STORE STR(BK,4) TO CBK
COUNT FOR COLOR='G '.AND.COLOR<>'GE' TO GR 
STORE STR(GR,4) TO CGR 
COUNT FOR COLOR=* GE1 TO GE 
STORE STR(GE,4) TO CGE
COUNT FOR (COLOR=’B ’ .AND.COLOR<>’BL1) .OR.COLOR=’R 1 TO BR 
STORE STR(BR,4) TO CBR 
COUNT FOR COLOR=,BLt TO BL 
STORE STR(BL,4) TO CBL
COUNT FOR COLOR='Y'.OR.COLOR='LT'.OR. COLOR=’W 1.OR.COLOR=;

r0' TO LT 
STORE STR(LT,4) TO CLT 
COUNT FOR COLOR=1P t TO PK 
STORE STR(PK,4) TO CPK 

* GRAIN SIZE
COUNT FOR GRAINSIZE=1VC’ TO VC
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STORE
COUNT
STORE
COUNT
STORE
COUNT
STORE
COUNT
STORE

STR(VC,4) TO CVC

M ' TOM
TO F

FOR GRAINSIZE=’C 1 TO C 
STR(C,4) TO CC 
FOR G-RAINSIZE= ’
STR(M,4) TO CM 
FOR GRAINSIZE= ’
STR(F,4) TO CF 
FOR GRAIN SIZE=’V F f TO VF 
STR(VF,4) TO CVF 

* ALTERATION 
COUNT FOR ALTERATIONS E*
STORE STR(EE,4) TO CEE 
COUNT FOR ALTERATIONS H'
STORE STR(H,4) TO CH COUNT FOR ALTERATIONS M'
STORE STR (MM,4) TO CMM 
COUNT FOR ALTERATION='S'
STORE STR(SS,4) TO CSS 
COUNT FOR ALTERATION=1U f 
STORE STR(U,4) TO CU

.OR.ALTERATION='RS' TO EE
TO H
TO MM
TO SS
TO U

*PRINT TOP OF SUMMARY AND RELEASE MEMORY -*
SET PRINT 
STORE’***

ON
SUMMARY OF COLOR ***’ TO Z

STORE' 
STORE’ 
STORE’ 
STORE' 
STORE' 
STORE' 
STORE' 
STORE'*** 
STORE’ 
STORE' 
STORE’ 
STORE' 
STORE'

1 .Black
2.Grey
3 .Green
4 .Brown 
5-Blue 
6 .Light 
7-Pink

or dark -

or red
or white -

&CBK
&CGR
&CGE
&CBR
&CBL
&CLT
&CPK

TO
TO
TO
TO
TO
TO
TO

Z
Z
Z
z
z
z
z

SUMMARY OF GRAINSIZE ***’ TO 
1 .Very coarse - &CVC' TO Z
2. Coarse - & C C  TO Z
3 -Medium - &CM' TO Z
4.Fine - &CF’ TO Z
3.Very fine - &CVF' TO Z

STORE'*** SUMMARY OF ALTERATION
1.Extremely altered -
2.Highly altered -
3•Moderately altered - 
4 - Slightly altered -
5 .Unaltered -

SET PRINT OFF
RELEASE ALL EXCEPT MEM* * UNIAXIAL STRENGTH CORRELATION 
SUM IS TO 3

STORE'
STORE’
STORE'
STORE’
STORE'

***' TO Z
&CEE' TO Z 
&CH' TO Z 
&CMM' TO Z 
&CSS' TO Z 
&CU' TO Z
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STORE S/MEM 10 TO S 
STORE STR(S,8,2) TO OS 
SUM PSI TO PS 
STORE PS/MEM10 TO PS 
STORE STR(PS,8) TO CPS 
STORE 0 TO PSMAX 
STORE 1000000 TO PSMIN 
GOTO TOP 
DO WHILE.NOT.EOF 

IF PSKPSMIN
STORE PSI TO PSMIN 
STORE STR(PSMIN,5) TO CPSMIN 

ELSE
IF PSI>PSMAX

STORE PSI TO PSMAX 
STORE STR(PSMAX,5) TO CPSMAX 

ELSE 
ENDIF 

ENDIF 
SKIP 

ENDDO
SUM DIAMETER TO MM 
STORE MM/MEM1 0 TO MM 
STORE STR(MM,6,2) TO CMM 

* HAMMER STRENGTH 
COUNT FOR HAMMER='ES' TO ES 
STORE STR(ES,4) TO CES
COUNT FOR HAMMER='VS' .AND.(HAMMER <>'VST'.OR.HAMMER;

<>'VSO') TO VS 
STORE STR(VS,4) to cvs
COUNT FOR HAMMER='S'.AND. (HAMMER<>'SO'.OR.HAMMER;

O '  ST' ) TO S 
STORE STR (S ,4 ) TO CS 
COUNT FOR HAMMER='M ’ TO M 
STORE STR(M,4) TO CM
COUNT FOR HAMIŒR= ' W ’ . OR. HAMMER= ' VW ' TO W 
STORE STR(W,4) TO CW 

* SCRATCH HARDNESS 
COUNT FOR HARDNESS='L' TO LOW 
STORE STR(LOW,4) TO CLOW 
COUNT FOR HARDNESS='M' TO MOD 
STORE STR(MOD,4) TO CMOD 
COUNT FOR HARDNESS:»H' TO EAR 
STORE STR(EAR,4) TO CHAR 
COUNT FOR HARDNESS:'V TO VER 
STORE STR(VER,4) TO CVER
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* PRINT BOTTOM OP TABLE
SET PRINT 
STORE'***

ON
SUMMARY OF HAMMER

STORE'
STORE'
STORE’
STORE*
STORE'

1 .Extremely strong
2.Very strong 
3.Strong
4 .Moderately strong
5 .Weak or very weak 

STORE'*** SUMMARY OF SCRATCH 
STORE' 1 .Low hardness 
STORE' 2.Moderate hardness 
STORE' 3 -Hard
STORE' 4 .Very hard 
STORE'*** SUMMARY OF ROCK 
STORE' 1 .Average IS value

2.Average diameter
3 .Average uniaxial
4.Minimum strength 
3 .Maximum strength

SET PRINT OFF 
RELEASE ALL EXCEPT MEM*

STRENGTH ***' TO
- &CES' TO Z
- &CVS' TO Z
- &CS '
- &CM'
- & C W  

HARDNESS
- &CLOW *
- &CMOD’
- &CHAR'
- &CVER '*** t

STORE'
STORE'
STORE'
STORE'

TO Z 
TO Z 
TO Z
***' TO Z

TO Z 
TO Z 
TO Z 
TO Z

STRENGTH ***' TO Z
- ACS' TO Z

in mm - &CMM' TO Z 
strength correlation

- &CPSMIN' TO Z
- & CPSMAX' TO Z

- &CPS'TO Z
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SUMD .PRG ******************** 
* BLAST REPORT SUMMARY 
COUNT TO NUMBER
STORE STR (NUMBER, 8) TO CNUMBER 
SUM NO:HOLES TO THOLES 
STORE STR(THOLES,8) TO CTHOLES 
RELEASE THOLES
STORE THOLES/NUMBER*1.00 TO AVHOLES
STORE STR(AVHOLES,8,2) TO CAVHOLES
RELEASE AVHOLES
SUM HOLEDEPTH TO DISDRILLED
STORE DISDRILLED/NUMBER*1.00 TO AVDEPTHPR
STORE STR(AVDEPTHPR,8,2) TO CAVDEPTHPR
GOTO TOP
STORE 0 TO TDRILL 
DO WHILE.NOT.EOF

STORE N 0:HOLES*HOLEDEPTH TO DRILL 
STORE DRILL+TDRILL TO TDRILL 
SKIP 

ENDDO
STORE STR(TDRILL,8) TO CTDRILL
SUM CHRG: HOLE TO TCH
STORE TCH/NUMBER*1.00 TO ATCH
STORE STR(ATCH,8,2) TO CATCH
RELEASE TCH,ATCH
STORE 0 TO DMAX
STORE 100 TO DMIN
STORE 0 TO TDELAYS
GOTO TOP
DO WHILE.NOT.EOF

IF NO:DELAYS>DMAX
STORE NO:DELAYS TO DMAX 

ELSE
IF NO:DELAYS<DMIN

STORE NO:DELAYS TO DMIN 
ELSE 
ENDIF 

ENDIF
STORE NO:DELAYS+TDELAYS TO TDELAYS 
SKIP 

ENDDO
STORE STR(DMAX,8) TO CDHAX
STORE STR(DMIN,8) TO CDMIN
RELEASE DMAX,DMIN
STORE STR(TDELAYS,8) TO CTDELAYS
STORE TDELAYS/NUMBER* 1 .00 TO AVDELAYS
STORE STR(AVDELAYS,8,2) TO CAVDELAYS
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SUM CHRG: DELAY TO TCHRG 
STORE TCHRG/NUMBER*1 .00 TO ACHRG 
STORE STR(ACHRG,8,2) TO CACHRG 

SUM TOTAL:CHRG TO TTCHRG 
STORE STR(TTCHRG,8) TO CTTCHRG 
STORE TTCHRG/NUMBER*1.00 TO AACHRG 
STORE STR(AACHRG,8,2) TO CAACHRG 
SUM PE TO TPF
STORE TPF/NUMBER*1 .00 TO APE 
STORE STR(APF,8,2) TO CAPE 
STORE 0 TO PFMAX 
STORE 100 TO PFMIN 
GOTO TOP
DO WHILE.NOT.EOF 

IF PF<PFMIN
STORE PF TO PFMIN 

ELSE
IF PF>PFMAX

STORE PF TO PFMAX 
ELSE 
ENDIF 

ENDIF 
SKIP 

ENDDO
STORE STR (PFMIN, 8,2) TO C PFMIN 
STORE STR(PFMAX,8,2) TO CPFMAX 
STORE 0 TO DATEMAX 
STORE 999999 TO DATEMIN 
GOTO TOP
DO WHILE.NOT.EOF

IF VAL(DATE:SHOT)>DATEMAX
STORE VAL(DATE:SHOT) TO DATEMAX 

ELSE
IF VAL(DATE:SHOT)<DATEMIN

STORE VAL(DATE:SHOT) TO DATEMIN 
ELSE 
ENDIF 

END IF 
SKIP 

ENDDO
IF DATEMAX<100000

STORE 10 ’+STR(DATEMAX,5) TO CDATEMAX 
ELSE

STORE STR(DATEMAX,8) TO CDATEMAX 
ENDIF
IF DATEMINO 00000

STORE '01+STR(DATEMIN,5) TO CDATEMIN
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ELSE
STORE STR(DATEMIN,8) TO CDATEMIN 

ENDIF
SUM PULL: LGTH TO TPULL 
STORE TPULL/NUMBER*1 .00 TO A PULL 
STORE DISDRILLED-TPULL TO TBOOT 
STORE STR(TPULL,8,2) TO CTPULL 
STORE STR(APULL,8,2) TO CAPULL 
STORE STR(TB00T,8,2) TO CTBOOT 
* PRINT OUT SUMMARY TABLE 
SET PRINT ON
STOREt************************************************’ TO Z 
STORE1**** BLAST RECORD SUMMARY ***** TO Z
STORE***** STATION INTERVAL &MEMB4 TO &MEME4 * ’ TO Z
STORE* CONDITION &MEMC4’ TO Z
STORE *************************************************T TO Z
STORE1Date of first shot: &CDATEMIN1 TO Z
STORE1Date of last shot: &CDATEMAX1 TO Z
STORE1Numher of rounds shot : & CNUMBER1 TO Z
STORE1 Average numher of holes per round : &CAVHOLES1 TO Z
STORE1Total number of holes drilled : &CTHOLES1 TO Z
STORE1 Average hole depth per round : &CAVDEPTHPR1 TO Z
STORE1Total amount of hole drilled : &CTDRILL1 TO Z
STORE1Average pull length per round : &CAPU1L1 TO Z
STORE1Total length of ground pulled: &CTPULL1 TO Z
STORE1Total length of ground booted: &CTBOOT1 TO Z
STORE1 Average charge per hole: &CATCH1 TO Z
STORE1Average charge per delay: &CACHRG1 TO Z
STORE1Average number of delays per round : &CAVDELAYS1 TO Z
STORE1 Maximum number of delays used : & CDMAX1 TO Z
STORE1Minimun number of delays used : &CDMIN1 TO Z
STORE1 Average amount of powder per round : &CAACHRG1 TO Z
STORE1Total amount of powder used: &CTTCHRG1 TO Z
STORE1Average powder factor : &CAPF1 TO Z
STORE1Minimum powder factor used : &C PFMIN1 TO Z
STORE1 Maximum powder factor used : &CPFMAX 1 TO Z
STORE1************************************************1 TO Z
SET PRINT OFF
RELEASE ALL
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The first program used for the Underground Wedge Failure 
Analysis was program Input, used to store and access the 
data describing the discontinuities that bounded the wedge. 
The second program, Calcs, was used to find the equations 
that mathematically defined the discontinuities in 
3-dimensional space and to find the points and curves that 
formed the intersection between the tunnel and wedge. The 
remaining three programs were used to generate three types 
of output. Program Plot generated a 3-dimensional plot of 
the wedge and the tunnel. Program Map was used to make a 
plan view map of the wedge. Program Stable performed the 
calculations to find the parameters that described the 
stability of the wedge. The programs were linked together by 
storing variables to be passed on to the next program in 
files, and then reading the files in the new program.
Program Input and program Calcs were run first to generate 
the file that could be read by any of the output programs 
(Fig. C-1) . The user had the option to run as many of 
the output programs as desired, in any order, as many times 
as desired.

A listing of the programs is included in this Appendix. 
The number of comment statements in the programs was limited 
to keep the program size as small as possible ; the following 
discussion can be used as documentation.
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Figure C-1 . Flow diagram showing the structure of the 
Underground Wedge Failure programs.
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The programs contain approximately 75 
kilobytes of code ; however, because the programs are run one 
at a time only 20 kilobytes of memory is required. The 
program listing in Appendix C was written in SmartBasic 
version 1 .0 and run on a Colecovision Adam computer. The 
listing in Appendix D was written in IBM Basic version 3.0 
and run on an IBM-AT computer.
Program Input

Program Input was developed to store and manage data 
describing the discontinuities that bound the wedges. Data 
could be entered in response to prompts, interactively, and 
the program run immediately, or the data could be stored in 
files for later analysis. The ability to store the data 
resulted in the need to input the data only once and in easy 
access to the data in the files. The data consisted of the 
strike, dip, coordinates of a point on the discontinuity 
plane, cohesion, and friction angle for each of the 
discontinuities. A wedge number was also assigned to each 
data set to identify it with a particular wedge. Additional 
data affecting the stability of the wedges, including water, 
rock bolt tension, and rock density were input in program 
Stable . Listings of program Input (lines 100-2100) for Apple 
computers are included in this Appendix.
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The program first prompted the user for a decision to 
use the data files or enter the data interactively. If the 
data was entered interactively the next program was run 
immediately after the data was input. If the user selected 
the file option the following menu would appear :

FILE MENU ***
1 ) Create a data file
2) Look at a listing of data files
3) Look at data in a file
4) Add data to an existing file
5) Read data from a file
6) Enter data interactively
7) Procédé with the data reduction
8) Exit program
9) Delete data from a file

Once an option was selected the program prompted the user 
for information such as file names, data, etc., performed 
the desired operation, and returned to the options menu. 
Another option could then be selected and the loop repeated 
as many times as desired. The program structure (Fig.
C-2) was designed to allow the user to quickly find data
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NOYES
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ADD DATA
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IN A FILE

ADD DATA
TO A FILE
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FROM A FILE

NO
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REDUCTION

^  DATA 
REDUCT I O'
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DATA FILE

PROGRAM
CALCS

MENU

PROGRAM
INPUT

Figure C-2. Flow diagram of program input
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in files, list the data on the screen or printer, read in 
1 data and procédé with program Calcs , or enter any amount of 
data into files to build a database for later analysis. 
Creating a data file

The first option was used to create a data file (lines 
500-570). After the file name was input the file was created 
on drive 5 by opening and closing the file. The user could 
add data to the new file at this time or return to the menu 
(Fig. C-2). A large number of wedges were analyzed, 
which resulted in the need for a number of files.'The number 
of files required was dictated by the maximum file size 
allowed by the computer. The data describing the wedge 
discontinuities required from 90 to 100 bytes of storage.
The maximum file size for the Adam computer was about 5000 
bytes ; therefore, each file could contain data on about 50 
wedges. The file naming convention used incorporated the 
station interval into the file name, and aided in quickly 
locating the file that contained the data for the wedge to 
be analyzed. A large number of records stored in a file 
significantly slowed down this part of the program due to 
the time required to locate a particular record in the file. 
A facility was included in the program to delete unwanted 
data and reduce the size of the files (option 9)•
Listing data files
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The second option displayed a listing of the data files 
on drive 5 (lines 600-615)» A printout of this list could 
also he obtained. This option was useful to determine which 
files resided on a tape or disk, and whether the tape or 
disk must be changed to access the desired file. No facility 
was made in the program to delete files ; however, it was 
possible to delete files in the immediate mode.
Locating records in files

Option 3 allowed the user to look at data in a file 
(lines 700-999)• Any number of records could be looked at by 
specifying the wedge number that corresponded to the data. 
All the records in a file could be displayed by entering 
"all" for the wedge number, and the user could browse 
through the data. A printout of the data could be obtained. 
This option was useful when checking the records for errors. 
If an error was found the correct data was entered using 
option 4, a new wedge number was assigned to this data, and 
the old data was deleted using option 9» The user could 
procédé with program Calcs after this option had been 
selected ; however, only the last record displayed on the 
screen or printed was in memory. If all the records in a 
file were displayed no data would reside in memory and an 
error would result if program Calcs was run; option 5 must 
be used to put the desired data into memory.
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Appending data to files
Option 4 provided the user with a facility to add data 

to a file (lines 1000-1095) • The file must have been created 
using option 1 before the data could be appended to it. This 
option prompted the user for the number of records to be 
added to the file. Any number of records, up to the limit of 
the file space, could be appended to the file. If the file 
size was exceeded an error would result and the excess data 
would not be appended to the file. The data was temporarily 
stored in an array as it was input. The contents of the 
array was appended to the file after the last data entry was 
made. Using this technique the file was opened and closed 
only once, with a significant amount of time saved. The 
image that was sent to the file consisted of a single data 
entry per line to facilitate the reading of the data (option 
5).

The data was immediately checked for errors as it was 
input (lines 2000-2100). If errors were found the data was 
reprompted for entry until acceptable data was entered. A 
possible error was to enter a strike and dip that were not 
compatible. For example, it was not possible to have a 
strike of N30E and a dip of 40SW. It was necessary to have 
this error trap to keep the next program from aborting. 
Reading data from a file into the program
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Option 5 provided access to the data stored in files 
(lines 1100-1214). If the data corresponding to the 
requested wedge number was not found the normal error 
handling procedure used by the computer was interrupted 
(line 1115) and an error was printed (line 1200) indicating 
the data was not in the file. It was important that data was 
entered from a file using option 5 or that data was entered 
interactively before the next program was run. It was 
possible to use option 3 to enter data because it used the 
same subroutine to read data from a file. If all the records 
in a file were displayed using this option then an error 
would result if the next program was run. This error was due 
to the use of an array to hold the data when "all" was 
selected for the wedge number. The variables that were 
passed to the next program were not elements of this array.
A printout of the data read from the file could be made. 
Entering data interactively

Option 6 allowed the user to enter the data 
interactively and automatically procédé with the next 
program. The user could select this option at the first 
prompt of the program or select this option from the menu.
It was often convenient to use this option, run the 
analysis, determine if the wedge did exist, and then store 
the data in a file.
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Preceding with program Calcs
Option 7 was used to procédé with the next program if 

data is input from a file. The procedure used when entering 
data and storing it in a file was to create the file if it 
did not exist, add data to the file, then use option 7 to > 
procédé with the next program. The data that was input was 
stored in a file called Temp2 (lines 1800-1880). This file 
was accessed "by the next program to place the data in memory 
again. The computer memory was cleared when a program was 
loaded into memory and "by using files to store the variables 
that were to be transfered from one program to another the 
data did not have to be reentered for each program.
Exiting the program

Option 8 provided a way to end execution of the program 
and return to the immediate computer mode. This option was 
used if no analysis was performed.
Program Calcs

Program Calcs determined how the orientation of the 
discontinuities related to the tunnel axes, defined the 
discontinuity planes in 3-dimensional space relative to the 
tunnel axes, and calculated the coordinates of the inside 
vertex of the wedge and the points where the wedge 
intersected the tunnel. The minimum information needed to 
mathematically define the wedge in 3-dimensional space was
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the strike, dip, and coordinates of a point on the plane of 
each of the discontinuities that bounded the wedge. The 
orientation of the free face of the wedge was determined by 
the tunnel alignment and geometry, and it was assumed that 
the free face was in approximately the position as dictated 
by the tunnel A-line.

The data from program input was read from a file, temp2 
(lines 2555-3000). This data was then reduced by the 
program. The reduced data was stored in another file, temp3, 
that was used by the three output programs : plot, map, and 
stable. The data stored in this file included the following 
parameters that describe the wedge :

The wedge number (used to reference the data)
The tunnel alignment azimuth at the location of the 
inside vertice of the wedge.
The strike and dip azimuth of each discontinuity 
The magnitude of the dip angle for each 
discontinuity
The coordinates of a point on each of the 
discontinuities
Friction angles for the discontinuities 
The cohesion along each discontinuity 
The coefficients for the normal form of the 
equation that describes each discontinuity
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9) The coordinates of the points formed where 
intersecting pairs of discontinuities 
intersected

10) The coordinates of the inside vertex (the point 
inside the rock mass where all three 
discontinuities intersected)

The values of the parameters listed above could be printed 
or viewed on the screen. This facility and an option to view 
the results of the calculation sequence as the program was 
running provided a convenient method of locating errors in 
the data and debugging the program (Figure C-3). 
Determination of the tunnel alignment

The four thousand foot long alignment of the Hanging 
Lake Pilot Bore consisted of curves, spirals, and straight 
sections (Fig. C-4 ) • The alignment bearing ranged from 
about N22E to east-west to N80W. The alignment azimuth 
(northern hemisphere) where the wedge was located was 
calculated first (lines 3000-3200).

The X-coordinate used to describe the location of each 
discontinuity corresponded to the station along the tunnel 
alignment. The stations ranged from 1350+00 at the Shoshone 
portal to 1390+00 at the Amphitheater portal. The 
X-coordinate used was equal to the station, rounded to the 
nearest foot, minus 130,000 feet. For example, a station of
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PROGRAM MAP PROGRAM STABLEPROGRAM PLOT

STORE DATA IN FILE

OUTPUT MENU

PROGRAM INPUT

DETERMINE TUNNEL ALIGNMENT

COORDINATES OF TUNNEL-WEDGE 
INTERSECTIONS

TRANSPOSE DISCONTINUITY 
ONTO TUNNEL AXES

COORDINATES OF INSIDE VERTICE

DISCONTINUITY-AXES INTERCEPTS

NORMAL EQUATION COEFFICIENTS

READ DISCONTINUITY DATA FILE

Figure C-3 • Flow diagram of program calcs.
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1358+42 was expressed as 5842. The alignment used at the 
wedge location was the average alignment calculated for the 
maximum and minimum ^-coordinates from the three 
discontinuities (lines 3025-5035).

The alignment was calculated using curve and spiral 
formulas by determining the change in alignment bearing from 
a point with a known bearing (a straight section) while 
preceding along the curve or spiral to the east (up 
station). The dimensions of the curves and spirals used in 
the bearing formulas (lines 3070-3096) are listed in the 
data statements (lines 3042-3052). The alignment bearing was 
converted to a northern hemisphere azimuth (lines 
3100-3120). A similiar method of determining the tunnel 
alignment could be used if this program was used for other 
tunnels. These calculations could be eliminated for openings 
that are straight.
Transposing the discontinuities onto the tunnel axes

The axis convention that was used is shown in figure 
C-5. The X-axis was parallel to the tunnel alignment 
and was located at the center of the circular section, which 
corresponds with the springline elevation. The Y-axis was 
normal to the X-axis and horizontal. The Z-axis was normal 
to the X and Y axes, and was vertical. The X-coordinates 
measured in the tunnel were always positive because they
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were the same as the tunnel stations; the origin was located 
at least 5000 feet west of the tunnel. Coordinates along the 
Y-axis were positive north of the tunnel centerline and 
negative south of the centerline. The Z-coordinates were 
positive above the tunnel springline and negative below. The 
pilot bore was excavated with its back coincident with the 
back of the future full sized tunnel; therefore, the invert 
of the 13 foot high pilot bore was 8 feet above the 
springline of the 21 foot in diameter full sized tunnel 
(Fig. C-6). It was important to measure the locations 
of the points on the discontinuities with this axis 
convention or the program might not run.

The strike of each discontinuity was measured with 
reference to the north-south, east-west compass directions. 
Although the tunnel alignment was approximately east-west, 
it varied from due east-west by up to 35°• The strike of the 
discontinuity had to be transposed onto the tunnel 
alignment to determine its relationship to the axis 
convention used. Based on the tunnel alignment azimuth where 
the wedge was located, an orientation angle was calculated 
(lines 3257-3295)• The orientation angle had a possible 
range of 0°to 180° . This angle was measured in a clockwise 
direction from the X-axis, to the north, to the strike of 
the discontinuity (Fig. C-7)• The orientation angle
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NORTH

90— B
WEST EAST

SOUTH
LEGEND :

1 - Tunnel alignment
2 — Transposed strike azimuth of discontinuity
3 — Transposed dip azimuth of discontinuity
0 - Orientation angle (the angle between the strike of the 
discontinuity and the tunnel alignment) Mote : 6= 3)+(90-B) 
d — Measured strike of discontinuity 
B - Alignment azimuth

Figure C-7• Transposing the strike and dip onto the 
tunnel axes.
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thus defined the geometric relationship between the strike 
of the discontinuity and the axis convention. A transposed 
dip azimuth was also determined (lines 3300-3520) that 
defined the geometric relationship between the dip azimuth 
of the discontinuity and the axis convention.
Determination of the discontinuity-axes intercepts

The strike, dip, and coordinates for each discontinuity 
were used to determine the coordinates of the points where 
the discontinuities intersected the X, Y , and Z axes. These 
values were the coefficients of the intercept form of the 
equation that mathematically defined the discontinuities in 
3—dimensional space.

The quadrant that the transposed dip azimuth was located 
in determined which of four trigonometric relationships 
could be used to find the intercepts. The trigonometric 
relationships are summarized in Figures C-8,
C-9, c—10, and C-11 . The trigonometric relationships were 
similiar in the four cases. The X-intercept was calculated 
first, based on the dip angle, the orientation angle, and 
the Y-coordinate of the known point. The Y-intercept was 
calculated next, based on the dip angle, the orientation 
angle, and the X-coordinate of the known point. The 
Z-intercept was calculated based on the value of the 
X-intercept, the orientation angle, and the dip angle. The
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Y-AXIS

Y2

Y 1

 X-AXIS

XI X2

LEGEND :

1- Line along strike of discontinuity passing through known 
point.
2- Trace of the discontinu!ty plane in the X-Y plane.
®- Magnitude of the dip.
6- Orientation angle
d=z/tan(t)
X1=Y/TAN(9)
X2=D/SIN(0) X-intercept=X+X1+X2
Y1=(X)(TAN(©))
Y2=D/C0S(e) Y-i nt er cept=Y+Y1+Y2
Z1 = (X-intercept ) ( SIN( ©) ) Z-intercept= ( Z1 ) ( TAN( (D) )

Figure C-8. Sketch showing geometric relationships used
to determine discontinu!ty-axes intercepts for the case when
the dip azimuth is in quadrant 1 .
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X-AXIS

Y1

Y2

Y-AXIS

LEGEND :

1- Line along strike of discontinuity passing through known point.
2- Trace of the disconti nuity plane in the X-Y plane.
®- Magnitude of the dip.
6— Supplement of the orientation angle.
D= Z /T AN ( d) )
X1=Y/TAN(6)
X2=D/SIN( 9) X-intercept=X-X1+X2
Y1=(X)(TAN(e))
Y2=D/C0S( e) Y-intercept=Y-Y1 -Y2
Z1 = (X-intercept) ( SIN(©) ) Z-inter cep t= (Z1 ) (TAN ((D) )

Figure C-9• Sketch showing geometric relationships used
to determine discontinuity-axes intercepts for the case when
the dip azimuth is in quadrant 2.
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Y-AXIS

Y2
Y 1

X1

X-AXIS

L—X2—j

LEGEND :

1- Line along strike of discontinuity passing through known 
point.
2- Trace of the discontinuity plane in the X-Y plane.
©- Magnitude of the dip.
0— Orientation angle 
D=Z/TAN(<D)
X1=Y/TAN(0)
X2=D/SIN(6) X-i nt er cept=X+X1-X2
Y1=(X)(TAN(0))
Y2=D/COS(0) Y-inter cept=Y-f-Y1 -Y2
Z1 = (X-intercept)(SIN(6)) Z-intercept=-(Z1 )(TAN($))

Figure C-10. Sketch showing geometric relationships used
to determine discontinui ty-axes intercepts for the case when
the dip azimuth is in quadrant 3•
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■X2Y-AXIS

X-AXIS

Y1

Y2

LEGEND:

1 - Line along strike of discontinuity passing through known 
point.
2- Trace of the discontinuity plane in the X-Y plane.
(D- Magnitude of the dip.
0- Supplement of the orientation angle.
D=Z/TAN(5>)
X1=Y/TAN(6)
X2=D/SIN(0) X-intercept=X-X1-X2
Y1=(X)(TAN(©))
Y2=D/COS(0) Y-intercept=Y-Y1+Y2
Z1 = (X-intercept)(SIN(©)) Z-intercept=-(Z1)(TAN(®))

Figure C-11 . Sketch showing geometric relationships used
to determine discontinuity-axes intercepts for the case when
the dip azimuth is in quadrant 4•
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values of the intercepts were stored in an array (line 
5690).
Determination of the normal equation coefficients

The intercept form of the equations that defined the 
discontinuities had the form:

where a , b , and c were the values where the discontinuities
intersected X, Y, and Z axes, respectively. The coefficients
of the normal form of this equation were determined in lines 
3700-3790. The normal form of the equations had the 
following form:

Ax + By + Cz + D = 0
where A, B , C, and D were related to to the intercepts as
follows :

A = be, B = ca, C = ab, and D = —abc

The magnitude of the normal form coefficients calculated 
in this manner were often very large because the X-intercept 
was usually in the vicinity of the wedge and therefore had a 
value between 5000 and 9000. The coefficients were divided 
by the coefficient having the smallest value to reduce their 
magnitude (lines 3745-3765) • These values were stored in and 
replaced the values of the intercept array (line 3775)• 
Determination of the coordinates of the inside vertex.
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The inside vertex was the point, inside the rock mass, 
where the three discontinuities that "bound the wedge 
intersect (Fig. 4-2.3 -5-1) • The coordinates of the point 
were determined using the following formulas :

D 1 B 1 C 1 A 1 B 1 D1 A 1 D 1 C 1
D2 B 2 C 2 A2 B 2 D 2 A2 D 2 C2
D3 B 3 C3 Y = - A3 B3 D3 A3 D 3 C3
A 1 B 1 C 1 A 1 B 1 C1

Z - —
4 B 1 C1

A 2 B 2 C 2 A2 B 2 C 2 A 2 B 2 C 2
A3 B 3 C3 A3 B3 C3 A3 B3 C3

where the subscripted variables A, B, C , and D , were the 
normal equation coefficients of the three discontinuity 
equations. The four third order determinants and the 
coordinates of the inside vertex were calculated in lines 
3800-4060.

The distance from the inside vertex to the centerline 
of the tunnel was calculated in lines 4070-4092. If this 
distance was less than 21 an error was printed (line 4082) . 
This error was usually the result of entering the strike and 
dip data incorrectly, or measuring the coordinates of the 
known point incorrectly. The program could "be stopped at 
this point, or it could be continued to help determine what 
error was made.
Determination of the coordinates of the tunnel and wedge 
intersections
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LEGEND

1 —^Points of intersection between lines formed by the
2 - (.intersection of 2 discontinuity planes and the tunnel.
3 -J4 - Inside vertex of wedge, the point of intersection of3 discontinuity planes.3-(Discontinuities bounding the wedge.
Figure C-12. Example of wedge-tunnel intersection.
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The coordinates of the points formed by the intersection 
of the three lines formed by pairs of intersecting 
discontinuity planes and the tunnel were determined in lines 
4100—4500 • Figure C—12 shows an example of a wedge and 
the position of the points mentioned above. If any of the 
lines formed by pairs of intersecting discontinuity planes 
did not intersect the tunnel, the rock between the line and 
the tunnel had to fail before the wedge could fail (Fig.
0—13)• The program indicated how much rock was
involved, and the user had the option of preceding with the
program or changing the input data (lines 4515-4535)•

The method used to determine the wedge-tunnel 
intersection consisted of finding the equation of the line 
that was the projection of the line formed by the 
intersection of a pair of discontinuities into the Y-Z 
plane, and then determining the nature of the intersection 
of this projected line with the tunnel. The projected line 
could intersect the tunnel at one point (if the line was 
tangent to the tunnel), at 2 points, or at no points 
(Fig. 0— 13)* The case that occured most frequently was 
when the projection line intersected the tunnel twice. The 
point closest to the inside vertex was the point that was 
located on the wedge. If no intersection was found the 
coordinates closest to the tunnel, on the projection line
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Projection line intersects 
the tunnel at no points.Projection line 

intersects 
tunnel at 2 points. Z-AXIS

Amount of 
intact rock

Y-AXIS '

Relationships "between lines formed by the intersection 
of pairs of discontinuity planes that are projected 
into the Y-Z plane and the tunnel.

Figure C-13• Projection of wedge and tunnel into the 
Y-Z plane.
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were used as the point of intersection. If the user decided 
to continue the program the effects of the intact rock were 
not considered.

The equation that represented the projected line of 
intersecting discontinuity pairs in the Y-Z plane were :

Pi H. y + |c] c| z + fc d| = 0

where the subscripted variables A, B, C, and D were the 
coefficients of the normal equations that described the two 
discontinuity planes (Tuma, 1979) • The coefficients of this 
equation were determined in lines 4215-4245• The 
intersection of this projected line and the tunnel was 
determined in lines 4255-4415 • The method used to find the 
intersection consisted of moving along the projection line, 
starting at the inside vertex, until the distance between 
the point on the projection line and the tunnel was less 
than 0.1 feet. If no intersection was found the process 
continued until the absolute value of the Y-coordinate was 
greater than 21 ; the program then stopped and the minimum 
distance, equal to the amount of intact rock, between the 
projection line and the tunnel was used as the point of 
intersection. The slope of the projection line was used to 
determine the increment that the tested point along the 
projection line moved (lines 4260-4300). The increment was
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proportional to the magnitude of the slope (line 4280). When 
the Y and Z coordinates of the intersection were found the 
values were used with the equation of one of the 
discontinuity planes to find the value of the Y-coordinate 
(line 4495)•
Program Plot

Program Plot generated a 3-dimensional view of the 
full-sized tunnel, the pilot bore, and the wedge. The 
program was used to help visualize the spatial relationships 
between the tunnel and the wedge. The program utilized the 
high resolution graphic capabilities of the computer, and 
had provisions to alter the view by shifting and rotating 
the plot, increasing or decreasing the size of the plot, 
changing the viewpoint to the plot, or changing the wedge 
geometry. The program was structured to allow the user to 
generate a large number of plots as numerous changes in the 
view were made (Fig. C-14).

The program first read the data from the file created by 
program Calcs (lines 6050-6082) . The following option screen 
was then displayed:

OPTION SCREEN #1

1) Select any of the following to be included in the
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Exit

Bead data file

Initial plot 
generation

Generate plot 
with changes

Select features 
to include in plot

Alter plot

Figure C-14. Flow diagram of Program Plot.
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plot
a) Full-sized tunnel
"b) Pilot bore
c) Axes
d ) Wedge
e) All of the above

2) Procédé with plotting
3) Exit to program input
4) Exit to program Map
5) Exit to program Stable
6) Exit to operating system

The program user was able to choose the features to be 
included in the plot, or exit to another program. Usually 
the full-sized tunnel and the wedge were included in the 
plot, the inclusion of the pilot bore and/or axes was 
optional. The option screen was repeatedly displayed until 
one of the options between 2 and 6 was chosen. Option number 
2 would result in the initial 3-dimensional plot being 
generated (Fig. C-15).

After the plot was complete the user would continue by 
pressing any key. A second option screen would appear and 
the plot could be modified:
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OPTION SCREEN #2

1 ) Make the following changes :
a) Scale
b) Shift
c) Rotate
d) Change to perspective view
e) Cancel perspective view

2) Procédé with plotting
3) Return to the 1st option screen
4) Start over - "begin program plot again

This option screen allowed the plot to be altered to provid
a better view of the wedge. For example, the wedge might be
located behind the tunnel when first plotted. A wedge 
located on the north tunnel wall would be behind the tunnel 
and a rotation of about 180* with respect to the vertical 
axis would be required to provide a clear view of the wedge

The option to change the scale was used to magnify and 
bring into view portions of the wedge and tunnel to obtain 
greater detail. The view could also be made smaller. For 
example, if the wedge was small relative to the size of the 
tunnel, the wedge and the area of the tunnel around the 
wedge was magnified until the desired view was obtained.
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When this option was indicated the scale currently in use 
was displayed. A value was then entered to modify this scale 
factor. The scale factor used for the next plot was the 
product of the old scale factor and the value input.

The wedge was centered relative to the coordinates of 
the interior vertex of the wedge when the initial plot was 
made. An option to shift the plot allowed the user to move 
the plot on the screen, both horizontally and vertically.
For example, if the plot was magnified a portion of the 
wedge might be off the screen and in order to view it the 
plot would need to be moved back onto the screen. The 
horizontal and vertical position for each point plotted on 
the screen was calculated in lines 6872 and 6875• Any points 
located outside the screen were clipped by not plotting 
them.

Option c was used to rotate the plot to provide a better 
view of the tunnel and wedge. The initial plot produced a 
view from the southwest and wedges located on the north 
tunnel wall were often obscured by the tunnel and pilot 
bore. The rotation option allowed views of the plot from any 
direction and elevation by enabling the user to rotate the 
plot any amount about the X, Y, or Z axes. The program would 
prompt the user to input the axis to rotate about and the 
magnitude of the angle of rotation.
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The set of points that make up the plot were then 
rotated "by the angle, with the distance from the point to 
the axis kept constant. In polar coordinates the position of
the rotated point was R (the radial distance from the axis),
0e (the initial angle plus the rotated angle). The
location of the X and Y coordinates of the point in a
rectangular coordinate system were :

X=Rcos(0q +@^)
Y=Rsin(0Q+®1)

Using the following trigonometric identities: 
c o s (0q +2>,j ) = c o s@q COS0,| -sinOgSin#^ 
sin(0Q+0^ ) = sin0QCOs0^ +cos0QSin0^ 

the equation became :
X=R( c o s0q COs0.j-sinOgSinZ^ )
Y=R(sin0QCOs0^ +cos0QSin0^)

Then substituting the rectangular coordinates of the 
point before rotation:

X 1=Rcos0q 
Y 1=Rsin0o 

the equations became :
X = X 1 c o s 0 1 — Y^ s i n 0 1 

Y=Y^ sin01+Y^ cos0^ 
where x^ and Y^ were the rectangular coordinates of the 
point before rotation, 0^ is the magnitude of the angle of
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rotation about the axis (in this case the Z axis), and X and 
Y are the coordinates of the new point. The equations for 
rotation about the X and Y axes were similiar.Por the X 
axis :

Y=Y^ cos02-Zsin02
Z=Y^ sing^+Zcosg^ 

and for the Y axis:
X=Zsin0^+Xcos0^
Z=Zcos0^-Xsin#y 

Lines 6852-6862 performed the rotation in the program.
In addition, the axes were projected onto the screen so 

the X-axis was not horizontal, but inclined up to the right, 
and the Y-axis was inclined up to the left (Fig. C-15) •
This method of projection added realism to the plot. The 
equations used to project the tunnel and wedge onto the
2-dimensional screen by finding the horizontal and vertical 
pixtel distance to each point were: 

H=Xcos(©)-fYcos(©)+Zsin(0/2) 
V=Xsin(©)-Ysin(©)+Zcos(©/2) 

where H was the horizontal pixtel position of the point on 
the plane of the screen, V was the vertical pixtel position 
of the point on the screen, © was an angle (usually 10°) 
that was input by the user, and X,Y, and Z were the 
rectangular coordinates of the point relative to the
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3-dimensional axes. Lines 6867-6870 of the program were used 
to perform the projection. Lines 6871-6878 were used to fit 
the plot onto the screen "by scaling and shifting it and not 
plotting points if they were located outside the 192 by 256 
pixtel region of the screen.

An option to view the plot using one point perspective 
was also used to add realism to the plot. With one point 
perspective the height and width of various parts of the 
plot at different distances from the view point 
change (Kassab, 1984)- Sections of the plot closer to the 
viewpoint were smaller and became larger as the distance 
from the viewpoint increased (Fig. C-16). The following 
equations were used to generate the perspective plot :

1-Z0/Zv 1 - Z0/Zv

where H and V were the horizontal and vertical screen 
positions respectively (these were also scaled and shifted 
to fit on the screen), X Q , Y q , and Zq were the 
3-dimensional coordinates of each point of the plot, and Zv 
was the distance between the viewpoint and the image plane 
(Pig. C-16). The distance Zv was entered in line 6383 -
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The plot was projected onto the Y-Z plane in lines 6865 and 
6866. The use of the perspective view was cancelled by 
selecting option 1 e . Option 4 was also used to cancel the 
perspective view; however, any other changes made from the 
initial plot were also lost.

Option 2 was used to create a plot once the desired 
changes had been made. Additional changes could be made 
after the new plot was viewed. To exit program plot option 3 
was used to return to the first option screen. On occasions 
option 4 was selected to begin program plot over again from 
the initial plot rather than untangle a number of rotations, 
changes in scale, or screen shifts.

Screen dump software was used to make a hardcopy or 
printout of the figure on the screen. This software was not 
included in the program listing. However, it can be 
purchased and used by placing the appropriate statements at 
a place in the program where the figure has been drawn on 
the screen (after line 7685) • A permanent copy of the
3—dimensional plot of the wedge and tunnel was convenient 
when reviewing the output data.
Program Map

Program Map generated a plan view plot of the tunnel and 
wedge. The scale of the view and printout was variable to 
enable the user to match the output to other types of maps,
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such as the summary maps of geologic data. The
map consisted of the lines or curves that represented the
intersection of the tunnel and the discontinuities that 
bounded the wedge. The program contained two routines (Pig. 
C-17)• The first routine made use of characters that were 
available on a CRT printer to generate the plot. The 
second routine generated the same plot; but, the plot 
was a high resolution graphics plot that could be printed on
a dot matrix printer.

The information needed to generate the map was read from 
the file created by program Calcs (lines 7100-7134). The 
length of the tunnel to be included in the CRT plot was 
input by the user. The high resolution plot automatically 
included a section of the tunnel up and down station from 
the wedge. A provision was made to view the map before it 
was plotted and make any changes desired, such as the length 
of tunnel included or the scale of the map. The program 
centered the map on the X-coordinate of the point 
representing the inside vertex of the wedge. The CRT map 
included only that portion of the tunnel above springline. 
The high resolution map also included the walls of the 
tunnel, to the invert. In general, the high resolution map 
was more detailed and the preferred output ; however, the CRT 
routine offered the possibility of output for computers
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Menu

Exit
program

CRT plotHGR plotOutput menu

Read input file

Figure C-17- Flow diagram of program Map.
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without a dot matrix printer and screen dump software.
The CRT map

The map was generated by printing Asterisks at the 
points where wedge discontinuities intersected the tunnel at 
a certain station along the tunnel (Fig. C-18). The 
station used and the number of lines printed was determined 
by the length of tunnel requested by the user to be included 
in the map (lines 7220-7240). The width of the map was 66 
feet, and represented the length of the perimeter of the 21 
foot diameter tunnel that was above springline. The 
location of the asterisk: along a plotted line was determined 
by finding the Y and Z coordinates where the tunnel and the 
discontinuity intersected (lines 7260-7308). The distance 
between the center of the back of the tunnel and the 
intersection point, along the tunnel perimeter, was 
calculated using the following formula that calculated the 
length of arc in plane space for a function :

where a was the Y-coordinate of the center of the back of 
the tunnel (zero), b was the Y-coordinate of the point of 
intersection of the discontinuity and the tunnel, and dz/dy 
was the first derivative of the equation of the circular

b
length of arc =

a
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Figure C-18. Example of a map produced with the CRT 
subroutine.
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portion of the tunnel that was above the invert. The 
equation of the tunnel in the Y-Z plane was :

Y2 + Z2 = 441

Therefore, the first derivative was :

dz/dy = -Y/y 441 - Ï2

The integration was performed using the trapezoidal rule to 
approximate the arc length (lines 7348-7368). The number of 
iterations used greatly affected the run time of this 
program. Therefore, only 100 iterations were used. This 
distance was stored as an element number of an array, the 
element was assigned a value of 1, and an asterisk printed 
at this position as the print head moved across the page 
(lines 7370-7376 and 7322-7330). An "o” was printed at the 
location of the ins ids vertex. The station corresponding to 
each print line, rounded to the nearest foot, was printed 
along the right margin of the map. The edge of the map, 
which represented the intersection of a horizontal plane at 
springline and the tunnel, was delineated with exclamation 
points.

The pitch of the printer used to make the map was 10 
characters per inch. The line spacing was 6 lines per inch. 
A scale of 1 inch = 10 feet was used ; therefore, each 
character printed on a line represented 1 foot along the
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tunnel perimeter• In order to maintain this scale as the 
printer generated more lines, the lines printed were double 
spaced, and the stations that corresponded to the lines were 
incremented by 3-2 feet (line 7336).
The high resolution map

The high resolution graphic map was generated by 
plotting the wedge discontinuity, tunnel intersections, the 
inside vertex, and the lines formed by the edges of the 
wedge inside the rock mass (Pig. C-19)» The solid lines 
forming the boundary of the map represented the bottom of 
the tunnel walls and the extent of the map up and down 
station from the inside vertex. The dashed lines 
represented the springline on each wall and the center of 
the back. These lines were useful when comparing the map 
with other maps of the pilot bore.

The scale of this map could be changed, up to the 
largest size that could be displayed on the screen and 
printed. The scale factor was input by the program user.
This factor would be different for each type of computer 
used and can be determined by trial and error for each scale 
desired. In addition, most computers have a vertical to 
horizontal distortion on their screens and a different 
distortion on their printers. Therefore, the image on the 
screen may be different from the printed map. lines 7430 and
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Figure C-19- Example of a map produced with the HGR subroutine.
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» 7432 in the program can be changed to accomodate the screen 
and printer plotting ratios of the computer used• The map 
generated on the screen was printed using screen dump 
software that read the plotted screen pixtels from the video 
chip and printed them as a cluster of points on a dot matrix 
printer. Bimiliar software would have to be used with other 
computers.

After the map had been generated the user could replot 
the map, exit to the operating system, return to program 
input, or run the other output programs, Plot and Stable 9 by 
using the output menu (lines 7800-7880).
Program Stable

Program Stable generated output including physical 
characteristics of the wedge such as the weight of the 
wedge, the areas of the wedge faces, the normal and 
frictional forces on the wedge faces, and the volume of the 
wedge. Stability parameters, including the factor of safety 
and the mode of failure, were also calculated. The possible 
modes of failure consisted of sliding along one or two wedge 
faces, or falling out without contact on any of the faces.

The program was designed to be run repeatedly if desired 
to determine how input parameters such as discontinuity 
cohesion, friction angles, rock density, water pressure, and 
rockbolt tension affected wedge stability. A number of these
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input parameters were often estimated in the analysis. By 
using a range for the values their effect’ on wedge stability 
was analyzed and a range of wedge stabilities was estimated. 
The geometry and size of the wedge was often modified to 
estimate how different discontinuities that might bound the 
wedge would affect the stability. A discontinuity that 
bounded the wedge might be in a joint set, having a certain 
spacing. The minimum factor of safety for a wedge forming 
from this set was found by running the program repeatedly 
for different positions of the discontinuity.

The data file created by program Calcs was read by this 
program in lines 8050 to 8070. The urogram
would then immediately procédé with the stability analysis 
for this input and display the results on the screen. After 
viewing the results the user would procédé to a screen menu 
with an option to change any of the input parameters and 
redo the stability analysis (Pig. C-20") . The menu also 
contained options to use data files to store and retrieve 
output data, to use programs input, map, and plot, and to 
display wedge input parameters before changing the 
parameters and running the program again.

The method of analyzing wedge stability in this analysis 
was modified from the sequence of calculations described by 
Hoek and Brown, 1980. The analysis was
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Exit

Output menu Data storage 
files

Read data file

Menu

Display wedge 
input parameters 
and make changes

Display results

Calculate the 
stability 
parameters

Figure C-20. Flow diagram of program Stable.
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designed to be used with wedges defined by three 
intersecting discontinuities located in the walls or roof of 
an underground excavation. The program can be modified to be 
used with other wedge shapes, such as rectangular blocks 
that might be characteristic of wedges forming in jointed 
sedimentary rock. The results of the analysis were the same 
regardless of the order in which the discontinuity planes 
were arranged around the wedge.

A number of parameters were required by the calculation 
sequence outlined by Hoek and Brown that were not input with 
the strike, dip, and coordinates of the discontinuities. 
These parameters were the strike and dip of the free face of 
the wedge, the trend and plunge of the rockbolt force, and 
the trace length of a discontinuity on the free face of the 
wedge. These parameters were not input by the user because 
they could be calculated when the strike, dip, and 
coordinates of a point on the discontinuity were known. The 
program calculated these parameters before preceding with 
the analysis.

The free face of the wedge was assumed to be on the wall 
or back of the full sized tunnel. The strike of the free 
face was therefore the same as the alignment of the tunnel. 
The dip of the free face was estimated by calculating the 
dip of the tunnel surface at a point near the center of the
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free face. The Y-coordinate of this point inside the free

points where lines formed "by intersecting pairs of 
discontinuities intersected the tunnel. The slope of the 
tunnel surface in the Y-Z coordinate plane was calculated 
using the first derivative of the equation that defines the 
tunnel shape. The equation defining the tunnel, in cross 
section was :

Z = 441 - Y2

The first derivative of Z with respect to Y, dz/dy was:

The dip of the free face was calculated "by finding the 
absolute value of the inverse tangent of the slope:

dip = | Tan”1 ( dz/dy )|

The plunge of the rockbolt force was the complement of 
the dip of the free face. This assumption was used because 
the rockbolts would probably be placed in a radial pattern 
around the tunnel perimeter, and normal to the free face of 
the wedge. The rock bolt trend was assumed to be normal to 
the tunnel alignment.

The trace length of the third discontinuity on the free

face was the average of the three Y-coordinate values of the
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face was used in the calculation sequence described by Hoek 
and Brown (1980) to determine the volume of the wedge. This 
trace length, w t , was calculated with the following distance 
formula :

wt = (XI - X2)2 + (Y1 - Y2)2 + (21 - 22)2

where x1 , y1 , and z1 were the coordinates of the point where 
discontinuities 2 and 3 intersected the tunnel and x2, y 2 , 
and z2 were the coordinates of the point where 
discontinuities 1 and 3 intersected the tunnel.

T h e  f o l l o w i n g  p r o g r a m  w a s  u s e d  t o  c a l c u l a t e  t h e  w e d g e  
v o l u m e  b y  a n o t h e r  m e t h o d  a n d  p r o v i d e  a  c h e c k  f o r  t h e  v o l u m e  
c a l c u l a t e d  b y  p r o g r a m  S t a b l e  :

10 REM Calculation of the volume of a tetahedral wedge
20 REM using a 4X4 determinant
30 PRINT"Enter the coordinates of each of the 4 vertices” 
40 PRINT"The elements are entered one row at a time"
50 PRINT"Remember - the elements in the fourth column are" 
60 PRINT"always equal to 1 "
70 DIM a(4,4)
80 FOR i=1 TO 4
82 FOR j=1 TO 4
84 PRINT"Element ";i j I N P U T  a(i,j)
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86 NEXT j :NEXT i
88 REM Calculate determinant
90 aa=a 2 2 * a(3,3)*a 4,4)-a(4 3 )*a(3,4

100 hb=a 2 3 * a(3,2)*a 4,4)—a(4 2 )*a(3,4
110 cc=a 2 4 * a(3,2)*a 4,3)-a(4 2 )*a(3,3
120 dd=a 2 1 * a(3,3)*a 4,4)-a(4 3)*a(3,4
130 ee=a 2 3 * a(3,1)*a 4,4)-a(4 1 )*a(3,4
140 ff=a 2 4 * a(3,1)*a 4,3)-a(4 1 )*a(3,3
1 50 gg=a 2 1 * a(3,2)*a 4,4)-a(4 2 )*a(3,4
160 hh=a 2 2 * a(3,1)*a 4,4)-a(4 1 )*a(3,4
170 ii=a 2 4 * a(3,1)*a 4,2)-a(4 1)*a(3,2
180 j j=a 2 1 * a(3,2)*a 4,3)-a(4 2 )*a(3,3
1 90 kk=a 2 2 * a(3,1)*a 4,3)-a(4 1 )*a(3,3
200 11= a 2 3 * a(3,1)*a 4,2)—a(4 1)*a(3,2
210 ww=a 1 1 * aa-bb+oc
220 xx= a 1 2 * dd-ee+ff
230 yy=a 1 3 * gg-hh+ii
240 zz=a 1 4 * jj-kk+11
250 det= ww-xx+yy-zz
260 PRINT,fThe volume of the wedge is ” ;det/6 
270 END

This program was generated from the following formula that 
can he used to calculate the volume of a tetrahedral wedge :
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volume =
x i Y i zi 1
x2 Y2 Z2 1
X3 Y3 z3 1 
X4 Y4 Z4 1

where x,y, and z were the coordinates of each of the 4 
vertices of the wedge. Three of these vertices were the 
points formed where lines representing the intersection of 
pairs of discontinuities intersected the tunnel. The fourth 
vertice was the inside vertex of the wedge. The values for 
these coordinates were obtained by running program Calcs or 
by measuring them in the field.

The program initially used a rock density of 165 pounds 
per cubic foot. This value was characteristic of the granite 
and pegmatite ; however, the metamorphic rocks had densities 
of up to 180 pounds per cubic foot. The program had a 
provision to change a number of parameters, including rock 
density, after the initial stability run was complete.

Water was generally not present in the pilot bore. The 
few wet areas were due to seasonal water inflow and the 
small quantities of water resulted in only short intervals 
of the tunnel being wet or dripping. The stability of the 
wedges was significantly affected by the presence of water. 
Therefore, if water was present its influence was estimated
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by inputting a water pressure along the discontinuity, and 
modifying the friction angle. This parameter could be 
changed and the program run several times for a range of 
possible water pressures.

The stability of the wedge was estimated by calculating 
the normal forces on each face of the wedge (Fig. C—21)•
The components of these forces relative to the x,y,and z 
axes were calculated to find the resultant normal force on 
each wedge face. The forces due to the weight of the wedge, 
the rockbolt tension, and water pressure were included. The 
results were independent of whether the normal forces were 
directed into or out of the wedge. The forces that tended to 
make the wedge move away from the rock mass were the weight 
of the wedge and forces due to water pressure. The
frictional forces and cohesion developed along the area of
the discontinuities that bounded the wedge, and the rockbolt 
tension tended to hold the wedge in the rock mass. The 
factor of safety was calculated by finding the ratio of the 
stabilizing forces to the unstabilizing forces.

The output generated included the weight of the wedge, 
the area of each face of the wedge, the factor of safety, 
and the mode of failure for the wedge. After the output was
displayed on the screen the program user could view the
input parameters on another screen, change these parameters,
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inside vertex

Vtfree face

rockbolt force

Figure C-21. Diagram of a tetrahedral wedge, 
(after Hoek and Brown, 1980).
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and run the program again. A printout of the results could 
he generated at any time when running the program.

A data file was created "by this program to permanently 
store and provide access to all the output generated hy the 
program. The file was also used hy other programs to 
summarize the data hy generating tables or graphs. Some of 
the programs used are listed and briefly described in 
Appendix D .
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100 REM *************************************************** 
105 REM ** **
1 10 REM ** UNDERGROUND WEDGE PROGRAM **
115 REM ** for Adam and Apple computers **
120 REM ***************************************************
125 REM ***************************************************
130 REM The following listing consists of 5 programs 
132 REM that comprise the underground wedge program. The 
134 REM function of the first program (input) is to access 
136 REM a data file for storage of input data, or provide 
138 REM input data to be used by the remaining programs.
140 REM Data may also be entered interactively and the 
142 REM analysis run immediately. The second program (calcs) 
144 REM performs the calculations that reduce the input data 
146 REM to a form that is utilized by a third program 
148 REM (plot), a 3-dimensional graphic plot of the tunnel 
150 REM and wedge, the fourth program (map), a program that 
1 52 REM produces a plan view map of the wedge and tunnel,
154 REM and the fifth program (stable), a program that 
156 REM determines physical characteristics of the wedge,
158 REM its stability, and if unstable, its mode of failure. 
160 REM Note that the three output programs can be run as 
162 REM many times as desired and input data can be changed 
164 REM to determine how it affects the output.
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200 REM The program was written and run on an Adam 
202 REM computer ; however, it will also run on an Apple 
204 REM computer. With minor changes the progam can be
206 REM altered to run on any micro-computer with a basic
208 REM interpreter.
300 REM 
305 REM
310 REM ***************************************************
315 REM PROGRAM INPUT
320 REM This program allows the user to put data into a
325 REM file, use data from a file, or enter the data
330 REM interactively.
345 REM ***************************************************
350 HOME:VTAB 8
355 PRINT M*******************************"
360 PRINT”* * ”
365 PRINT”* UNDERGROUND WEDGE PROGRAM * ”
370 PRINT”*
375 PRINT”*
380 PRINT”*
385 PRINT"*
390 PRINT"*
392 PRINT"*******************************"
395 FOR x=1 TO 10000:NEXT x

*  "

by Dale Baures *”
■*»

3-28-84 *"
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400 HEM
402 Hem Data file use 
405 HOME:VTAB 7
410 PRINT "Do you want to add or read data from a file?(y/n)M 
415 GET a$
420 IF a$="n" OH a$="N" GOTO 1300 
425 REM File menu
450 HOME
435 PRINT”*** FILE MENU ***”
445 PRINT TAB (5 ; ni Create a data f ile” : PRINT
450 PRINT TAB (5 ; ”2 Look at a listing of data files”: PRINT
455 PRINT TAB (5 ;"3 look at data in a file” : PRINT
460 PRINT TAB (5 ; ”4 Add data to an existing file”: PRINT
465 PRINT TAB (5 ; "5 Read data from a file”: PRINT
470 PRINT TAB (5 ;"6 Enter data interactively”
472 PRINT TAB (5 ;"7 Procédé with the data reduction": PRINT
475 PRINT TAB (5 ; ”8 Exit program"
477 PRINT TAB (5 ; "9 Delete data from a file”
480 PRINT .-INVERSE
485 PRINT TAB(5);"Enter the number of your choice”: NORMAL 
490 GET choice
495 d$=CHR$(4)
496 IF choiced GOTO 450
497 IF choice>1 GOTO 585
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'500 REM
505 REM 1 ) Create a data file 
510 HOME:VTAB 8
515 PRINT;"Enter a name for the file you want to create"
520 PRINT : INVERSE :INPUT file$:NORMAL: PRINT : PRINT
525 PRINT TAB(5 ) ; "Creating f i l e ........ "
530 PRINT d$;"mon c ,i ,o "
535 PRINT d$;"open ";file$;",d5"
540 PRINT d$;"close ";file$;",d5"
545 PRINT d$;"nomon c ,i ,o"
550 PRINT TAB(5);"Do you want to add data now? (y/n)"
555 GET a$
560 IF a$="n" OR a$="N" GOTO 430
565 IF a$="y" OR a$="Y" GOTO 1000
570 GOTO 430
585 IF choice>2 GOTO 620
600 REM
605 REM 2) Look at a listing of data files
606 HOME
60? PRINT "Do you want a printout of the file list? (y/n)":
608 GET a$
609 IF a$="y" THEN PRINT CHR$(4 );"pr#1 "
610 PRINT d$;"catalog,d5"
612 IF a$="y" THEN PRINT CHR$(4);"pr#0"
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.614 PRINTT,Press any key to continue” : GET a$
615 GOTO 430
620 IF choice>3 GOTO 1000 
700 REM
705 REM 3) Look at data in a file 
710 HOME:VTAB 6 : CLEAR 
712 d$=CHR$(4)
714 DIM s$(3),d$(3),x(3),y(3),z(3),phi(3),cohn(3)
715 PRINT"What file do you want to look at?”
720 PRINT"Enter •none1 to stop"
725 PRINT:INVERSE:INPUT file$:NORMAL:PRINT 
730 IF file$=”none” GOTO 430
733 PRINT "What wedge number do you want to look at?"
740 PRINT "Enter •all1 to see all the records in the file” 
745 PRINT:INVERSE:INPUT wedge$:NORMAL:PRINT
750 PRINT"Do you want a printout of these record(s)? (y/n)"
760 PRINT:INVERSE:GET p$:NORMAL:PRINT
770 IF wedge$="all" GOTO 954
775 ONERR GOTO 920:REM Run out of data
780 PRINT d$;"mon c,i,o,l"
785 P R A T  d$; "open "; f ile$; " , d5M 
790 PRINT d$;"read ";file$
800 FOR k=1 TO 500 
805 INPUT wedge
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810 FOR 1 = 1 TO 3
815 INPUT s$(i),d$(i),x(i),y(i),z(i),phi(i),cohn(i) 
820 NEXT 1
830 IF VAL(wedge$)=wedge GOTO 840 
835 NEXT k
840 PRINT d$;"close ";file$;",d5"
842 PRINT d$;"nomon c,i,o ,1"
850 REM Turn on printer
852 IF p$="y” OR p$="Y" THEN PRINT d$;”pr#1”
855 HOME
860 PRINT"Wedge number wedge 
862 PRINT:PRINT 
865 FOR 1=1 TO 3 
867 PRINT
870 PRINT"Discontinuity "; i 
875 PRINT"Strike = ";s$(i )
880 PRINT"Dip = ";d$(i)
885 PRINT"X-coordinate = ";x (i)
890 PRINT"Y-coordinate = ”; y (i)
895 PRINT"Z-coordinate = ";z (i)
900 PRINT"Friction angle = "; phi(i)
905 PRINT"Cohesion = ”;cohn(i)
907 NEXT i
910 PRINT:PRINT
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91 5 GOTO 950
920 PRINT ’’The wedge was not found in this file” 
925 CLRERR
950 IF p$="y” OR p$= ”Y ” THEN PRINT d$;"pr#0"
951 PRINT"Press any key to continue":GET a$
952 GOTO 430
954 REM Print out all the records
955 ONERR GOTO 973:REM End of file
956 DIM wedge(100)
957 DIM ss$(300),dd$(300),xx(300),yy(300),zz(300)
958 DIM pphi(300),ecohn(300)
959 REM Read data into arrays
960 PRINT d$;"mon c,i,o,l”
962 PRINT d$;"open ";file$;",d5n
963 PRINT d$;"read ";file$
965 FOR k=1 TO 500
966 INPUT wedge(k)
967 FOR i=3*k-2 TO 3*k
968 INPUT ss$(i),dd$(i ),xx(i),yy(i),zz(i)
969 INPUT pphi(i),ccohn(i)
970 NEXT i
971 NEXT k
973 PRINT d$
974 PRINT d$;"close ";file$
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-975 PRINT d$ ; "nomon c,i,o,l”
977 CLRERR
978 IF p$= "y" OR p$=MY M THEN PRINT d$; "pr#1 "
979 REM Print out data records
980 ONERR GOTO 998
981 FOR k=1 TO 500
982 IF wedge(k)=0 GOTO 950
983 j=0: FOR i=1 TO 4:PRINT:NEXT i
984 PRINT"Wedge number= wedge(k):PRINT : PRINT
985 FOR i=3*k-2 TO 3*k
986 3 = 3+1 : PRINT
987 PRINT"Discontinuity ";j
988 PRINT"Strike = ";ss$(i)
989 PRINT"Dip = ";dd$(i)
990 PRINT"X-Coordinate = ”;xx(i)
991 PRINT"Y-Coordinate = ";yy(i)
992 PRINT"Z-Coordinate = ”;zz(i)
995 PRINT"Friction angle = ";pphi(i)
994 PRINT"Cohesion = ";ccohn(i)
995 PRINT:PRINT
996 NEXT i
997 NEXT k
998 CLRERR:CLEAR
999 GOTO 950
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,1000 IP choice>4 GOTO 1 098 
1001 HEM
1005 REM 4 ) Add data to an existing file
1007 CLEAR:HOME
1008 PRINT "What file do you want to add data to?”
1009 PRINT TAB(10):INVERSE:INPUT file$:NORMAL:PRINT
1010 PRINT : PRINT ;"How many records do you want to add?"
1015 PRINT :INVERSE:INPUT n:NORMAL
1020 no=3*ii: cn=0
1022 DIM s$(no),d$(no),x(no),y(no),z(no)
1023 DIM phi(no),cohn(no),wedge(n)
1025 REM Put data into array to use when appending to file
1030 FOR i=1 TO n
1032 PRINT”Record number "; i
1 034 INPUT"Enter the wedge number "; number(i)
1036 FOR j=1 TO 3
1038 PRINT"Discontinuity ";j
1040 cn=cn+1:INVERSE
1042 INPUT"Strike = ”;s$(cn)
1044 INPUT”Dip = ";d$(cn)
1045 GOSUB 2000:IF ee=1 GOTO 1042
1046 INPUT"X~coordinate = ";x (cn)
1048 INPUT"Y-coordinate = "; y (cn)
1050 INPUT"Z— coordinate = ";z (cn)
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1052 INPUT"Friction angle = ”; phi(cn) 
1054 INPUT"Cohesion = ”;cohn(cn)
1056 NORMAL:PRINT 
1058 NEXT j
1060 NEXT i
1061 REM Append data to file
1062 PRINT CHR$(4);"mon c,i,o,l”
1063 PRINT CHR$(4);"open ";file$;",d5"
1064 PRINT CHR$(4);"append ";files$
1066 cn=0
1068 FOR i=1 TO n 
1070 PRINT number(i)
1072 FOR o=1 TO 3 
1074 cn=cn+1
1076 PRINT s$(cn)
1077 PRINT d$(cn)
1078 PRINT x(cn)
1079 PRINT y (cn)
1080 PRINT z (cn)
1081 PRINT phi(cn)
1082 PRINT cohn(cn)
1085 NEXT j
1087 NEXT i
1090 PRINT CHR$(4);"close ";file$;" ,d5"
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1092 PRINT CHR$(4);"nomon c,i,o,l"
1095 GOTO 430
1098 IF choice>5 GOTO 1250
1100 REM
1110 REM 5) Read data from a file
1115 HOME: VTAB 6 .-CLEAR: ONERR GOTO 1 200
1120 DIM s$(3),d$(3),x(3),y(3),z(3),phi(3),cohn(3)
1122 d$=CHR$(4)
1125 PRINT"What file do you want to read a record from?"
1130 PRINT :INVERSE:INPUT file$:NORMAL:PRINT
1135 PRINT TAB(5);"What wedge number do you want?"
1140 PRINT :INVERSE: INPUT number$:NORMAL:PRINT 
1142 PRINT d$;"mon c ,i ,o ,1"
1145 PRINT d$;"open ”;file$;",d5"
1150 PRINT d$;"read ";file$
1155 INPUT wedge 
1160 FOR i=1 TO 3
1165 INPUT s$(i),d$(i),x(i),y(i),z(i),phi(i),cohn(i)
1170 NEXT i
1 175 IF wedge=VAL(number$) THEN GOTO 1190 
1 180 GOTO 1155
1 190 PRINT d$;"close ";file$;",d5"
1192 PRINT d$;"nomon c ,i ,o ,1"
1194 GOTO 1212
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>1200 PRINT”The wedge number was not found in this file” 
1202 PRINT d$;"close ";file$;",d5"
1210 CLRERR 
1205 GOTO 951
1212 PRINT "Do you want a print out of this record? (y/n)”
1213 GET p$
1214 GOTO 850
1250 IF choice>6 GOTO 1390 
1295 REM
1300 REM 6) Enter data interactively 
1302 CLEAR:HOME
1305 DIM s$(3),d$(3),x(3),y(3),z(3),phi(3),cohn(3)
1354 INPUT"Enter the wedge number wedge 
1336 FOR j=1 TO 3 
1 338 PRINT"Discontinuity j 
1340 INVERSE
1342 INPUT"Strike = ”;s$(j)
1344 INPUT"Dip = ";d$(j)
1345 GOSUB 2000 : IF ee=1 GOTO 1342
1 346 INPUT"X-coordinate = ";x (j)
1348 INPUT"Y-coordinate = "; y (j)
1350 INPUT"Z-coordinate = " ;z ( j)
1352 INPUT"Friction angle = ”;phi(j)
1 354 INPUT"Cohesion = ”;cohn(j)
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1356 NORMAL: PRINT 
1358 NEXT j 
1385 GOTO 1800 
1390 IP choice>7 GOTO 1490 
1400 REM
1405 REM 7 ) Procédé with the data reduction program
141 0 GOTO 1800
1490 IP choice>8 GOTO 1 590
1500 REM
1510 REM 8) Exit program 
1520 END
1590 IF choice>9 GOTO 430
1600 REM 9) Delete data from a file
1602 HOME:VTAB 6:CLEAR:ONERR GOTO 1690
1605 PRINT"What file do you want to delete records from?"
1606 INPUT file$
1615 REM Read in records from the file
1620 DIM wedge(100),phi(300),cohn(300),delete( 1 00)
1625 DIM s$(300),d$(300),x(300),y(300),z(300)
1630 d$=CHR$(4 ):n=0 :t=0 
1635 PRINT d$;"mon c ,i ,o ,1 "
1640 PRINT d$; "open " ; f ile$ ; ", d5,f 
1645 PRINT d$;"read ";file$
1650 FOR i= 1 TO 100
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1655 INPUT wedge(i)
1660 n=n+1
1665 FOR j =3*1-2 TO 3*i
1670 INPUT s$(j),d$(j),x(j),y(j),z(j)
1675 INPUT phi(j),cohn(j)
1680 NEXT j 
1685 NEXT i
1690 PRINT d$
1691 PRINT d$;"close file$
1693 PRINT d$;"nomon c,i,o,l"
1695 CLRERR
1700 REM Initialize deletion array to insure that no
1701 REM records are accidently deleted 
1705 FOR k=1 TO n:delete(k)=0:NEXT k 
1710 REM Display records for deletion 
1712 FOR k=1 TO n
1714 HOME:VTAB 2
171 6 PRINT"Wedge number ";wedge(k)
1718 FOR 1=1 TO 3 
1720 PRINT"Discontinuity ";1 
1722 PRINT
1724 PRINT"Strike = ";s$(3*k-3+l)
1726 PRINT"Dip = ”;d$(3*k-3+l)
1728 PRINT"X-coordinate = ";x(3*k-3+l)
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4730 PRINT"Y-coordinate = ";y(3*k-3+l)
1732 PRINT"Z-coordinate = ";z(3*k-3+l)
1734 PRINT"Friction angle = "; phi(3*k-3+l)
1 736 PRINT"Cohesion = ";cohn(3*k-3+l)
1738 NEXT 1 
1740 PRINT
1742 PRINT"Enter Td f to delete this record, any other key to 
continue"
1744 GET an$
1746 IF an$="d" OR an$="D" THEN delete(k)=1
1747 IF an$="d" OR an$="D" THEN t=t+1
1748 NEXT k
1750 REM Put data back into file
1752 HOME : PRINT "Saving d a t a ......... "
1754 PRINT d$;"mon c ,i ,o ,1"
1756 PRINT d$;"open ";file$;",d5"
1758 PRINT d$;"write ";file$
1760 FOR k=1 TO n-t
1762 IF delete(k)=1 GOTO 1784
1 764 PRINT wedge(k)
1766 FOR j=1 TO 3 
1768 PRINT s$(3*k-3+d)
1770 PRINT d$(3*k-3+j)
1772 PRINT x(3*k-3+j)
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•1774 PRINT y(3*k-3+j)
1776 PRINT z(3*k-3+j)
1778 PRINT phi(3*k-3+j)
1780 PRINT cohn(3*k-3+j)
1782 NEXT j 
1784 NEXT k
1786 PRINT d$; ’’close , d3 ”
1788 PRINT d$; ’’nomon c, 1,0,1"
1790 GOTO 430 
1800 REM
1810 REM Save wedge data and procédé with program calc
1811 HOME:PLASH
1812 PRINT"Make sure a tape or disk is in drive 3"
1813 PRINT"Press return to continue": GET a$
1815 REM Save data - use temporary file - temp2
1817 d$= CHR$(4):NORMAL :HOME
1818 PRINT"Saving d a t a ................ "
1819 PRINT d$;"mon c ,i ,o ,1”
1820 PRINT d$;"open temp2,d5"
1825 PRINT d$;"write temp2"
1830 PRINT wedge
1840 FOR i=1 TO 3
1841 PRINT s$(i)
1842 PRINT d$(i)
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>1843 PRINT x(i)
1844 PRINT y(i)
1845 PRINT z(i)
1846 PRINT phi(i)
1847 PRINT cohn(i)
1850 NEXT i
1855 PRINT d$;"close temp2,d5”
1860 PRINT d$;"nomon c,1,0,1”
1870 REM Procédé with program calcs 
1875 HOME
1878 PRINT"Loading program calcs - one moment please"
1880 PRINT d$;"run calcs,d5"
2000 REM Subroutine to check for data input error 
2010 REM Only correct input will return, incorrect input 
2020 REM will pass through error statement 
2025 ee=0
2027 a$=s$(j):b$=d$(j)
2030 IF MID$(a$,1 ,1 ) = "n" GOTO 2050 
2040 GOTO 2090
2050 IF MID$(a$,4,1 ) = "w" AND MID$(b$,3,2) = "sw" THEN RETURN
2060 IF MID$(a$,4,1 ) = "w" AND MID$(b$,3,2)="ne” THEN RETURN
2070 IF MID$(a$,4,1)="e" AND MIDS(b$,3,2)=”se" THEN RETURN
2080 IF MID$(a$,4 >1) = "e" AND MID$(b$,3,2) = "nw" THEN RETURN
2085 FLASH .-INVERSE
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2090 PRINT"Strike and dip error, reenter data"
2091 FOR 1=1 TO 5000 : NEXT 1
2092 NORMAL 
209 3 6©=1 
2100 RETURN
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2500 REM **************************************************
2512 REM PROGRAM CALCS
2515 REM Discontinuity data reduction program
2520 REM This program determines the equations that define
2525 REM the discontinuities in 3-dimensional space. The
2530 REM reference system is the tunnel alignment, with the
2535 REM x-axis coincident with the axis of the full sized
2540 REM tunnel at springline, the y-axis is normal to
2545 REM the x-axis and horizontal, and the z-axis is
2547 REM vertical.
2548 REM ***************************************************
2550 HOME
2552 PRINT"Do you want to watch the calculations? (y/n)"
: GET ml $
2553 PRINT"Do you want a print out of the calculations?
(y/n)":GET p$
2554 IE p$="y" THEN PRINT CHR$(4);"pr#1"
2555 REM Read in data from temporary storage.
2556 DIM s1$(3),s1 (3),d1$(3),d1(3),dip(3)
2557 DIM xx(3),yy(3),zz(3),phi(3),cohn(3)
2558 DIM x(3),y(3),z(3),da(4,3)
2559 PRINT CHR$(4 )»"mon c,1,0,1"
2560 PRINT CHR$(4);"open temp2,d5"
2565 PRINT CHR$(4);"read temp2"
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2570 INPUT wedge 
2515 FOB 1=1 TO 3
2580 INPUT s1$(i),d1$(i),xx(i),yy(i),zz(i)
2585 INPUT phi(i),oohn(i)
2590 NEXT i
2595 PRINT CHR$(4);"close temp2,a5"
2597 PRINT CHR$(4);"nomon c ,i ,o ,1"
3000 REM
3001 REM
3003 REM Determination of the tunnel alignment.
3004 REM This routine estimates the tunnel alignment 
3006 REM where the wedge is located by calculating the 
3008 REM alignment at the x-coordinate of the discontinuity 
3010 REM planes. The resulting alignment azimuth is the 
3012 REM average azimuth corresponding to the high and low 
3014 REM x-coordinates. This estimate is accurate because 
3016 REM the alignment generally does not change appreciably 
3018 REM over the interval in which a wedge is located.
3020 DIM station(2,2)
3021 FOR 1=1 TO 3
3022 x (i)=xx(i):y(i)=yy(i):z(i)=zz(i)
3023 NEXT i
3025 REM Find the high and low x-coordinate values.
3026 REM Find the lowest value
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2027 IP x(1)<=x(2) AND x(1)<=x(3) THEN station(1,1)=x(1)
3028 IF x(2)<=x(1) AND x(2)<=x(3) THEN station(1,1)=x(2)
3029 IP x(3)<=x(1) AND x (3)<=x(2) THEN station(1,1)=x(3)
3030 REM Find the highest value
3031 IP x (1)>=x(2) AND x(1)>=x(3) THEN station(2,1)=x(l)
3032 IP x(2)>=x(1) AND x(2)>=x(3) THEN station(2,1)=x(2)
3033 IF x(3)>=x(1) AND x(3)>=x(2) THEN station(2,1)=x(3)
3034 station(1 ,1) = station(l ,1)+130000
3035 station(2 ,1 ) = station(2 ,1)+1 30000 
3040 FOR k=1 TO 2
3042 REM Station data for curves and spirals.
3044 DATA 134888.66,135158.66,135285.47,135485.47,136708.13
3046 DATA 136908.13,137447.77,138626.69,138991.69,139241.69
3048 REM Curve and spiral data
3050 DATA 1041.741,270,1800,1222.662,200,3.1831
3052 DATA .63661,1650,250
3054 REM M c =  (59.2/60+1 0)/60+3
3056 REM cdc=(l1 .8/60+38)/60
3060 READ a,b,c,d,e,f,g,h,i,j
3062 READ arc,als,rob,Ich,his,hdc,cdc,dre,dis 
3064 RESTORE
3066 r=2*3-14159/180:REM Conversion constant, degrees-radian 
3070 REM Calculate alignment azimuth from bearing formulas. 
3072 s=station(k, 1 )
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3074 IF s<a THEN PRINT"Wedge lies west of tunnel”
3076 IF s> = a AND s<e THEN br=360-(30/60+79)
3078 IF s>=a AND s<b THEN br=br-((b-s)^2/(r*arc*als))
3080 IF s>= c AND s<d THEN br=br-((s-c)^2/(r*rcb*bls))
3082 IF s> = d AND s<e THEN br=br-bls/(r*rcb)-(s-d)*bdc/lOO

COO IF s >= e AND s<h THEN br=((54.9/60+12)/60+55)
3086 IF s>=e AND s<f THEN br=br+((f-s)a2/(r*rcb*bls))
3088 IF s>=g AND s<h THEN br=br+(s-g)*cdc/l 00
3090 IF s>=h AND s<=j THEN br=(13.6/60+43)760+62
3092 IP 8> = i AND s<=j THEN br=br-((s-i)A2/(r*drc*dlc))
3094 IF S> = j THEN PRINT”Vedge lies east of tunnel”
3096 IF s<a OR 8>j THEN END
3098 REM Makei sure azimuth is in the northern hemisphere.
3 1  0 0  d z r = s - " b r
3105 IF dzr<0 THEN dzr=-dzr
3110 IF dzr>90 THEN dzr=dzr-180
3115 IF br>180 AND br<270 THEN br=br-180
31 20 station(k,2) = br
3125 NEXT k
3130 REM Find the average alignment.
3132 REM st=station
3135 IF st(l,2)<=90 AND st(2,2)<=90 THEN 
al=(st(1,2)+st(2,2))/2
3140 IF st(l ,2)>=270 AND st(2,2)>=270 THEN
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al=(st(1,2)+st(2,2))/2
3145 IF st ( 1 ,2 )<=90 AHD st (2 ,2 ) >=270 THEKT 
al=(st(l,2)+st(2,2)-1 80)/2 
3150 IF st(l,2)>=270 AND st(2,2)<=90 THEN 
al=(st(1,2)+st(2,2)-180)/2
3155 IF m1$="y" OR m1$="T" THEN PRINT"The alignment azimuth 
is "; a1 
3200 REM 
3205 REM
3215 REM Calculate discontinuity equations
3220 REM This routine transposes the tunnel alignment axes
3225 REM and calculates the coefficients for the intercept 
3230 REM and normal form of the equations that define the 
3235 REM discontinuities.
3237 REM Convert strike to azimuth form, north hemisphere
3238 FOR i=1 TO 3
3239 IF MID$(s1$(i),4,1)="w" THEN 
s1(i)=360-VAL(MID$(s1$(i),2,2))
3240 IF MID$(s1$(i),4,1 ) = "e" THEN 
si(i)=VAl(MID$(s1$(i),2,2))
3241, REM Convert dip to dip azimuth and dip angle
3242 x=VAl(MID$(s1$(i),2,2))
3243 IF MID$(s1S(i),4,1)="e" AND MID$(dl$(i ),3,2)="se" THEN 
d1(i)=x+90
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3244 IF MID$(s1$(i),4,1)="e" AND MID$(d1$(i),3,2)="nw" THEN 
d1(i)=x+270
3245 IF MID$(s1$(i) ,4,1 ) = ,,w ” AND MID$( d1 $ ( i ) ,3 ,2 ) = "sw" THEN 
dl(i)=2?0-x
3246 IF MID$(s1$(i) ,4,1 )="w" AND MID$ (d1 $ ( i ), 3,2 ) = rtne,! THEN 
d1(i )=90-x
3247 dip(i)=VAL(MID$(dl$ (i),1,2))
3248 IF ml$="y" OR m1$="Y" GOTO 3250
3249 GOTO 3254
3250 PRINT"Discontinuity ";i
3251 PRINT"Strike azimuth = ”;s1(i)
3252 PRINT"Dip azimuth = ";d1 (i)
3255 PRINT”Dip angle = ”;dip(i)
3254 NEXT i
3255 FOR j=1 TO 3
3257 REM Transpose the strike azimuth to find the
3258 REM orientation angle (oa), which is measured clockwise
3259 REM with respect to the x-axis.
3260 REM The alignment azimuth is in the northern hemisphere 
326 5 oa=0
3270 IF al<=90 AND s1(j)<=90 THEN oa=(90+s1(j ))+(90-al)
3275 IF al<=90 AND si(j)>=270 THEN oa=(s1(j)-270)+(90-al) 
3280 IF al>=2?0 AND s1(j)<=90 THEN oa=(90+s1(j))-(al-270) 
3285 IF al>=270 AND s1(j)>=270 THEN oa=(s1(j)-270)-(al-270)
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3290 IF oa<=0 THEN oa=180+oa 
3295 IF oa>180 THEN oa=oa-180 
3300 REM Transpose the dip azimuth 
3305 IF al<=90 THEN d1 (J) = d1 (j") + (90-al)
3310 IF dl(j)>=360 THEN d1(j)=d1(j)-360 
3315 IF al>=270 THEN dl(j)=d1(j)-(al-270)
3320 IF d1(j)<0 THEN d1(j)=360+d1(j)
3323 IF m1$="y" OR THEN PRINT"Discontinuity j
3325 IF ml$="y" OR m1$="Y" THEN PRINT"Orientation angle= 

oa:PRINT"Transposed dip azimuth= ";d1(j )
3330 REM Convert angles to radians 
3335 ra=3.14159/180
3340 d1(j)=d1(j)*ra:oa=oa*ra:dip(j)=dip( j )*ra 
3350 REM Determine the x-intercept, x(j)
3355 REM xx(j), the x-coordinate is always positive
3360 IF dip(j)=0 THEN dip(j)=dip(j)+ra
3365 IF oa<90*ra GOTO 3380
3370 IF oa>90*ra GOTO 3415
3375 IF oa=90*ra GOTO 3450
3380 REM orientation angle<90
3385 x1=yy(j)/TAN(oa)
3390 x2=zz(j )/TAN(dip(j))
3395 x3=x2/SIN(oa)
3400 IF d1(j)<90*ra THEN x(j)=xx(j)+x1+x3
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3405 IP d1(j)> = 180*ra AND d1 (j)<270*ra THEN x(j)=xx(j)+x1-x3 
3410 GOTO 3470
5415 REM orientation angle>90 
5420 x1=yy(j)/TAN (I80*ra-oa)
3425 x2=zz(j)/TAN(dip(j))
3430 x3=x2/SIN(180*ra-oa)
3435 IF d1(j)<=180*ra AND dl(j)>90*ra THEN x(j)=xx(j)-x1+x3 
3440 IF d1 (j)<=360*ra AND dl(j)>270*ra THEN x(j)=xx(j)-x1-x3 
3445 GOTO 3470
5450 REM orientation angle =90 
3455 xl=zz(j)/TAN(dip(j))
3460 IF d l (j)=90*ra THEN x (j)=xx(j)+x1 
3465 IF dl(j)=180*ra THEN x(j)=xx(j)-x1 
3470 HEM Determine the y-intercept, y(j)
3485 IF oa<=90*ra GOTO 3495 
3490 IF oa>90*ra GOTO 3535 
5495 REM orientation angle<=90 
5500 y1 =TAR(oa)*xx(j)
3505 y2=zz(j)/TAN(dip(j))
3510 y3=y2/C0S(oa)
3515 IF dl(j)<90*ra THEN y(d)=yy(d)+y1+y3
3520 IF dl(d)>=180*ra AND dl(j)<270*ra THEN y (d)=yy(d)+y1-y? 
3525 GOTO 3560
5550 REM orientation angle > 90
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3535 y1=TAN(180*ra-oa)*xx(j)
3540 y2=zz ( j ) /TAIJ (dip(j))
3545 y3=y2/C0S( 1 80*ra-oa)
3550 IF d1(j)>90*ra AIJD d1(j)<=180*ra THEN y(j)=yy(j)-y1-y3 
3555 IF dl (j)>=270*ra AND 31(j)<=360*ra THEN 
y(d)=yy(j)-yi+y3
3560 REM Determine the z-intercept, z(j)
3565 REM zz(j) is always positive 
3575 IF oa=90*ra GOTO 3590 
3580 IF oa<90*ra GOTO 3620 
3585 IF oa>90*ra GOTO 3645 
3590 REM orientation angle = 90
3595 IF d1 (j)=90*ra THEN z (j) = zz(j)+TAN(dip(j))*xx(j)
3600 IF 31(j)=180*ra THEN z (j)=zz(j)-TAN(aip(j))*xx(j)
3605 GOTO 3665
3610 REM Use x-intercept as known point
3615 REM if x(j)<0 then z(j) changes sign also
3620 REM orientation angle < 90
3625 z1=SIN(oa)*x(j)
3630 IF d1(j)<90*ra THEN z(j)=TAN(dip(j))*z1 
3635 IF 31 (j )>1 80*ra AND dl(j)<270*ra THEN 
z(j)=-TAN(dip(j))*z1 
3640 GOTO 3665
3645 REM orientation angle > 90
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3650 z1=SIIt(180*ra-oa)*x(j)
3655 IF dl(j)>90*ra AND d1(j)<180*ra THEM 
z(j)=TAN(dip(j))*z1
3660 IF d1(j)>270*ra AND d1 (j)<360*ra THEN 
z(j)=-TAN(dip(j))*z1
3665 IF m1$="y" OR m1$="ï" GOTO 3672
3666 GOTO 3685
3672 PRINT"X-intercept = ";x(j)
3674 PRINT"Y-intercept = ";y(j)
3676 PRINT"Z-intercept = ";z (j)
3685 REM Put intercept data into 2-dimensional array 
3690 da(1,j)=x(j):da(2,j)=y(j):da(3,j)=z(j)
3700 REM Convert equation to normal form 
3710 a=da(1,j):b=da(2,j):c=da(3,d)
3715 aa=b*c 
3720 bb=c*a 
3725 cc=a*b 
3750 dd=-(a*b*c)
3745 REM Reduce the coefficient size for matrix clculations 
3750 IE ABS(aa)<=ABS(bb) ARD ABS(aa)<=ABS(cc) THER 
re=ABS(aa)
3755 IF ABS(bb)<=ABS(aa) ARD ABS(bb)<=ABS(cc) THER 
re=ABS(bb)
3760 IF ABS(cc)<=ABS(aa) ARD ABS(cc)<=ABS(bb) THER
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re=ABS(cc)
3765 aa=aa/re:bb=bb/re:cc=cc/re:dd=dd/re
3770 REM Put data back into the array
3775 da(l,j)=aa:da(2,j)=bb:da(3,j)=cc:da(4,j)=dd
3778 IF ml$=”y " OR m1$="Y" GOTO 3780
3779 GOTO 3790
3780 PRINT"The normal form of the equation is:”
3781 PRINT" n;aa;"X+”;bb;TTY+”;cc;"Z = ”;dd
3782 PRINT:PRINT
3785 d1(j)=d1(j)/ra:dip(j)=dip(j)/ra 
3790 NEXT j 
3800 REM 
3805 HEM
3815 REM Determine the coordinates of the inside vertex
3820 REM This routine calculates the coordinates of the
3825 REM point where the three discontinuity planes 
3830 REM intersect, the inside vertex of the wedge 
3900 REM x-coordinate numerator 
3905 a1=da(4,1):a2=da(2,1):a3=da(3,1 )
3910 b1=da(4,2):b2=da(2,2):b3=da(3,2)
3915 d=da(4,3) :c2=da(2,3) :c3=da(3,3)
3920 GOSUB 4035
3925 xn=determinant
3930 REM y-coordinate numerator
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3935 al=da(1,1):a2=da(4,1 ):a3=da(3,1 )
3940 b1=da(l,2):b2=da(4,2):b3=da(3,2)
3945 cl=da( 1,3):c2=da(4,3):c3=da(3,3)
3950 GOSUB 4035
3955 y n=determinant
3960 HEM z-coordinate numerator
3965 a1=da(l,1):a2=da(2,1):a3=da(4,1 )
3970 bl = da(1 ,2):b2=da(2,2):b3=da(4,2)
3975 d = d a (1 ,3 ) : c2=da(2,3) : c3=da(4,3 )
3980 GOSUB 4035
3985 zn=determinant
3990 REM denominator
3995 a1=da(1,1):a2=da(2,1 ):a3=da(3,1 )
4000 b1=da(1,2):b2=da(2,2):b3=da(3,2)
4005 d = d a ( 1,3):c2=da(2,3):c3=da(3,3)
4010 GOSUB 4035 
401 5 dn=determinant
4020 xi=-(xn/dn):yi=-(yn/dn):zi=-(zn/dn)
4025 IE ml $=f,y 11 OR m1$="Y" THEN PRINT ’’The coordinates of the 
inside vertex are ”;x i;”,”; yi ;”,";zi 
4030 GOTO 4070
4035 REM Subroutine to calculate a third order determinant 
4040 a=a1*(b2*c3-c2*b3)
4045 b=b1*(a2*c3-c2*a3)
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4050 C = d*(a2*b3-b2*a3)
4055 determinant=a-'b+c 
4060 RETURN
4070 REM Calculate the distance from the inside vertex to 
40? 1 REM the tunnel center. If the distance is < 21 , then
4072 REM an error exists, probably in the strike and dip or
4073 REM coordinate data input.
4076 distance=SQR(yi*2+ziA2)-21 
4078 IF distance<0 GOTO 4082 
4080 GOTO 4100
4082 PRINT”The inside vertex of the wedge is located 
”;-distance;” feet inside the tunnel.”
4083 PRINT"Check for an error with the strike,dip, or 
coordinate input.”
4085 PRINT"Do you want to continue with the program? (y/n)”
4086 GET yn$
4088 IF yn$="n" OR yn$="N” GOTO 4092 
4090 GOTO 4100
4092 PRINT CHR$(4);"run input,d5"
4100 REM 
4105 REM
4115 REM Wedge intersection with tunnel
4120 REM This routine finds the coordinates for the points
4125 REM where the lines formed by the intersection of pairs
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4130 REM of discontinuity planes intersect the full sized 
4135 REM tunnel. Most of the time used in this program is 
4140 REM due to this routine.
4200 DIM a(3),h(3),c(3)
4205 DIM xa(4),ya(4),za(4)
4210 DIM yc(2),zc(2)
4215 REM Find the equation of the projection into the y-z 
4217 REM plane of the line formed by the intersection of 
421 8 REM 2 discontinuity planes.
4220 FOR i=1 TO 3:m=i+1 
4225 count=0:dmin=1 00 
4230 IF m>3 THEN m=1
4235 a(i)=da(1,i)*da(2,m)-da(2,i)*da( 1 ,m)
4240 b(i) = da(1,i )*da(3 >m)-da(3,i)*da(1,m)
4245 c(i)=da(1,i)*da(4,m)-da(4,i)*da(1,m)
4250 IF m1$=rty M OR m1$=r,Y ,r GOTO 4252
4251 GOTO 4255
4252 PRINTllThe equation of the projection of planes ” ; i; ” 
and ” ; m ; " is M ; a( i ) ; ft*Y+M ; b( i ) ; ,,*Z=" ; c( i )
4255 REM Find intersection with tunnel profile
4260 REM Find slope of projection to set the increment, inc
4265 s=ABS(a(i)/b(i))
4270 e=1
4275 IF s>=1 GOTO 4290
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4280 inc=.1*10*(e-1)
4285 GOTO 4305
4290 3= 8/10
4295 e=e+1 
4300 GOTO 4275
4305 HEM Find first intersection 
431 0 case=1 : 3 = 1:yc(j)=-21 
431 5 GOSUB 4400
4320 zc(j)=z2:REM Pick point on circle
4325 REM Calculate distance, d1
4330 d1=SQR((yi-yc(j))A2+(zi-z(j))"2)
4335 REM Find second intersection
4340 case=2:j=2
4345 yc(j)=yc(j-1)+.15
4350 GOSUB 4400
4355 zc(j)=(z1+z2)/2
4360 REM Calculate distance, d2
4365 d2=SQR((yi-yc(j))*2+(zi-z(j))*2)
4370 REM Pick nearest intersection
4375 IF dl>d2 THEN ya(i)=yc(2)
4380 IF d1<=d2 THEN ya(i)=yc(1)
4385 IF d1>d2 THEN za(i)=zc(2)
4390 IF dl<=d2 THEN za(i)=zc(1)
4395 GOTO 4495
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4400 REM Subroutine to determine intersection
4405 z1=-(a(i)*yc(j)+c(i))/b(i)
4410 z2=SQR(441-yc(j)A2)
4415 df=ABS(z1-z2)
4420 REM Save minimum value of df and coordinates
4425 IF dmin>df GOTO 4427
4426 GOTO 4450
4427 dmin=df
4428 ymin=ya(i)
4429 zmin=za(i)
4450 count=count+1
4455 IF count=10 GOTO 4445
4440 GOTO 4460
4445 IF m1$="y" OR m1$="Y" GOTO 4447
4446 GOTO 4460
4447 PRINT"yc(j)= ";yc(j)
4450 PRINT”df= ";df
4455 count=0
4460 IF df<=inc THEN RETURN
4465 IF yc(j)>=21 AND case=1 GOTO 4515
4470 IF yc(j)>=21 AND case=2 THEN case=1
4475 IF yc(j)>=21 THEN RETURN
4480 yc(j)=yc(j)+.i
4485 IF yc( j )>21 THEN y c( j ) =21
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4490 GOTO 4400
4495 xa(i)=-(ya(i)*da(2,i)+za(i)*da(3,i)+da(4 ))/da( 1,1)
4500 IF m1$="y" OR ml$="Y" GOTO 4502
4501 GOTO 4505
4502 PRINT"The intersection of planes " ; i;" and ";m ;M with 
the tunnel is ";xa(i y a (i z a (i)
4505 NEXT i 
4510 GOTO 4600
451 5 REM The wedge does not intersect the tunnel, and 
4516 REM intact rock must fail for the wedge to fail.
4518 dmin= ( INT ( dmin*1 00+0 .5 ) ) /I 00
4520 PRINT"Intact rock, about ";dmin;" feet thick must fail 
along the intersection"
4521 PRINT"of planes ";i;" and ”;m ;" for the wedge to fail." 
4525 PRINT"Do you want to continue with the program? (y/n)” 
4530 GET yn$
4535 IF yn$<>"y" OR yn$<>"Y" GOTO 4550
4536 PRINT CHR$(4);"mon c,i,o,l"
4540 PRINT CHR$(4);"run input,d5"
4545 PRINT CHR$(4);"nomon c,i,o,l”
4550 REM Coordinates of closest point to tunnel 
4555 ya(i)=ymin:za(i)=zmin
4560 xa(i)=SQR((21+dmin)A2-(ya(i)A2+za(i)A2))
4565 GOTO 4505
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4598 IP p$="y" THEN PRINT CHR$(4);"pr#0"
4600 REM Write data to temp3 file 
4602 PRINT CHR$(4);"mon c,i,o,l"
4605 PRINT CHR$(4);"open temp3,d5"
4610 PRINT CHR$(4);"write temp3"
4614 PRINT m1$
4615 PRINT wedge
4616 PRINT al 
4620 FOR i=1 TO 3
4622 REM Strike,dip,coordinates,phi,and cohesion
4624 PRINT sl(i)
4625 PRINT dl(i)
4626 PRINT dip(i)
4627 PRINT xx(i)
4628 PRINT yy(i)
4629 PRINT zz(i)
4630 PRINT phi(i)
4631 PRINT cohn(i)
4635 REM Normal form equation coefficients
4638 PRINT da(1,i )
4639 PRINT da(2,i)
4640 PRINT da(3,i)
4641 PRINT da(4,i)
4645 REM Intersection of wedge and tunnel coordinates
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4650 PRINT xa( i )
4651 PRINT ya(i)
4652 PRINT za(i)
4655 NEXT i
4660 REM Inside vertex coordinates
4663 PRINT xi
4664 PRINT yi
4665 PRINT zi
4700 PRINT CHR$(4);"close temp3,d5"
4710 PRINT CHR$(4);"nomon c,1,0,1"
4750 REM Go to menu for output type selection 
4755 REM Output menu screen and routine 
4760 H0ME:VTAB 5
4765 PRINT TAB(12);"OUTPUT MENU"
4770 PRINT:PRINT
4775 PRINT TAB(5);"1) 3-dimensional graphic plot":PRINT 
4780 PRINT TAB(5);"2) Plan view graphic plot":PRINT 
4785 PRINT TAB(5);"3) Wedge stability analysis":PRINT 
4790 PRINT TAB(5);”4) Return to data input":PRINT 
4795 PRINT TAB(5);"5) Exit program": PRINT 
4800 GET option
4810 IF option=1 THEN PRINT CHR$(4);"run plot,d5"
481 5 IF option=2 THEN PRINT CHR$(4);"run map,d5"
4820 IF option=3 THEN PRINT CHR$(4);"run stable,d5"
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4825 IF option=4 THEN PRINT CHR$ (4 ) ; " run input,d5ft 
4830 IF option=5 THEN END 
4835 GOTO 4760
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6000 REM *************************************************** 
6002 REM ** PROGRAM PLOT **
6006 REM 3-cliniensional graphic plot program 
6008 REM This program utilizes the high resolution graphic 
6010 REM capabilities of the computer to generate 
6012 REM 3-dimensional views of the pilot bore, the full 
6014 REM sized tunnel, and the wedge. The program allows the 
601 6 REM user to alter the view by shifting the plot,
6018 REM rotating the plot, increasing or decreasing the 
6020 REM size of the plot, changing the view point, or 
6022 REM changing the wedge.
6030 REM *************************************************** 
6040 CLEAR:REM Allows the program to be restarted for wedge 
6045 DIM si(3),d1(3),dip(3),xx(3),yy(3),zz(3)
6047 DIM phi(3),cohn(3)»da(4,3),xa(4),ya(4),za(4)
6050 REM input data from temp3 file
6051 PRINT CHR$(4);"mon c,i,o,l"
6052 PRINT CHR$(4);"open temp3,d5"
6054 PRINT CHR$(4);"read temp3"
6056 INPUT watch$,wedge,al
6058 FOR i=1 TO 3
6060 REM Strike, dip, coordinates, phi, and cohesion 
6062 INPUT s1(i),d1(i),dip(i),xx(i),yy(i),zz(i)
6064 INPUT phi(i),cohn(i)
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£066 REM Normal equation coefficients 
6068 INPUT da(1,i),da(2,i),da(3,i),da(4,i)
6070 REM Intersection of wedge and tunnel coordinates 
6072 INPUT xa(i),ya(i),za(i)
6074 NEXT i
6076 REM Inside vertice coordinates 
6078 INPUT xi,yi,zi
6080 PRINT CHR$(4);”close temp3,d9"
6082 PRINT CHR$(4);"nomon c,i,o,lM
6090 REM initialize constants
6091 d  =0:c2=0:c3=0:c4=0:c5=0:p$=”n”
6092 qs=2:qh=0:qv=0:rx=10:ry=-10:rz=5
6093 DIM p1(2,9),p2(2,9)
6094 DIM e1(22),d2(22),d3(54),d4(9),d5(54)
6095 FOR i=1 TO 22:READ el(i):NEXT i
6096 FOR i=1 TO 22:READ d2(i):NEXT i
6097 FOR i=1 TO 34 : READ d3(i):NEXT i
6098 FOR i = 1 TO 9:READ d4(i): NEXT i
6099 FOR i=1 TO 54 : READ d5(i):NEXT i
6100 REM
6102 REM display 1st option screen 
6104 GOSUB 6500 
6106 GET a$
6108 IF a$="a" THEN d  = 1
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611 0 IF a$= "Td" THEN c 2=1 

61 1 2 IF a$="c" THEN c3=1 
6114 IF a$="dM THEN c4=1 
6116 IF a$="e" THEN c5=1
6120 IF VAL(a$)=2 THEN GOSUB 6600
6121 IF VAL(a$) = 2 THEN GET b$: REM any key to continue
6122 IF VAL(a$)=2 THEN TEXT
6123 IF VAL(a$)=2 THEN GOTO 6200
6124 IF VAL(a$)=3 THEN GOTO 6900 
6126 IF VAL(a$)=4 THEN GOTO 6920 
6128 IF VAL(a$)=5 THEN GOTO 6940 
6130 IF VAL(a$)=6 THEN GOTO 6960 
6132 GOTO 6100
6200 REM
6202 REM Display 2nd screen 
6204 GOSUB 6350 
6206 GET a$
6208 IF a$="a" THEN GOTO 6300 
6210 IF a$="b" THEN GOTO 6320 
6212 IF a$="c" THEN GOTO 6340 
6214 IF a$="d" THEN GOTO 6380 
6216 IF a$="e" THEN GOTO 6390 
6218 IF VAL(a$)=2 THEN GOSUB 6600 
6220 IF VAL(a$)=2 THEN GET b$
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6221 IP VAL(a$) =2 THEN TEXT
6222 IP VAL(a$) = 2 THEN GOTO 6200 
6224 IP VAL(a$) =3 THEN GOTO 6100 
6226 IP VAL(a$) = 4 THEN GOTO 6040 
6228 GOTO 6200
6300 REM
6302 REM Change scale value - qs
6303 HOME:VTAB 5 :INVERSE
6304 PRINT”The current scale factor is ” ; qs
6305 NORMAL: PRINT : PRINT
6306 PRINT"Enter the value you wish to"
6308 PRINT"have for the new scale factor"
6310 INPUT qs:H0ME
6312 GOTO 6200 
6320 REM
6322 REM Shift plot
6323 HOME:VTAB 5 :INVERSE
6324 PRINT"Use the following sign ": PRINT"convention to 
shift the plot.":NORMAL: PRINT : PRINT
6325 PRINT" Horizontal shift:": PRINT" right is positive"
6326 PRINT" left is negetive"
6327 PRINT" Vertical shift :": PRINT" up is positive"
6328 PRINT" down is negetive"
6329 PRINT :INVERSE:PRINT"Select type of shift":NORMAL
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6330 PRINT : PRINT" 1 ) Horizontal,f
6331 PRINT" 2) Vertical"
6332 PRINT" 3) Done entering shift values”
6333 GET s$
6334 IE VAL(s$) =1 THEN INPUT"Enter the amount of horizontal 
shift qh:-qh=-qh
6335 IE VAL(s$)=2 THEN INPUT"Enter the amount of vertical
shift ”;qv:qv=- qv
6336 IF VAL(s$)=3 THEN GOTO 6200
6337 GOTO 6320
6340 REM
6342 REM Rotate plot
6344 HOME:VTAB 5
6346 PRINT" Select type of rotation "
6347 PRINT: PRINT
6348 PRINT" 1) Rotation about the tunnel
6349 PRINT" axis"
6350 PRINT" 2) Rotation about the"
6351 PRINT" horizontal axis, normal”
6352 PRINT" to the tunnel axis"
6353 PRINT" 3) Rotation about the"
6354 PRINT" vertical axis"
6355 PRINT" 4) Done"
6356 GET r$
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6357 INVERSE
6358 IF VAL( r$ ) = 1 THEN INPUT "Enter the angle in degrees ” ; rl
6360 IF VAL(r$)=1 THEN rx=rx+r1
6362 IF VAL(r$)=2 THEN INPUT"Enter the angle in degrees ”;r2
6364 IF VAL(r$)=2 THEN ry=ry+r2
6366 IF VAL(r$)=3 THEN INPUT"Enter the angle in degrees ";r3
6367 NORMAL
6368 IF VAL(r$)=3 THEN rz=rz+r3
6370 IF VAL(r$)=4 THEN GOTO 6200
6372 GOTO 6340
6380 REM
6382 REM Perspective view
6384 p$="y":HOME:INVERSE:PRINT
6385 INPUT"Enter the viewing distance ”;xv
6386 NORMAL:GOTO 6200 
6390 REM
6392 REM Cancel perspective view 
6394 p$="n"
6396 GOTO 6200 
6500 REM
6502 REM Subroutine to display 1 st option screen
6504 HOME: PRINT : PRINT
6506 PRINT" 3-dimensional plot"
6508 PRINT" Option screen #1":PRINT
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6510 PRINT" 1 ) Select any of the following
6512 PRINT" to be included in the plot"
6514 PRINT" a) Full sized tunnel"
6516 PRINT” b ) Pilot bore”
6518 PRINT" c) Axes"
6520 PRINT" d ) Wedge"
6522 PRINT" e) All of the above"
6524 PRINT" 2) Procédé with plotting"
6526 PRINT" 3) Exit to input program”
6528 PRINT" 4) Exit to map program"
6530 PRINT" 5) Exit to stable program”
6532 PRINT" 6) Exit to operating system"
6534 PRINT:PRINT:INVERSE:PRINT"Make your selection”:NORMAL 
6536 RETURN 
6550 REM
6552 REM Display 2nd option screen 
6554 PRINT:PRINT
6556 PRINT" 3-dimensional plot"
6558 PRINT" Option screen #2":PRINT : PRINT
6560 PRINT" 1) Make the following changes :”
6562 PRINT" a) Scale"
6564 PRINT" b) Shift"
6566 PRINT" c) Rotate"
6567 PRINT" d) Change to perspective"
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6568 PRINT" view”
6569 PRINT" e) No perspective view"
6570 PRINT" 2) Procédé with plotting”
6572 PRINT" 3) Return to 1st option screen"
6574 PRINT" 4) Start over - "begin program"
6575 PRINT" plot again"
6576 PRINT:PRINT:INVERSE:PRINT"Enter your choice":NORMAL 
6578 RETURN
6600 REM
6602 REM Subroutine to generate the 3-dimensional plot 
6604 HG-R2
6606 REM Draw border 
6608 HC010R=9:REM dark blue
6610 HPLOT 1 ,1 TO 255,1 TO 255,191 TO 1 ,1 91 TO 1 ,1
6620 IF d  = 1 THEN GOSUB 6750
6622 IF c2 = 1 THEN GOSUB 6790
6624 IF c3=1 THEN GOSUB 6700
6626 IF c4=1 THEN GOSUB 6810
6628 IF c5=1 THEN GOTO 6635
6630 GOTO 6638
6635 GOSUB 6750:GOSUB 6790:G0SUB 6700:GOSUB 6810 
6638 RETURN
6640 REM Optional wedge-tunnel curve plotting routine
6641 REM Replaces lines 6833-6838
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6642 dv=1 0*IUT( g.s )
6643 FOR 1=1 TO 5
6644 IF 1 = 5 THEN xa(4):=xa(1)
6645 IF 1=5 THEN ya(4) =ya(1)
6646 IF ya(1+1 )>=ya( 1) AND xa(1)<=xa(i+1 ) THEN GOTO 6650
6647 IF ya( 1 )>=ya( 1+1 ) AND xa(1)<=xa(i+1 ) THEN GOTO 6660
6648 IF ya(i+1)>=ya(i) AND xa(1+1)<=xa(i) THEN GOTO 6670
6649 IF ya(i)>=ya(i+1) AND xa(1+1 )<=xa(i) THEN GOTO 6680
6650 REM Case=1
6651 xnc=(xa(i+1)-xa(1))/dv
6652 ync=(ya(i+1)-ya(i))/dv
6653 FOR j=1 TO dv
6654 xx= (xa( i)-fxnc*j )-xi
6655 yy=ya(i)+ync*j
6656 zz=SQR(441-yy*2)
6657 GOSUB 6850:HPL0T h,v
6658 UEXT j
6659 GOTO 6690
6660 REM Case=2
6661 xnc=(xa(i+1 )-xa(i))/dv
6662 ync=(ya(i)-ya(i+1))/dv 
6665 FOR j=1 TO dv
6664 xx=(xa(i )-f-xnc* j )-xi
6665 yy=ya(i)-ync*j
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$666 zz=SQR(441-yy*2)
6667 GOSUB 6850:HPLOT h,v
6668 NEXT j
6669 GOTO 6690
6670 REM Case=3
6671 xnc=(xa(i)-xa(i+1))/dv
6672 ync=(ya(i+1)-ya(i))/dv
6673 FOR j=1 TO dv
6674 xx=(xa(i+1)+xnc*j)-xi
6675 yy=ya(i+1)-ync*j
6676 zz=SQR(441-yy^2)
6677 GOSUB 6850:HPLOT h,v
6678 NEXT j
6679 GOTO 6690
6680 REM Case=4
6681 xnc=(xa(i)-xa(i+1))/dv
6682 ync=(ya(i)-ya(i+1))/dv
6683 FOR j=1 TO dv
6684 xx=(xa(i+1)+xnc*j)-xi
6685 yy=ya(i+1)+ync*j
6686 zz=SQR(441-yyA2 )
6687 GOSUB 6850:HPLOT h,v
6688 NEXT j 
6690 NEXT i
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6692 RETURN
6700 REM Subroutine to (
6701 HC0L0R=12 :REM gree
6702 REM z-axis
6705 xx=0:yy=0
6706 FOR j=1 TO 11
6707 t=0
6708 FOR 1=1 TO 2
6709 zz=e1((j-1)*2+i)
6710 GOSUB 6850
671 1 IF t=0 THEN hi =h
6712 IF t=0 THEN vh= V
671 3 t=t+1
6714 NEXT i
6715 HPLOT hi,v1 TO h , v
6716 NEXT j
6717 REM y-axis
6720 xx=0:zz=0
6721 FOR j=1 TO 1 1
6722 t=0
6723 FOR 1=1 TO 2
6724 yy=d2((j-1)*2+i)
6725 GOSUB 6850
6726 IP t=0 THElï hi =h
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6727 IP t=0 THEM v1 =v
6728 t=t+1
6729 NEXT i
6730 HPEOT hi,v1 TO h,v
6731 NEXT j
6732 REM x-axis
6736 yy=0:zz=0
6737 FOR j=1 TO 17
6738 t=0
6739 FOR 1=1 TO 2
6740 xx=d3((5-1 )*2+i)
6741 GOSUB 6850
6742 IF t=0 THEN hi =h
6743 IF t=0 THEN v1=v
6744 t=t+1
6745 NEXT i
6746 HPLOT hi,v1 TO h,v
6747 NEXT j
6748 RETURN
6750 REM Plot full sized tunnel
6751 HC0L0R=3:REM white
6752 k=0
6755 FOR j=1 TO 3
6756 a=-21
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6757 i=0:k=k+1
6758 xx=k*50-100:REM Plot 3 positions, 50 feet apart
6759 FOR yy=-21 TO 21 STEP .5
6760 zz=SQR(441-yy'2)
6761 GOSUB 6850
6762 IF yy=a A HD k=1 THEH GOSUB 6772
6763 IF yy=a AUD k=3 THEU GOSUB 6777
6764 HPLOT h,v
6765 zz=-zz
6766 IF zz<-8 THEH zz=-8:REM Flat tunnel invert
6767 GOSUB 6850
6768 HPLOT h,v
6769 HEXT yy
6770 HEXT j
6771 GOTO 6781
6772 REM Store points to plot along perimeter of tunnel
6773 1=1+1
6774 p i (1,i)=h:p1(2,i)=v
6775 a=d4(l)
6776 RETURN
6777 1=1+1
6778 p 2 (1,1)=h:p2(2,1)=v
6779 a=d4(i)
6780 RETURN
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6781 REM Draw lines along the tunnel perimeter
6782 HC0L0R=10:REM gray
6783 FOR i=1 TO 9
6784 HPIiOT p1 (1 ,i) ,p1 (2,1) TO p2*(l ,i),p2(2,i)
6785 NEXT i
6786 RETURN
6790 REM Draw pilot bore
6791 HC0L0R=8:REM orange
6794 xx=-50:yy=-6:z2=8:REM First point
6795 GOSUB 6850
6796 REM Plot 13 lines, end to end
6797 FOR i=1 TO 18
6798 h1=h
6799 v1=v
6800 xx=d5(5*(i-1)+1):yy=d5(5*(i-1)+2):zz=d5(3*(i-1 )+5)
6801 GOSUB 6850
6802 HPLOT hi,v1 TO h,v
6803 NEXT i
6804 RETURN
6810 REM Subroutine to plot wedge
6811 HC0L0R=2:REM red
6812 REM Plot intersection of wedge planes,
681 3 REM convert inside vertex
6814 xx=0:REM Center wedge along the x-axis
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6815 yy=yi:zz=zi
6816 GOSUB 6850
6817 hi=h:v1=v
6818 REM Convert intersection points
6819 FOR i=1 TO 3
6820 xx=xa(i):yy=ya(i):zz=za(i):xx=xx-xi
6821 GOSUB 6850
6822 HPLOT hi,v1 TO h,v
6823 NEXT i:GOSUB 6640 :RETURN: REM Optional plot
6824 REM Plot wedge-tunnel intersection curves
6825 FOR i=1 TO 3
6826 IF i=3 GOTO 6828
6827 GOTO 6830
6828 ya(4)=ya(1):da(1 ,4) = da(l ,1 ):da(2,4) = da(2,1 )
6829 da(3,4)=da(3,1):da(4,4)=da(4,1 )
6830 REM Find minimum y value
6831 IF ya(i)<=ya(i+1) THEN ymin=ya(i)
6832 IF ya(i+1)<=ya(i) THEN ymin=ya(i+1 )
6833 ydif=ABS(ya(i)-ya(i+1 ))
6834 inc=ydif/(l0*INT(qs)):k=0
6835 FOR j=0 TO ydif STEP inc:k=k+1
6836 yy=ymin+k*inc
6837 zz=SQR(441-yyA2)
6838 xx=-(da(2,i+1)*yy+da(3,i+1)*zz+da(4,i+1 ))/da(4 ,i+1 )
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6839 xx=xx-xi:GOSUB 6850
6840 HPLOT h,v
6841 NEXT j
6842 NEXT i
6843 RETURN
6850 REM Subroutine to shift, scale, rotate, and project
6851 :pc=3.141 59/1 80
6852 REM rotate
6853 ax=rx*pc:ay=ry*pc:az=rz*pc
6854 REM x-axis
6853 y=yy*COS(ax)-zz*SIR(ax)
6856 z=yy*SIE(ax)+zz*COS(ax)
6857 REM y-axis
6858 x=z*SIE(ay)+xx*COS(ay)
6859 z=z*COS(ay)-xx*SIE(ay)
6860 REM z-axis
6861 x=x*COS(az)-y*SIE(az)
6862 y=x*SIN(az)+y*COS(az)
6863 REM Perspective
6864 IF p$="n" GOTO 6867
6865 y=y/(1-x/xv)
6866 z=z/(1-x/xv)
6867 REM Project points onto screen
6868 angle=10*pc:REM Angle to add realism
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6869 h=C0S(angle)*x+C0S(angle)*y+SIN(angle/2)*z
6870 v=SIN(angle)*x-SIN(angle)*y+C0S(angle/2)*z
6871 REM Shift and scale points
6872 h=h*.8*q.s+127+CLh
6873 v=-v*. 9*q.s+85+qy
6874 REM Check plot range to avoid error 
6873 IF h<0 THEN h=0
6876 IF h>255 THEN h=255
6877 IF v<0 THEIT v=0
6878 IF v>191 THEN v=191 
6880 RETURN
6900 REM
6902 REM Exit to input program
6912 HOME: PRINT "Loading program input........ "
6914 PRINT CHR$(4);"run input,d^"
6920 REM
6922 REM Exit to map program
6923 HOME:PRINT"Loading program map........ "
6924 PRINT CHR$(4);”run map,d5"
6940 REM
6942 REM Exit to stable program
6943 HOME: PRINT "Loading program stable........ "
6944 PRINT CHR$(4);"run stable,d5"
6960 REM
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6962 REM Exit to operating system 
6972 HOME:END
6975 DATA -51,-47,-45,-41,-39,-24,-22,-18,-16,-12,-10
6976 DATA 10,12,16,18,22,24,39,41,45,47,51
6977 DATA -51,-47,-45,-41,-39,-24,-22,-18,-16,-12,-10
6978 DATA 10,12,16,18,22,24,39,41,45,47,51
6979 DATA -80,-76,-74,-70,-68,-53,-51,-47,-45,-41,-39,-24
6980 DATA -22,-18,-16,-12,-10,10,12,16,18,22,24,39,41,45
6981 DATA 47,51,53,68,70,74,76,80
6982 DATA -15,-10,-5,0,5,10,15,21,21
6983 DATA -50,-6 ,20,0,-6,20,0,-6,8,0,6,8,0,6,20,0,6,8
6984 DATA 0,-6,8 ,0,-6,20,50,-6 ,20,50,-6 ,8 ,-50,-6 ,8 ,-50,6,8
6985 DATA -50,6,20,50,6,20,50,6,8 ,50,-6 ,8,50,6,8,-50,6,8
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7000 REM
7005 REM ** PROGRAM MAP **
7015 REM Plan view map of tunnel and wedge
7020 REM This program creates a plan view map of the
7021 REM fullsized tunnel
7022 REM and the wedge with a scale of 1 inch = 10 feet.
7024 REM The map includes that part of the tunnel that is
7026 REM above springline. The length of tunnel included 
7028 REM in the map is input by the user.
7030 REM *************************************************** 
7090 DIM da(4,3),s1(3),ai(3),dip(3),xx(3),yy(3),zz(3)
7095 DIM phi(3),cohn(3),xa(3),ya(3),za(3)
7100 REM Input data from temp3 file
7101 PRINT CHR$(4);"mon c,i,o,l"
7102 PRINT CHR$(4);"open temp3,d5"
7104 PRINT CHR$(4);"read temp3"
71 08 INPUT watch$,wedge,al 
7110 EOR i=1 TO 3
7112 REM Strike,dip,coordinates,phi,and cohesion 
71 1 4 INPUT s1(i),d1(i),dip(i),xx(i),yy(i),zz(i)
7116 INPUT phi(i),cohn(i)
7118 REM Normal equation coefficients 
7120 INPUT da(l,i),da(2,i),da(3,i),da(4,i)
7122 REM Intersection of wedge and tunnel coordinates
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7124 INPUT xa(i),ya(i),za(i)
7126 NEXT i
7128 REM Inside vertex coordinates
7130 INPUT xi,yi,zi
7132 PRINT CHR$(4);"close temp3,d5"
7134 PRINT CHR$(4);"nomon c,1,0 ,1 "
7150 HOME:VTAB 5 : PLASH
71 52 PRINT"Printer output options":NORMAL 
7154 PRINT:PRINT
71 56 PRINT" A). CRT graphics plot"
7158 PRINT" B ) . High resolution graphic plot"
7160 PRINT" C). Both of the above"
7162 PRINT" D ) . Output menu"
7164 GET a$
7170 IF a$="A" OR a$="a" THEN GOSUB 7200
7172 IF a$="B" OR a$="b" THEN GOSUB 7400
7174 IF a$="C" OR a$="c" THEN GOSUB 7200
7176 IF a$="C" OR a$="c" THEN GOSUB 7400
7178 IF a$="D" OR a$="d" THEN GOTO 7800 
7180 GOTO 7150 
7200 REM CRT graphic plot 
7205 DIM pr(66)
7207 HOME
7210 INPUT "How many feet of tunnel do you want plotted?
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V ; feet
721 5 PRIHT"Do you want the plot printed? (y/n)n
7216 GET a$: HOME
7217 IE a$= "y” OR a$= ftY ,f THEN PRINT CHR$ (4 ) ; "pr#1 " 
7220 REM Find plot interval
7230 a=INT (feet/6.4+1)
7240 x=xi-(a*3.2)
7250 FOR i=1 TO 2*a+1 
7260 REM Find print locations 
7270 FOR y=-21 TO 21 STEP 0.25 
7280 z4=SQR(441-yA2)
7290 z1=-(x*da(l ,1 )+y*da(2,1 ) + da(4,1))/da(3,1 )
7300 IF ABS(z4-z1 )<=0.5 THEN GOSUB 7344 
7302 z2=-(x*da(1,2)+y*da(2 ,2)+da(4 ,2))/da(3 ,2 )
7304 IF ABS(z4-z2) <=0.5 THEN GOSUB 7344 
7306 z3=-(x*da(1,3)+y*da(2,3)+da(4,3))/da(3,3)
7308 IF ABS(z4-z3)<=0.5 THEN GOSUB 7344
7310 REM Print location of inside vertice
7312 IF x=INT(xi) AND y=INT(yi) THEN GOSUB 7344
7314 IF x=INT(xi) AND y=INT(yi) THEN pr(l)=2
7316 NEXT y
7318 REM Print routine
7320 PRINT
7322 FOR j=1 TO 66
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7324 IF pr(j)=1 THEN PRINT"*";
7326 IF pr(j)=0 THEN PRINT" ";
7328 IF pr(j)=2 THEN PRINT"o";
7330 NEXT j
7332 PRINT"! ";INT(((x *10)+0.5)/10)
7334 PRINT"!";TAB(66);"!"
7336 x=x+3.2
7338 NEXT i
7339 PRINT CHR$(4); "pr#0"
7340 RETURN 
7342 REM
7344 REM Subroutine to calculate print location 
7348 REM Integrate to find length of curve 
7350 DEF FN F(x)=SQR(1+(-x/SQR(441-x*2))A2 )
7352 d=y/l00
7353 IF y=-21 IEEE y=-20.99: IF y=21 THEE y=20-99
7354 e=FE F(y)+1 
7356 sum=0
7358 FOR k= 1 TO 99
7360 xx=k*d
7362 sum=sum+FE F(xx)
7364 NEXT k
7366 length=(e+2*sum)*d/2
7368 length=IET(((length*10)+0.5)/lO)
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7370 REM Find print location 
7372 IF y<=0 THEE l=33-length 
7374 IF y>0 THE1T l=33+length 
7376 pr(l)=1 
7378 RETURN
7400 REM High resolution graphic plot 
7405 HOME: PRINT : PRINT : PRINT 
7410 PRINT"What scale factor do you want?" 
7415 PRINT:INPUT sc
7417 HGR2
7418 HC0L0R=12
7419 xsave=xi
7420 xi=0 
7422 ff=0.01
7425 hhsf=128 :vvsf=96
7430 hsf=sc*1.1*ff
7432 vsf=sc*1.25*ff
7435 ha=(xi-75)*hsf+hhsf
7440 hb=(xi+75)*hsf+hhsf
7445 va=(41 .2*vsf)+vvsf
7450 vb=(-4 1 .2*vsf)+vvsf
7460 IF ha>255 OR hb>255 GOTO 7464
7462 IF va>191 OR vb>191 GOTO 7464
7463 GOTO 7470
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7464 TEXT
7465 HOME: PRINT"Scale too M g  to plot on screen - press any 
key": GET a$
7466 GOTO 7400
7470 HPLOT ha,va TO hb,va TO hh,vh TO ha,vb TO ha,va
7500 HEM Draw dashed lines along springline and tunnel back
7505 HCOL0R=8
7510 ha=(xi-75)*hsf+hhsf
751 5 va=31 *vsf+vvsf
7520 ma=14*hsf
7525 mb=10*hsf
7550 FOR i=0 TO 10
7535 HPLOT ha+i*ma,va TO ha+i*ma+mb,va
7540 HEXT i
7545 va=0*vsf+vvsf
7550 FOR i=0 TO 10
7555 HPLOT ha+i*ma,va TO ha+i*ma+mb,va
7560 NEXT i
7565 va=-31*vsf+vvsf
7570 FOR i=0 TO 10
7575 HPLOT ha+i*ma,va TO ha+i*ma+mb,va
7580 NEXT i
7600 REM Plot wedge
7602 FOR 1=1 TO 3 :ya(i)=-ya(i):NFXT 1
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7.603 yi=-yi
7605 HC0L0R=2 : j=1
7610 FOR 1 = 1 TO 3
7615 d  = (xa(i)-xsave)*hsf+hhsf
7620 j = d+1
7625 IF 1=3 THEN j=1
7630 c2=(xa(j)-xsave)*hsf+hhsf
7635 tt=ya(1):t=za(i)
7640 GOSUB 7700
7645 d1=dc*vsf+vvsf
7650 tt=ya(j):t=za(j)
7655 GOSUB 7700
7660 d2=dc*vsl‘+vvsf‘
7665 HPLOT d  ,d1 TO c2,d2
7670 HC0L0R=15
7672 tt=yi:t=zi:GOSUB 7700
7673 d3=dc*vsf+vvsf
7675 HPLOT d,d1 TO hhsf,d3
7680 HC0L0R=2
7685 NEXT 1
7690 GET Lz$:TEXT:RETURN
7700 REM Integrate to find length of curve
7705 DEF FN f(x )=SQR(1+(-x /SQR(441-x a2))A2)
7710 dh=tt/l00
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7715 e=FN f(tt)+1
7720 sum=0
7725 FOR k=1 TO 99
7730 xx=k*db
7735 sum=suEH-FR f (xx)
7740 NEXT k
7745 d c= (e+2*suiii)*db/2
7750 RETURN
7800 REM Menu option screen
781 5 HOME:VTAB 5
7820 PRINT TAB(12);"OUTPUT MENU"
7825 PRINT:PRINT
7830 PRINT TAB(5);"1 ) 3-dimensional graphic plot":PRINT 
7835 PRINT TAB(5);"2) Plan view graphic plot": PRINT 
7840 PRINT TAB(5);"3) Wedge stability analysis": PRINT 
7845 PRINT TAB(5);"4) Return to data input":PRINT 
7850 PRINT TAB(5);"5) Exit program"
7855 GET option:HOME
7858 IF option=1 THEN PRINT"Loading program plot.......
7860 IF optional THEN PRINT CHR$(4)5"run plot,d5”
7865 IF option=2 GOTO 7200
7868 IF option=3 THEN PRINT"Loading program stable....
7870 IF option=3 THEN PRINT CHR$(4);"run stable,d5"
7875 IF option=4 THEN PRINT"Loading program input.....
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7875 IF option=4 THEN PRINT CHR$(4);"run input,d5” 
7880 IF option=5 THEN END 
7885 GOTO 7800
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8000 HEM ***************************************************
8005 REM ** PROGRAM STABLE **
801 2 REM Underground wedge stability program
8014 REM This program calculates physical characteristics
8016 REM of the wedge such as its weight, the area of its 
8018 REM faces, the normal and frictional forces on the 
8020 REM wedge faces, the factor of safety, and the mode of 
8022 REM failure for the given friction angles and cohesion 
8024 REM values. The program is designed to "be run 
8026 REM repeatedly, as many times as desired, with options 
8028 REM to modify the cohesion, the friction angles, the 
8030 REM rock density, the water pressure, the rock "bolt 
8032 REM tension, or the factor of safety.
8040 REM *************************************************** 
8050 REM Input data from temp3 file 
8052 PRINT CHR$(4);"mon c,1 ,0 ,1 "
8054 PRINT CHR$(4);"open temp3,d5"
8056 PRINT CHR$(4);"read temp3 "
8058 INPUT ml $,wedge,al
8060 INPUT s1,sa,da,xa,ya,za,pa,ca
8061 INPUT d1,d2,d3,d4,d5,d6,d7
8062 INPUT s2,sb,dt),xti,yb,zb,pd,cb
8063 INPUT e1,e2,e3,e4,e5,e6,e7
8064 INPUT s3,sc,dc,xc,yc,zc,pc,cc
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8065 INPUT f1,f2,f3,f4,f5,f6,f7
8066 INPUT xi,yi,zi
8068 PRINT CHR$(4);"close temp3,d5"
8070 PRINT CHR$(4);"nomon c,1,0,1 "
8100 REM Calculate strike and dip of free face
8105 REM The strike is the same as the alignment azimuth
8110 sd=al
811 5 IF ml $=My ,r THEN PRINT”Strike of free face = ” ; sd 
8120 REM Determine dip 
81 25 yv=( d6+e6+f6 )/3 
8130 m=ABS(-yv/SQR(441-yvA2))
8135 dd=ATN(m)
8140 IP m1$=”y" THEN PRINT"Dip of free face =
";dd*180/3.14159
8145 REM Calculate w t , the trace length of discontinuity
8150 REM #3 on the free face
8155 wt=SQR((e5-f5)"2+(e6-f6)"2+(e7-f7)"2)
8160 IP ml$=”y ” THEN PRINT"Discontinuity 3 trace length=
"; wt
8165 REM Trend and plunge of the rock "bolt force
81 70 df=90-dd*180/3•14159:REM Plunge is normal to free face
8175 REM al is in the northern hemisphere
8176 IP al<=90 AND yv<0 THEN sf=al+270
8177 IP al<=90 AND yv>=0 THEN sf=al+90
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<S178 TV al< = 270 A W  al> = 180 AND yv<0 THEN 8f=al-270
8179 IF al>=270 AND yv>=0 THEN sf=al-90
8180 IP m1$="y,T THEN PRINT"The trend of the rockbolt force = 
11 ; sf
8181 IP ml $ = ,,y lt THEN PRINT"The plunge of the rockholt force 
= df
8182 REM Set values for rockbolt tension, water pressure,
8183 REM and rock density 
8185 t=0:u=0:yr=1 65/2000
8190 GOSUB 9000:REM Stability analysis
8195 GOSUB 8500:REM Display parameters
8196 GOSUB 8200:REM Output options
8197 END
8200 REM
8201 REM Output options 
8203 HOME:VTAB 5
8205 PRINT" Output options”
8210 PRINT" 1) Display wedge parameters and change"
821 2 PRINT" parameters if desired."
8214 PRINT" 2) Return to input program to analyze a new" 
8216 PRINT" wedge."
8218 PRINT" 3) Show stability results on the screen."
8220 PRINT" 4) Show stability results on the screen and" 
8222 PRINT" produce a printout."

Bannis inmasY
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8224 PRINTM 5) Store output to a file."
8226 PRINT” 6) Read output from a data file."
8228 PRINT" 7) Look at a list of output files."
8230 PRINT" 8) Go to output menu to generate a "
8232 PRINT" 3-dimensional plot or a map view.
8240 GET option
8250 IF option=1 THEN GOSUB 8500
8253 IF option=2 THEN PRINT"Loading program input
8255 IF option=2 THEN PRINT CHR$(4);"run input,d5
8260 IF option=3 THEN GOSUB 8800
8265 IF option=4 THEN PRINT CHR$(4);"pr#1 "
8266 IF option=4 THEN GOSUB 8800
8267 IF option=4 THEN PRINT CHR$(4);"pr#0"
8275 IF option=5 THEN GOSUB 9700
8280 IF option=6 THEN GOSUB 9800
8285 IF option=7 THEN PRINT CHR$(4);"catalog,d5"
8290 IF option=8 THEN GOTO 9910
8295 RETURN
8500 REM
8501 REM Subroutine to display parameters 
8505 REM 1st screen
8507 HOME
8510 PRINT TAB(10) ; "1 ) Wedge no: ” ;wedge 
851 5 PRINT:PRINT TAB(20);"Discontinuity"
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8520 PRINT TAB(12) 1 2 3"
8525 PRINT"Strike ";s1 ,s2,s3 
852? PRINT”Dip azimuth "; sa,sb,sc 
8530 PRINT”Dip ";da,db,dc
8535 PRINT"X-coordinate ";xa,xb,xc 
8540 PRINT"Y-coordinate ”;ya,yb,yc 
8545 PRINT"Z-coordinate ";za,zb,zc
8550 PRINT"2) Change strike,dip, or coordinates above"
8552 PRINT" NOTE:This option returns to input program”
8555 PRINT"3)Friction angle ";pa,pb,pc
8560 PRINT"4)C oh es i o n ";ca,cb,cc
8565 PRINT"5)Rock density ";yr
8570 PRINT"6)Water pressure ” ;u
8575 PRINT"7)Rock bolt tension ";t
8580, PRINT"The factor of safety = " ; fs
8585 PRINT"8)Procede with stability analysis"
8587 PRINT"9)Output options menu - store data"
8588 PRINT"10)Run another program”
8590 PRINT"Enter your choice"
8595 GET a
8600 REM Make changes 
8602 INVERSE
8605 PRINT: PRINT "Input new value ( s ) " : PRINT : PRINT 
861 0 IE a=1 THEN INPUT "Wedge no: = "; wedge
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861 5 IF a=2 THEN PRINT "Loading program input .
8620 IF a=2 THEN PRINT CHR$ (4) ; "run input, d5”
8625 IF a<>5 THEN GOTO 8680 
8650 PRINT"Which discontinuity?"
8655 PRINT"Enter 4 if you are done"
8645 GET b
8650 PRINT"New friction angle = "
8655 IF b=1 THEN INPUT pa
8660 IF b=2 THEN INPUT pb
8665 IF b=5 THEN INPUT pc
8670 IF b=4 THEN GOTO 8500 
8675 GOTO 8650 
8680 IF a<>4 THEN GOTO 8755 
8685 PRINT"Which discontinuity?"
8695 PRINT"Enter 4 if you are done"
8700 GET b
8705 PRINT"New cohesion value = "
8710 IF b=1 THEN INPUT ca
8715 IF b=2 THEN INPUT cb
8720 IF b=5 THEN INPUT cc
8725 IF b=4 THEN GOTO 8500
8750 GOTO 8685
8755 IF a=5 THEN INPUT"New rock density = ”;yr
8740 IF a=6 THEN INPUT"New water pressure = ";u
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8745 IF a=7 THEN INPUT "New rock "bolt tension = ” ; t 
8747 NORMAL
8750 IF a=8 THEN 00SUB 9000 
8755 IF a=9 THEN RETURN
8760 IF a= 10 THEN GOTO 9910
8765 GOTO 8500
8800 REM
8802 REM Screen output subroutine
8805 HOME
8810 PRINT"Wedge no = "; wedge
8815 PRINT" Discontinuity"
8820 PRINT" 1 2 3"
8825 PRINT"Strike ";s1 ; " ";s2;" ";s3
8827 PRINT"Dip azimuth " ; sa; " " ; s b ; " " ; s c

O0000 PRINT"Dip "; da;" ";db;" ";dc
8835 PRINT"Area " ; ar; ” " ; as ;" " ; aq
8840 PRINT"Friction angle ”; pa;" ";pb;" " ; pc
8845 PRINT"Cohesion ";ca;" ";cb;" ";cc

00 00 VI o PRINT"Strike and dip of free face = ";sd;" ";dd
8855 PRINT"Coordinates for each discontinuity"
8860 PRINT" x y z"
8865 PRINT”1 ";x1 ;" ";y1;" ";z1
8870 PRINT"2 ";x2;" ";y2;" n;z2
8875 PRINT"5 ";x5;" ”;y5;” ";z3
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8880 PRIITT "Coordinates of wedge-tunnel intersections”
8882 PRINT” x y z ”
8885 PRINT”Planes 1&2 ”;xa(1);” ”;ya(l );" ” ;za(l)
8890 PRINT "Planes 2&3 n;xa(2); 11 ”;ya(2) ; " ”;za(2)
8895 PRINT"Planes 1&3 ";xa(5);” ”;ya(5); ” ";za(3)
8900 PRINT"Coordinates of the inside vertice"
8905 PRINT"x= ";xi;" y= ";yi;" z= ";zi 
8910 PRINT"Rockholt tension = t
891 5 PRINT"Rock density = ";yr
8920 PRINT"Wedge weight = ”;w
8925 PRINT"Water pressure = ";u
8950 PRINT"Mode of failure : ";mode$
8955 PRINT"Factor of safety = ";fs 
8950 RETURN
9000 REM Subroutine to calculate stability parameters
9001 REM Convert input to radians
9002 c=3.14159/180
9005 da=da*c:sa=sa*c:db=db*c:sb=sb*c:dc=dc*c:s c=sc*c:dd=dd*c
9004 sd=sd*c:de=de*c:se=se*c:df=df*c:sf=sf*c:pa=pa*c:pb=pb*c
9005 pc=pc*c
9009 REM Calculate force vector components
9010 REM Normal and frictional components on each face 
901 1 ax=SIN(da)*SIN(sa)
901 2 ay=SIIî(da)*C0S(sa)
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9013 az=C0S(da)
9021 bx=SIN(ab)*SIN(sb)
9022 by=SIN(db)*C0S(sb)
9023 bz=C0S(db)
9031 dx=SIN(dc)*SIN(sc)
9032 dy=SIN(dc)*C0S(sc)
9033 dz=C0S(dc)
9035 REM All faces overhang
9044 fx=-SIN(dd)*SIR(sd)
9045 fy=-SIN(dd)*C0S(sd)
9046 fz=-COS(dd)
9031 gx=COS(de)*SIN(se)
9052 gy=COS(de)*COS(se)
9053 gz=-SIE(de)
9061 cx=COS(df)*SIN(sf)
9062 cy=COS(df)*COS(sf)
9063 cz=— SIE(df)
9071 hx=fy*gz-fz*gy
9072 hy=fz*gx-fx*gz
9073 hz=fx*gy-fy*-gx
9081 ix=dy*bz-dz*by
9082 iy=dz*bx-dx*bz
9083 1z=dx*by-dy*bx
9091 jx=ay*dz~az*dy
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9092 jy=az*dx-ax*dz
9093 jz=ax*dy-ay*dx
9101 kx=by*az-bz*ay
9102 ky=bz*ax-bx*az
9103 kz=bx*ay-by*ax
91 1 0 1=-(ax*ix+ay*iy+az*iz)
91 20 la=fx*ix+fy*iy+f‘z*iz 
9130 lb=fx*jx+fy*jy+fz*jz 
9140 lc=fx*kx+fy*ky+fz*kz 
91 50 ina= (hx*ix-fhy*iy+hz*iz)/la 
91 60 mb=(hx*jx+hy*jy+hz*jz)/lb 
9170 mc=(hx*kx+hy*ky+hz*kz)/lc 
9180 ea=wb/ABS(ma-mb)
9182 eb=wb/ABS(mb-mc)
91 83 ec=wb/ABS(mc-ma)
9190 IP ea<=eb AND ea<=ec THEH e=ea
9191 IP eb<=ea AND eb<=ec THEN e=eb
9192 IP ec<=ea AND ec<=eb THEN e=ec
9200 ka=-e/la:kb=-e/lb:kc=-e/lc
9211 aa=l*kb*kc/2
9212 ab=ka*aa/kb
9213 ac=ka*aa/kc
9220 w=-(yr*l)*(aa*ka)/3
9230 ar=ABS(aa):as=ABS(ab):aq=ABS(ac)
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9240 wa=ABS(w)
9250 ua=u*aa
9251 u"b=u*ab
9252 uc=u*ao
9260 ra=dx*bx+dy*by+dz*bz 
9265 ta=1-(ra“2)
9270 rb=ax*dx+ay*dy+az*dz 
9275 tb=1-(rbA2)
9280 rc=bx*ax+b5r*ay+bz*az 
9285 tc=1-(rcA2)
9290 tx=t*cx
9291 ty=t*cy
9292 tz=t*cz
9500 rx=-ua*ax-ub*bx--uc*dx-tx‘x"w/wa
931 0 ry=-ua*ay-ub*by-uc*dz-ty*w/wa
9320 rz=-iia*az-'ub*bz--uc*dz+w-tz*w/wa
9330 ga=rx*ax+ry*ay+rz*az
9335 ha=rx*ix+ry*iy+rz*iz
9340 gb=rx*bx+ry*by+rz*bz
9345 hb=rx*lx+ry*jy+rz*jz
9350 gc=rx*dx+ry*dy+rz*dz
9355 hc=rx*kx-fry*ky+rz*kz
9360 na=(ga-rc*gb)*aa/(tc*ar)
9365 nb=(gb-rc*ga)*ab/(tc*as)
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9370 alla=ABS(l*la)
9 3 7 2  s=(hc*l*la)/alla*(tcA.5)
9380 IF na>0 AFD nb>0 GOTO 9382
9381 GOTO 9400
9382 IF 8<=0 GOTO 9384
9383 IF s>0 GOTO 9390
9384 mode$=nThe wedge is s t a b l e n c = 0
9385 GOTO 9650
9390 mode$="Contact on planes 1 and 2, separation on 3 ”
9391 f‘s= (na*TAN(pa) + ca*ar+nb*TAN(pb)+cb*as )/s
9392 nc=0 
9394 GOTO 9650
9400 nb=(gb-ra*gc)*ab/(ta*as)
9405 nc=(gc-ra*gb)*ac/(ta*aq)
9406 na=0
9410 lr=ABS(l*lb)
9412 s=(ha*l*lb)/(1r*(taA.5))
9420 IF nb>0 M D  nc>0 GOTO 9422
9421 GOTO 9440
9422 IF s<=0 GOTO 9424
9423 IF s>0 GOTO 9430
9424 mode$=”The wedge is stable”
9425 GOTO 9650
9430 mode$="Contact on planes 2 and 3, separation on 1 ”
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9431 f 8= ( n"b*TAH (pb)+cb*as+nc*TAN( pc )+cc*aq) /s 
9433 GOTO 9650
9440 nc= ( gc-rb*ga)*ac/( tb*aq.)
9445 na=(ga-rb*gc)*aa/(tb*ar)
9446 nb=0
9450 ls=ABS(l*lc)
9452 s=(hb*l*lc)/(ls*(tbA.5))
9460 IP nc>0 AND na>0 GOTO 9462
9461 GOTO 9480
9462 IF s<=0 GOTO 9464
9463 IF s >0 GOTO 9470
9464 mode$=T!The wedge is stable"
9465 GOTO 9650
9470 mode$="Contact on planes 1 and 3, separation on
9471 f,s=(nc*TAN(pc) + cc*aq+na*TAN(pa)+ca*ar)/s 
9473 GOTO 9650
9480 na=ga*aa/ar
9481 nb=0:nc=0
9490 IF na<0 GOTO 9530
9500 sx=rx-ga*ax
9501 sy=ry-ga*ay
9502 sz=rz-ga*az
951 0 s=(sxA2+syA2+szA2)A -5
9520 mode$="Contact on plane 1 , separation on 2 and 3
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9521 fs=(na*TAN(pa)+ca*ar)/s 
9523 GOTO 9650
9530 n'b=gb*ab/as
9531 na=0:nc=0
9540 IF nb<0 GOTO 9580
9550 sx=zx-gb*bx
9551 sy=ry—gb*by
9552 sz=rz-gb*bz
9560 s = (sx^2+sy""2+szA2)A-5
9570 mode$=^Contact on plane 2, separation on 1 and 3 ”
9571 f s= ( nb*TAF(pb)-i-cb*a8 ) /s 
9573 GOTO 9650
9580 nc=gc*ac/ag.
9581 na=0:nb=0
9590 IF nc<0 GOTO 9630
9600 sx=rx-gc*dx
9601 sy=ry-gc*dy
9602 sz=rz— gc*dz
9610 s=(sxA2+syA2+szA2)A.5
9620 mode$="Contact on plane 3, separation on 1 and 2"
9621 fs=(nc*TAN(pc)+cc*aq)/s
9622 GOTO 9650
9630 mode$=^Separation on plane 3, wedge falls out” 
9650 RETURF
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9700 REM
9702 REM Store output to file
9703 HOME
9705 IHPUTMWhat file do you want to store the data 
in?";file$
9710 REM Data stored in same order as output subroutine
971 5 PRINT"Storing d a t a ..........”
9720 PRINT CHR$(4);"mon c,i,o,l”
9725 PRINT CHR$(4);”append ";file$;",d1"
9730 PRINT wedge
9731 PRINT sa:PRINT sb:PRINT so
9732 PRINT da:PRINT db:PRINT do
9733 PRINT ar:PRINT as : PRINT aq
9734 PRINT pa:PRINT pb:PRINT pc
9735 PRINT ca:PRINT cb:PRINT cc
9736 PRINT sd:PRINT dd
9737 PRINT xa:PRINT ya:PRINT za
9738 PRINT xb:PRINT yb:PRINT zb
9739 PRINT xc: PRINT yc:PRINT zc
9740 FOR i=1 TO 3
9742 PRINT xa(i ): PRINT ya(i): PRINT za(i)
9744 NEXT i
9746 PRINT xi:PRINT yi:PRINT zi 
9748 PRINT t:PRINT yr:PRINT w
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9750 PRINT u : PRINT mode$:PRINT fs 
9765 PRINT CHR$(4);”close ",d5"
9770 PRINT CHR$(4);"nomon c,1,0,1”
9775 RETURN 
9800 REM
9802 REM Read from output file
9805 INPUT "What file do you want to read from?"; file$
981 0 INPUT"What is the wedge number? ";number
981 5 PRINT "Reading f i l e ...... "
9820 PRINT CHR$(4);"mon c ,i ,o ,1”
9825 PRINT CHR$(4);"open ";file$;",d5"
9830 PRINT CHR$(4);"read ";file$
9835 FOR k=1 TO 1000
9840 INPUT wedge, sa,sb, sc , da, db, dc, ar,as, aq.,pa, pb,pc 
9845 INPUT ca,cb,cc,sd,dd,xa,ya,za,xb,yb,zb,xc,yc,zc 
9855 FOR i=1 TO 3:INPUT xa(i),ya(i),za(i):NEXT i 
9860 INPUT xi,yi,zi,t,yr,w,u,mode$,fs 
9865 IF wedge=number THEN GOSUB 8800
9870 IF wedge=number THEN k=1000
9871 PRINT CHR$(4);"nomon c,i,o,l"
9872 IF wedge=number THEN PRINT CHR$(4) ;’’close ";file$; ",d5”
9875 NEXT k
9880 RETURN 
9910 REM
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9912 REM Output menu, screen and routine 
9915 HOMErVTAB 5
9920 PRINT TAB(1 2);"Output Menu"
9925 PRINT:PRINT
9930 PRINT TAB(5);"1) 3-dimensional graphic plot":PRINT 
9935 PRINT TAB(5);,f2) Plan view graphic plot" : PRINT 
9940 PRINT TAB(5);,f3) Wedge stability analysis": PRINT 
9945 PRINT TAB(5);"4) Return to data input ": PRINT 
9950 PRINT TAB(5);"5) Exit program”
9955 GET option:HOME
9958 IF option=1 THEN PRINT"loading program plot.......
9960 IF option=1 THEN PRINT CHR$(4);"run plot,d5"
9962 IF option=2 THEN PRINT"loading program map........
9965 IF option=2 THEN PRINT CHR$(4) ; "run map,d5ff
9968 IF option=3 THEN PRINT"loading program stable....
9970 IF option=3 THEN PRINT CHR$(4);”run stable,d5"
9972 IF option=4 THEN PRINT"loading program input......
9975 IF option=4 THEN PRINT CHR$(4);"run input,d5"
9980 IF option=5 THEN END 
9985 GOTO 9910 
9999 END
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The following example of the wedge analysis program 
illustrates the programs use. The wedge is located near 
station 1368+83. One of the failure planes is nearly 
parallel to the tunnel alignment. All three discontinuity 
planes dip steeply. The input information, that describes 
the wedge was :

Discontinuity 1
Strike = N50°E
Dip = 60° NW
X—coordinate = 6881
Y— coordinate = 6
Z-coordinate = 18
Friction angle = 35°
Cohesion = 0
Discontinuity 2
Strike = N60°¥
Dip = 60° SW
X— coordinate = 6879
Y—coordinate = -5
Z—coordinate = 18
Friction angle = 35°
Cohes ion = 0
•iscontinuity 3
Strike = N02°W
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Dip = 70°NE
X-coordinate = 6890
Y-coordinate = 1
Z-coordinate = 20
Friction angle = 35°
Cohesion = 0

The X-coordinate values refect the station along the tunnel 
alignment. The Y-coordinate for the second discontinuity is 
negative because it is on the south side of the tunnel. The 
Z— coordinate is the distance the point was above the center 
of the full sized tunnel. A value of 18 indicates the point 
was 10 feet above the invert of the pilot bore. The friction 
angles were estimated based on inclining similiar surfaces 
and determining when sliding was initiated. The cohesion was 
assumed to be zero.

As program Calcs was run the following information 
describing the discontinuities was displayed:

The alignment azimuth is 55-26 
Discontinuity 1
Strike azimuth

°oLAii

Dip azimuth = 320°
Dip angle = 60°
Orientation angle = 1 74 .74*
Transposed dip azimuth = 554-74°
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X-intercept
Y-intercept
Z-intercept

= 6702.54 
= -617.30 
= -1064.69

The normal form of the equation is: 
1X+-10.86Y+-6.30Z = -6702.54 

Discontinuity 2 
Strike azimuth 
Dip azimuth 
Dip angle 
Orientation angle 
Transposed dip azimuth 
X-intercept 
Y-intercept 
Z-intercept 
The normal form of the equation is: 
-2.12X+-1Y+1.35Z = 14548.20 

Discontinuity 3 
Strike azimuth 
Dip azimuth 
Dip angle 
Orientation angle 
Transposed dip azimuth 
X-intercept 
Y-intercept

=  300 
=  210°

= 60°
= 64.74*
= 244.74°
= 6865 «15 
= 14548.20 
= -10753-59

= 358 
=  88*

= 70*
= 122.74°
= 122.74°
=  6898.01 
= -10729.12
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Z-intercept = 1 5941 .38
The normal form of the equation is:
-2 .31X+1 .49Y+-1Z = 15941 .58 

The coordinates of the inside vertice are:
X = 6884.61
Y = -.635 
Z = 30.02

The equation of the projection of planes 1 and 2 is: 
—24.01Y+-11 .992 = 344.60 

The intersection of planes 1 and 2 with the tunnel is: 
X = 6871 .87
Y = 3-60 
Z = 20.69

The equation of the projection of planes 2 and 3 is : 
-5.46Y4-5.25Z = -160.94 

The intersection of planes 2 and 3 with the tunnel is: 
X = 6880.72
Y = -17,70 
Z = 11.30

The equation of the projection of planes 3 and 1 is: 
23.61Y4-15.55Z = -451 .75 

The intersection of planes 3 and 1 with the tunnel is: 
X = 6892.48
Y = 5.10
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Z = 20.37
This data defines the wedge in 3-dimensional space relative 
to the position of the tunnel. The data was displayed to 
allow the user to see any geometrical problems that might 
arise. The parameters listed above are described in section 
4• An option screen was displayed when the calculations were 
complete. The user could then run any of the three output 
programs ; Plot, Map, or Stable

When program was run an initial plot showing the wedge 
and the tunnel was drawn on the high resolution screen. A 
sketch illustrating this plot is shown in figure C-22. 
Additional plots could be made to provide better views of 
the wedge ; however, with this example the geometry is easily 
visible.

Program Map was run and the plan view of the wedge shown 
in figure C-23 was drawn. This map could then be compared 
with maps of that section of the tunnel.

Program stable generated a list of parameters describing 
the stability of the wedge. The following list includes this 
information:

Strike of the free face = 55-26
Dip of the free face = 8.21
Discontinuity 3 trace length = 27-21
Trend of the rockbolt force = 325-26
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Plunge of the rockbolt force = 81.79
Mode of failure : The wedge falls out of the roof
Factor of safety = 0
Weight of the wedge = 140.62 tons
Area of the faces of the wedge :
Discontinuity 1 = 248.12 Ft^
Discontinuity 2 = 229 -52 Ft^
Discontinuity 3 = 253 -21 Ft^

This program could then be run to determine how variables 
affected the stability. The most common prcedures are listed 
below:

1). The value for cohesion along the discontinuities 
was increased to determine what value would make 
the wedge stable.

2). The rockbolt force was increased to determine what 
tension would make the wedge stable.

3). The friction angles could be changed to see their 
affect on the stability.

Note that this wedge can only be made stable with an average 
cohesive strength along the discontinuities of greater than 
2.7 psi or a rockbolt tension of 140 tons.
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APPENDIX D

Miscellaneous computer programs referred to in the text
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2 REM Equal area Schmidt plot program, modified from a 
program developed "by Dr. R.D. Call of the'University of 
Arizona, 1 968.
5REM This program was modified to accept multiple 
observation input, 10/29/84 
1 OREM SCHMIDT1
20DIM da(500, 2), nt(21 , 21)
24DIM az(500), dip(500)
3OREM initialize constants
40 aa=20 
50 ab=21 
60 ii=aa 
70 ib=ab
80REM set radius
90 ir=10 
100 qz=0
110? "Enter the title”: INPUT title$
1 6OREM zero tab
170F0R 1=1 TO ib
1 SOPOR o = 1 TO ib
190 nt(i, j)=0
200NEXT j
210NEXT i
21 5 nobs=0: j=0
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220 intot=1
222? ’’How many observations that are identical? Enter 0 to 
stop”
223INPUT ohs
224IF ohs=0 THEH GOTO 380
229REM covert strike and dip quadrants to dip azimuth
and dip angle.
226? ’’Enter the strike and dip in quadrant form”
227INPUT is$, id$
231 FOR k=1 TO ohs
232 qz=qz+1: ? qz, da(j, 1 ), d a (j , 2)
233IF VAL(MID$(is$, 2, 2))>90 OR VA1(MID$(id$, 1, 2))>90 
GOTO 380
234 no'bs=no'bs+1 : j = j+1
240 da(j, 2)=VAL(MID$(id$, 1 , 2))
245IF MID$(is$, 4, 1 ) = "w" OR MIDS(is$, 4, 1) = "W" GOTO 260 
250 ns=VAl(MID$(is$, 2, 2))
255G0T0 265
260 ns=360-VAL(MID$(lsS, 2, 2))
265IF ns>=270 AND ns<=360 GOTO 305
270IF MIDS(id$, 3, 2 )="nw" OR MID$(id$, 3, 2)="NW" GOTO 285 
275IF MID$(id$, 3, 2)="se" OR MID$(id$, 3, 2)="SE" GOTO 295 
280GOTO 340 
285 da(j, 1 )=ns+270
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29OG0T0 360 
* 295 da(j, 1)=ns+90 
300G0T0 360
305IF MID$(id$, 3, 2) = "sw" OR MID$(id$, 3, 2) = llSWn GOTO 320
310IF MID$(id$, 3, 2)="ne" OR MID$(id$, 3, 2)="NR" GOTO 330
315G0T0 340
320 da(j, 1)=n8-90
325G0T0 360
330 da( j, 1 ) =118-270
335GOTO 360
340REM error message
345? "DATA ENTRY ERROR”; MID$(idS, 3, 2)
347 nobs=nobs-1: j=j-1 
350GOTO 360 
36ONEXT k 
370GOTO 222
380REM convert data to radians
381 ? CHR$(7)
382? "You have entered "; nobs ; " observations."
385 isze=nobs 
390F0R i=intot TO isze 
400FOR j=1 TO 2
410 da(i, j)=.01745329*da(i, j)
42ONEXT j
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430REM form a vector from each data pair
44O r=ir
450 a=da( i, 1 )
460 e=da(i, 2)
470 ad=1 .4142*r*SIN(e/2)
480 da(i, l)=ad*SIN(a)
490 da(i, 2 )=ad*C0S(a)
500FEXT i
510 idelt=(ir/l0)+1
520F0R n=1 TO isze
530REM translate data
540 pi=da(n, 1 )+aa
550 pj=da(n, 2)+aa
560REM determine limits of primary count
570 ic=pi
580 ij=pj
590 iu=ic+idelt
600 il=ic-idelt
610 ju=ij+idelt
620 jl=ij-idelt
630F0R i=il TO iu
640P0R j=jl TO ju
63OREM set value for grid pts . of primary count
660 ci=i
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670 cj=j
68OREM calculate distance
6 9 0 ssi=SQR((ci-pi)A2+(cj-pj)"2 )
740REM determine if tabulation is to be made
750IF (ssi-(r/10))>0 GOTO 950
780REM determine coordinates of tabulation
790 iti=(2*ir+2)-(j+ir-ii+1 )
800 izj=i+ir-ii+1
81 OIF (iti>ib) OR ( izj>it>) GOTO 950 
820IF (iti<1) OR (izj<l) GOTO 950 
930REM tabulate
940 nt(iti, izj)=nt(iti, izj)+1 
950EEXT j 
96ONEXT i
970REM find values for locus of secondary count
980 atpi=(2*r)/(SQR((pi-aa)A2+(pj-aa)*2))
990 den=SQR((pi-aa)A2+(pj-aa)A2)
1000IP den<0 GOTO 1050 
101 OIF den=0 GOTO 1030 
1020IF den>0 GOTO 1050 
1030 x=1 
1040G0T0 1060 
1050 x=2
10601? x - K O  OR x-1 =0 GOTO 1 520
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1090 tpi=( 1-atpi)*(pi-aa)-faa 
1100 tj3=(1-atpi)*(pj-aa)+aa
111 OREM set limits of secondary count
1120 i2=tpi
1130 j2=tjj
1140 12= i2-idelt
1150 u2=i2+idelt
1160 cl=j2-idelt
1170 cu=j2+idelt
1180F0R i=12 TO u2
1190FOR j=cl TO cu
1200REM set value for grid pts. of secondary count
1210 ci=i 
1220 cj=j
1230REM calculate distance
1240 s2=SQR((ci-tpi)A2+(cj-tjj)a2)
1290REM determine if tabulation is to be made
1 300IF (s2-(r/10))>0 GOTO 1500
1330REM determine coordinates of tabulation
1340 iti=(2*ir+2)-(j + ir-ii-H )
1350 izj= i+ir-ii+1
1360IF (iti>ib) OR (izj>ib) GOTO 1500 
1370IE (iti<1) OR (izj<1) GOTO 1500 
148OREM tabulate
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1490 nt(iti, izj)=nt(iti, izj)+1 
1500HEXT j 
1510NEXT i 
1520NEXT n 
1800DIM y$(21 , 21 )
1 805REM develope string array
1810F0R 1=1 TO 21
1820F0R j=1 TO 21
1825IF nt(i, j)>99 GOTO 9090
1830IF nt(i, j)>9 GOTO 1860
1840 y$(i, j) = ”0,,-fSTR$(nt(i, j))
1850G0T0 1870
1860 y$(i, j)=STR$(nt(i, j))
187ONEXT j:REXT 1
2000REM print string array
2010? tab( 34 ) ; t!ra"
2015?
2020? TAB(31 ); yS( 1 , 10); ,f y$ ( 1 , 11); ” "; yS ( 1 , 12) 
2025?
2030F0R i=7 TO 15 
2040IF i=7 GOTO 2065 
2045IF i=15 GOTO 2070 
2050? y$(2, i); ” ";
2O6OGOT0 2080
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2065? TAB(22); y$(2, 7); 
2O67G0T0 2080 
2070? y$(2, 15)
2080NEXT i 
2090?
2100F0R 1=5 TO 17 
211 OIF 1=5 GOTO 2150 
2120IF 1=17 GOTO 2170 
2 1 3 0 ? y$(3, 1); M 
214OG0T0 2180 
2150? TAB(16); y$(3, 5); 
2160G0T0 2180 
2170? y$(3, 17)
2180NEXT 1 
2190?
22OOF0R 1=4 TO 18 
221 OIF 1=4 GOTO 2250 
2220IF 1=18 GOTO 2270 
2 2 3 0 ? y$(4, l); " "; 
2240G0T0 2280 
2 2 5 0? TAB(13); y$(4, 4); 
2260G0T0 2280 
2270? y$(4, 18)
2280MEXT 1
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2290?
23O0FOR o=5 TO 6 
231OF0R 1=3 TO 19 
2320IF 1=3 GOTO 2340 
2325IF 1=19 GOTO 2360 
2330? y$(d, 1); "
2335GOTO 2370 
2340? TAB(10); yS(j, 3) 
2350GOTO 2370 
2360? y$(d, 19)
2370NEXT 1 
2380?
2390NEXT d 
2400F0R d=7 TO 9 
2410FOR 1=2 TO 20 
2420IF 1=2 GOTO 2440 
2425IF 1=20 GOTO 2460
2 4 3 0? y $ (d , 1); "
2435G0T0 2470
2 4 4 0? TAB(7); y$(d, 2 ) ;
2450G0T0 2470
2 4 6 0? y S (d, 2 0 )
2470NEXT 1 
2480?
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2490HEXT j
2500F0R 1=1 TO 21
251 OIF 1=1 GOTO 2550
2520IF 1=21 GOTO 2570
2 5 3 0 ? 7$(1 0 , 1); "
2540G0T0 2580
2550? " y $ ( 1 0 ,  1)

2560G0T0 2580
2 5 7 0 ? 7 $(10, 21 )
2580NEXT 1
2590?
2600FOR 1=1 TO 21 
261 OIF 1=1 GOTO 2650 
2620IF 1=21 GOTO 2670 
2630? 7$(11, i); " 
2640G0T0 2680 
2650? "  ¥  7 $ ( 1 1 , 1 )

2660G0T0 2680 
2670? 7 $ (11, 21); " E ” 
2680NEXT 1 
2 6 9 0 ?

2700F0R 1=1 TO 21 
271 OIF 1=1 GOTO 2750 
2720IF 1=21 GOTO 2770
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2730? y$(l2, i); "
274OG0T0 2780
2750? ” y$(l2, 1 );
276OG0T0 2780
2770? y$(12, 21 )
2780NEXT i
2790?
2800F0R j=13 TO 15 
2810F0R 1=2 TO 20 
2820IF 1=2 GOTO 2840 
2825IF 1=20 GOTO 2860 
2830? y$(j , 1); " ” ; 
2835G0T0 2870 
2840? TAB(7); y$(j, 2); 
2850G0T0 2870 
2860? y$(j, 20)
287ONEXT i:?:NEXT j 
2900F0R 3=16 TO 17 
291OF0R 1=3 TO 19 
2920IF 1=3 GOTO 2940 
2925IF 1=19 GOTO 2960 
2930? y$(j, i); " ”? 
2935G0T0 2970 
2940? TAB(10); y$(j, 3)
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2950G0T0 2970 
2960? y$(j, 19)
2970NEXT i:?:NEXT j 
3000F0R i=4 TO 18 
301 OIF 1=4 GOTO 3050 
3020IF 1=18 GOTO 3070 
3030? y$(l8, 1); "
3O4OG0T0 3080
3050? TAB(13) ; y$d8, 4); " ” ; 
3O6OG0T0 3080 
3070? y$(l8, 18)
3080ÎTEXT 1 
3090?
31OOFOR 1=5 TO 17 
311 OIF 1=5 GOTO 3150 
3120IF 1=17 GOTO 3170 
3130? y$d9, i); "
314OG0T0 3180
3150? TAB( 16); y$d9, 5) ; "
3160G0T0 3180 
3170? y $ (19 , 17)
31 80ÜEXT 1 
3190?
3200F0R 1=7 TO 15
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3210IF 1=7 GOTO 3250
3220IF 1=15 GOTO 3270
3230? y S (20, i); "
324OG0T0 3280
3250? TAB(22); y$(20, 7); "
3260G0T0 3280 
3270? y $ (20, 15)
3280NEXT 1 
3290?
3300? TAB(31); y$(21, 10); " y$(21, 11); " "; y$(21, 12)
3310?
3320? TAB(34); "88"
5000REM turn printer on and print results 
5050? CHRS(4); "pr#0"
5100? "Do you want a printout?”
5200INPUT yn$
5220IF yn$="y" GOTO 5500
5230GOTO 9998
5500? CHR$(4); "pr#1"
5600? "Upper hemisphere equal area plot"
5660? "You have entered "; nohs; " observations"
5700? titles 
5770G0T0 2000 
9080GOTO 9999
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9090? "*****ERROR*"**'** counting square total too big” 
9998? CHR$(4); "pr#0"
9 9 9 9 S N D
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******************* PROGRAM SPACEADD *******************
* This program checks apparently randomly oriented
* discontinuities in the line survey database to see if
* they have large spacings and actually belong to a joint
* set
* The spacing values are automatically added to the database
* Be sure and use a file sorted by station 
ACCEPT!What line frequency file?1 TO FILE
ACCEPT"¥hat is the station interval - beginning station?1 ;
TO BEGIN
ACCEPT * What is the ending station?1 TO END 
ACCEPT1 Which wall of the tunnel? 1 TO N 
USE &FILE
COPY TO TEMPI FOR LOCATION='&N'.AND.8TATI0N>='&BEGIN'.AND.;
STATION^'&ENDf
STORE 1 TO X
USE TEMPI
STORE 1000 TO S1
STORE 1000 TO D1
GOTO TOP
DO WHILE.NOT.EOF
IF X=1

* Locate first record with zero spacing 
IF SPACING=0.AND.X=1
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STORE STATION TO BEGIN 
ELSE 
END IF
IF SPACING=0.AND.$(STRIKE,4,1)=,E'.AND.X=1 

STORE VAL($(STRIKE,2,2)) TO S1 
ELSE

IF SPACING=0.AND.$(STRIKE,4,1)='W.AND.X=1 
STORE VAL($(STRIKE,2,2))*(-1) TO 81 

ELSE 
ENDIF 

ENDIF
IF SPACING=0.AND.$(DIP,4,1)=,E t.AND.X=1 

STORE VAL($(DIP,1 ,2)) TO D1 
ELSE

IF SPACING=0.AND.$(DIP,4,1)=,W t.AND.X=1 
STORE 180—VAL($(DIP,1,2)) TO D1 
STORE 2 TO X 

ELSE 
ENDIF 
ENDIF 
ELSE 
ENDIF 
SKIP 

IF X=2
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♦Find next joint with the right orientation 
IF $(STRIKE,4 ,1)='E '
STORE VAIi($( STRIKE,2,2 ) ) TO 82 

ELSE
IF $( STRIKE,4,1 )='V

STORE VAL($(STRIKE,2,2))*(-1) TO 82 
EM) IF 

ENDIF
IF $(DIP,4,1)='E'

STORE VAL($(DIP,1 ,2)) TO D2 
ELSE

IF S(DIP,4,1 )='V/'
STORE 180—VAL($(DIP,1,2)) TO D2 

ENDIF 
ENDIF
*Check distance 
STORE STATION TO END
STORE VAL(END)-VAL(BEGIN) TO DISTANCE 
IE DISTANCED 0 
GOTO TOP 
DO WHILE X=2 
IF SPACING=0

REPLACE SPACING WITH DISTANCE 
STORE 1 TO X
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ELSE
SKIP

ELSE
ENDDO

ELSE
ENDIF
STORE S1-S2 TO DIFF 
STORE D1-D2 TO DIFG-
IF DIFF<=20.AND,DIFF>=-20.AND.DIFG<=20.AND.DIFG>=-20 

STORE STATION TO END
STORE VAL(END)-VAL(BEGIN) TO DISTANCE 

GOTO TOP 
DO WHILE X=2 
IF SPACING=0
REPLACE SPACING WITH DISTANCE 
STORE 1 TO X 

ELSE 
SKIP 

ENDIF 
ENDDO

STORE 1000 TO S1 
STORE 1000 TO D1 
GOTO TOP 

ELSE
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END IP 
ELSE 
END IP 

ENDDO
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10 REM Program to statistically compare pole concentrations 
' 20 REM on Schmidt plots 
30 HOME
40 INPUT"How many plots? ";i 
50 INPUT"How many joint sets? ”;j 
60 DIM f(i,j), r(i), c( j )
70 FOR k=1 TO i: r(k)=0: NEXT k 
80 FOR 1=1 TO j : c(l)=0: NEXT 1 
90 n=0:sum=0
100 REM Input concentration frequencies
110 PRINT"Enter the number of poles in each concentration" 
120 FOR k=1 TO i 
1 30 FOR 1=1 TO j
140 PRINT"Plot ";k;" ,set "; :INPUT f(k,l)
150 NEXT 1 
160 NEXT k
170 REM Calculate row and column totals 
180 FOR k=1 TO i 
190 FOR 1=1 TO j 
200 r (k) = r( k+f ( k, 1)
210 NEXT 1 
220 NEXT k 
230 FOR k=1 TO j 
240 FOR 1=1 TO i
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250 c(k)=c(k)+f(l,k)
260 NEXT 1 
270 NEXT k 
280 REM Find n 
290 FOR k=1 TO i 
300 FOR 1=1 TO j 
310 n=n+f(k,l)
320 NEXT 1 
330 NEXT k
340 REM Calculate X A2
350 FOR k=1 TO i
360 FOR 1=1 TO j
370 e=r(k)*c(l)/n
380 ff=(f(k,l)-e)A2/e
390 suin=sum+ff
400 NEXT 1
410 NEXT k
420 df=(i-1)*(j-1)
430 PRINT:PRINT
440 PRINT"The chi-squared (XA2) value for ";df;” degrees of 
freedom = ”; sum


